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Abstract
In the domain of strategic game playing, the use of statistical techniques such as the
Upper Confidence for Trees (UCT) algorithm, has become the norm as they offer
many benefits over classical algorithms. These benefits include requiring no game-
specific strategic knowledge and time-scalable performance. UCT does not incorporate
any strategic information specific to the game considered, but instead uses repeated
sampling to effectively brute-force search through the game tree or search space. The
lack of game-specific knowledge in UCT is thus both a benefit but also a strategic
disadvantage.
Pattern recognition techniques, specifically Neural Networks (NN), were identified as
a means of addressing the lack of game-specific knowledge in UCT. Through a novel
hybridisation technique which combines UCT and trained NNs for pruning, the UCT-
NN algorithm was derived. The NN component of UCT-NN was trained using a UCT
self-play scheme to generate game-specific knowledge without the need to construct and
manage game databases for training purposes. The UCT-NN algorithm is outlined for
pruning in the game of Go-Moku as a candidate case-study for this research.
The UCT-NN algorithm contained three major parameters which emerged from the
UCT algorithm, the use of NNs and the pruning schemes considered. Suitable methods
for finding candidate values for these three parameters were outlined and applied to the
game of Go-Moku on a 5 by 5 board. An empirical investigation of the playing perfor-
mance of UCT-NN was conducted in comparison to UCT through three benchmarks.
The benchmarks comprise a common randomly moving opponent, a common UCT-
max player which is given a large amount of playing time, and a pair-wise tournament
between UCT-NN and UCT.
The results of the performance evaluation for 5 by 5 Go-Moku were promising, which
prompted an evaluation of a larger 9 by 9 Go-Moku board. The results of both eval-
uations indicate that the time allocated to the UCT-NN algorithm directly affects
its performance when compared to UCT. The UCT-NN algorithm generally performs
better than UCT in games with very limited time-constraints in all benchmarks con-
sidered except when playing against a randomly moving player in 9 by 9 Go-Moku. In
real-time and near-real-time Go-Moku games, UCT-NN provides statistically signifi-
cant improvements compared to UCT. The findings of this research contribute to the
realisation of applying game-specific knowledge to the UCT algorithm.
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Chapter 1
Context of Research
“The main lesson of thirty-five years of AI research is that the hard prob-
lems are easy and the easy problems are hard. The mental abilities of a
four-year-old that we take for granted - recognizing a face, lifting a pencil,
walking across a room, answering a question - in fact solve some of the
hardest engineering problems ever conceived. As the new generation of in-
telligent devices appears, it will be the stock analysts and petrochemical
engineers and parole board members who are in danger of being replaced
by machines. The gardeners, receptionists, and cooks are secure in their
jobs for decades to come.”
- Steven Pinker, 1994
1.1 Background
Intelligently playing games has long been the subject of inquiry in the field of Artificial
Intelligence (AI). Researchers have tackled the objective of using AI to intelligently play
games using various approaches [Franken and Engelbrecht, 2003; Allis, 1994; Newborn,
2003]. The two pioneer researchers in this domain were Shannon [1950] who established
an approach to playing Chess using trees to represent possible moves and Samuel [1967]
who demonstrated an approach to playing Checkers by extracting strategic features
which were weighted throughout the course of game play.
These early approaches attempted to create intelligent game playing agents that could
strategically and convincingly play against a human player. These initial explorations
led to the creation of the sub-field of AI dedicated to strategic game playing, which is a
subset comprised of AI techniques and algorithms that are applied to game theory in the
domain of creating intelligent agents capable of strategically playing games [Waledzik
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and Man´dziuk, 2010a]. The domain of game playing draws from a large variety of AI
techniques to attempt to create such game playing agents.
There has been a wealth of research devoted to studying various approaches to game
learning [Waledzik and Man´dziuk, 2010a; Allis, 1994; Thielscher, 2011]. Many of these
approaches have been considered successful and have been implemented and compared
to various human players ranging from amateurs to world-champions. The most famous
of the strategic AI players is the Deep Blue project which played Chess against Garry
Kasparov, a world-champion grand-master Chess player [Newborn, 2000]. Deep Blue
lost the match against Kasparov in 1996, however Deep Blue defeated Kasparov in
a rematch game in 1997. This incident has been considered one of the greatest AI
accomplishments of the 20th century.
In addition to Checkers and Chess, various other games have been studied, such as
Backgammon, Tic-Tac-Toe and Go [Allis, 1994]. These games are classified through
properties borrowed from game theory, such as perfect-information throughout play
and zero-sum game results.
Perfect-information games have full and comprehensive information throughout the
course of the game [Verbeeck, Nowe´, Parent and Tuyls, 2007]. A common example of
such a game is Chess where both players can see the position of all the pieces on the
board at any given point. Imperfect-information games are identified as games with a
hidden component, such as the temporal event of dice rolls in Backgammon or hidden
cards in a game of Blackjack.
Games with the zero-sum property are identified by one player winning proportionally
to the other player’s loss [Fox, 2010]. An example of such a game is Checkers, where the
game is resolved by one player winning and the other player losing. Another possible
outcome is that of a draw, where both players win and lose in equal proportions. Non-
zero-sum games do not have the proportionality restriction of zero-sum games and
include games such as the Iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma [Fogel, 1996].
Despite attempts to create general game playing agents that can play unseen games
disregarding these classifications [Sharma, Kobti and Goodwin, 2008; Waledzik and
Man´dziuk, 2010a; Thielscher, 2011], creating algorithms that do not capitalise on
knowledge of the game domain is not a simple task [Allis, 1994]. Considering the game
classifications, the domain of zero-sum, perfect-information games has been studied
with higher success than non-zero-sum and imperfect-information games, as accurate
mathematical models can be constructed from theory and the search space of the al-
gorithms is considerably smaller [Chi and Nau, 1987].
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Considering games that are zero-sum and have perfect-information, the goal of an AI
agent is to play a game with a convincing amount of strategy that allows for a win.
There are currently many games where no perfect agent is known to exist. One such
game is the ancient Chinese game of Go, a strategic board game where players place
stones in a grid. The goal of Go is to surround the opponent’s stones with formations
of stones that can capture the encapsulated stones, ultimately attempting to cover the
majority of the game board [Chen, 2010]. There is a wealth of research conducted
on the game of Go, but there are inherent limitations in the strategies applied [Yang,
Gao, He, Liu, Fu, Chen and Ji, 2009; Gelly and Silver, 2007; Kocsis and Szepesva´ri,
2006; Tan, Teo and Anthony, 2010]. The dominant limitation is the large search space
of possible moves that must be explored, rendering traditional algorithms infeasible
[Gelly and Silver, 2007].
The typical approach for game playing agents that search all possible moves is to use a
game tree data structure [Borovska and Lazarova, 2007]. Such a tree contains a node
for each possible game state with children nodes containing each potential state that
can be reached in one move from the given parent node. There are many popular
algorithms that make use of the game tree data structure, most notably the Minimax
algorithm [Chi and Nau, 1987]. Given a game state, the Minimax algorithm applies a
greedy strategy to choose the move that rewards the player with the highest benefit
while giving the opponent the smallest possible benefit. By constructing a full game
tree, this leads to an optimal move selection. The exploration of all possible moves is
also the weakness of Minimax, as the full game tree must be constructed.
When searching large game trees, such as for the game of Go which contains ap-
proximately 10170 moves [Chen, 2010], the application of Minimax quickly becomes
infeasible. This situation has prompted researchers to develop strategies that address
the growth scalability shortcoming [Allis, 1994]. These strategies prune off moves and
their associated branches of the game tree to reduce the memory and computational
overhead of the algorithm by limiting the number of nodes stored and explored, thus
deliberately reducing the search space and corresponding game tree. Such pruning
strategies include Alpha-Beta pruning [Kocsis, Uiterwijk and van den Herik, 2001],
where a branch is pruned if it is found to be weaker than a previously encountered
branch, as well as neural network approaches that prune branches based on neural
network classification [du Plessis, 2009].
The alternative to the expensive process of pruning Minimax is the use of statisti-
cal approaches [Huang, Liu, Lu and Xiao, 2010]. The statistical approach that has
proven to most effectively deal with large search spaces in the game of Go is the Upper
Confidence for Trees (UCT) algorithm [Huang et al., 2010; Yang et al., 2009; Kocsis
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and Szepesva´ri, 2006] which was later extended to a family of algorithms called Monte
Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) algorithms [Gelly, Kocsis and Schoenauer, 2012]. The UCT
algorithm plays a series of random games from each available move from the current
move to statistically approximate the values Minimax would have reached [Kocsis and
Szepesva´ri, 2006]. Each random game consists of a series of random moves from both
the player and the opponent until either a win or loss is reached on that particular
branch. The results of all random games are averaged per branch, and then the branch
with the highest win count is chosen as the next move to play. By applying a bandit
heuristic, stronger branches are explored more often while devoting less random game
evaluations to weaker branches [Kocsis and Szepesva´ri, 2006].
The UCT algorithm requires a large amount of time to approximate the Minimax
values of a game tree, which has prompted researchers to investigate means of further
improving the algorithm, such as through the use of prior knowledge.
1.2 Relevance
In the domain of zero-sum and perfect-information game playing, the UCT algorithm
performs well when used on games that have a very large search space [Huang et al.,
2010]. The key limitation of the UCT algorithm is that it does not make use of prior
knowledge between moves or games as the algorithm makes moves independent of each
other, which potentially diminishes its strategic strength over the course of game play.
By biasing the UCT algorithm to search with prior knowledge, the algorithm was
shown to perform with equal success [Gelly et al., 2012]. This result suggests that the
algorithm can be augmented by hybridising the UCT algorithm with a knowledge and
strategic component that addresses this shortcoming by guiding its search policy.
The dominant form of representing prior knowledge is the use of game databases of
previous games which are expensive to compute and do not scale well with large search
spaces [Allis, 1994]. An alternative to the creation and use of game databases is the
use of Artificial Neural Networks (NNs), which can be used effectively for pattern
recognition [Engelbrecht, 2007].
The UCT algorithm performs well on large search spaces but makes use of no prior
knowledge, while knowledge encoding techniques, such as NNs, implicitly encode strat-
egy but do not scale well with large search spaces [Gauci and Stanley, 2010; Lockett,
Chen and Miikkulainen, 2007], which raises the question of how a combination of these
two approaches would perform when combined into a single approach. The aim of this
research is to thus identify a suitable technique for encoding game playing knowledge
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and present it to the UCT algorithm as a pruning improvement in a hybridisation
scheme to investigate the game playing performance of the hybrid approach.
1.3 Problem Statement
The problem that will be investigated in this study is the following:
The UCT algorithm for perfect-information, zero-sum game learning
lacks intelligent pruning based on game-specific information in its
tree construction technique.
The UCT algorithm has been shown to be a successful candidate as an approach for
games that are perfect-information and zero-sum with very large board sizes and cor-
respondingly large branching factors [Huang et al., 2010; Gelly and Wang, 2006]. The
UCT algorithm presents the complication of lacking knowledge longevity throughout
play as moves are selected by using a greedy strategy based on statistical sampling
[Gelly and Silver, 2007]. This stochastic-based behaviour allows the algorithm to make
greedy and independent decisions at each evaluation interval, while expanding the full
range of children at each game tree node [Liu, Li, He, Fu, Yang, Ji and Chen, 2009].
There are often moves expanded which do not contribute positively to the algorithm,
which could be alleviated by introducing a pruning component. Knowing what to
prune in a game tree is a game-specific problem, so a generalised approach to encoding
a game-tree pruning mechanism for UCT is required, such as the introduction of a
trained NN to perform pruning in the game in which it was trained.
1.4 Thesis Statement
The thesis statement that focuses this research is given as:
The UCT algorithm can be improved with a strategic hybridised com-
ponent that is modelled using a trained artificial neural network (NN)
for pruning.
The proposed thesis statement addresses the fact that the UCT approach is a sampled
technique that lacks long-term strategy as each evaluation is made without knowledge
of future game strategies or previous moves, apart from the current set of moves with
the highest projected payoff. Thus the Monte Carlo method inspired UCT algorithm
has the inherent flaw of being a greedy algorithm and does not natively use game-
specific knowledge to control its searching. By hybridising the algorithm through the
process of introducing an NN evaluator, a composite Hybrid-UCT algorithm can be
designed which uses NN-guided heuristics to search the game tree more strategically.
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The unmodified UCT algorithm [Kocsis and Szepesva´ri, 2006] will be tested against
the hybridised approach to evaluate the comparative strategic success of the two ap-
proaches. This strategy will determine the impact of including the trained NN compo-
nent to investigate if performance degrades, is consistent or improves.
1.5 Research Objectives
Based on the thesis statement posed in the previous section, two types of objectives were
identified for this study, namely primary and secondary objectives. These objectives
represent the envisaged contributions of this work.
The primary objective of this study is:
To develop and comparatively evaluate a hybridised algorithm that
combines the stochastic UCT algorithm with an NN pruning compo-
nent for strategic game playing.
Five secondary objectives support the primary research objective by addressing various
components and aspects of the objective. The five objectives are:
 Secondary Objective 1: To explore and describe classic and modern ap-
proaches of game playing by identifying key features, architectures and limi-
tations.
 Secondary Objective 2: To explain the UCT algorithm and how it is currently
applied to game playing by considering both the strengths and disadvantages of
the algorithm.
 Secondary Objective 3: To identify and motivate the use of NN structures
and a training technique for the creation of an NN-based pruning agent for UCT.
 Secondary Objective 4: To empirically evaluate the parameters that emerge
from the UCT-NN algorithm.
 Secondary Objective 5: To evaluate the playing performance of the UCT-NN
algorithm in suitable benchmark scenarios.
1.6 Research Questions and Methodology
To investigate the thesis statement posed and meet the defined objectives, eleven re-
search questions have been defined (Table 1.1) to sequentially present an investigation
into the identified problem.
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Table 1.1: Posed research questions of study.
Research
Objective
Number
Research
Question
Number
Descriptor
RO1 RQ1 What is strategic game playing?
RQ2 What limitations exist in traditional game playing
algorithms?
RO2 RQ3 What is the UCT algorithm for game playing?
RQ4 How is UCT currently applied to game playing?
RO3 RQ5 How can an NN component be designed to complement
the UCT algorithm?
RQ6 How can the UCT-augmenting NN be trained?
RQ7 How can the trained NN be used as a pruning component
in UCT?
RO4 RQ8 Which parameters emerge from the UCT-NN algorithm?
RQ9 How can the identified parameters be empirically opti-
mised for a case study game?
RO5 RQ10 How does UCT-NN perform on a standard game with a
standard sized search space?
RQ11 How does UCT-NN perform on a standard game with
an expanded search space?
To provide a thorough and credible investigation into the feasibility and measurable
success-rate of hybridising the UCT algorithm with oﬄine-trained NNs, a suitable
positivist philosophy is employed [Cohen, 1995; Olivier, 2009]. Through the use of the
positivist philosophy, the investigation is carefully formulated and empirically tested
for further knowledge acquisition in the domain of game playing.
In this study, the proposed hybrid algorithm will be designed, implemented and evalu-
ated. The implemented algorithm will serve as a platform for empirical experimentation
of the techniques developed by this research. The design and evaluation of the proposed
algorithm will be motivated by using existing literature, while the evaluation will be
empirically measured against the unmodified UCT algorithm to investigate if any per-
formance differences are present, where performance is measured by the comparative
win-rate of the algorithm or through a scoring technique, when applicable.
The NN component of the new UCT hybrid algorithm will be trained prior to use
through oﬄine-training methods. Oﬄine-training methods will be investigated and
motivated through literature, rather than online approaches that train the NN through-
out evaluated game play. As such, online techniques such as dynamic co-evolution are
excluded from this study as these techniques introduce additional investigative com-
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plexities and have a large computational overhead coupled with unreliable accuracy
[Engelbrecht, 2007].
The positivist approach will make use of a deductive method to investigate the posed
thesis statement by answering the identified research questions [Saunders, Lewis and
Thornhill, 2007]. Through the use of literature, deductive reasoning and experimental
work, the research questions can be suitably analysed and concluded as follows:
RQ1: What is strategic game playing?
Game playing is a diverse sub-area of AI which comprises many algorithms and ap-
proaches. This research question aims to consider a broad background and definition of
game playing through an exploration of extant literature (Section 2.2). With a defini-
tion identified, the field is explored in terms of game classifications and representations
present in literature (Section 2.5).
RQ2: What limitations exist in traditional game playing algorithms?
With classifications identified and a motivation why the game tree is the most pop-
ular game space representation, this research question examines common existing al-
gorithms in literature (Section 2.5.3) and shortcomings in game learning that have
necessitated modern approaches such as pattern recognition and statistical techniques
(Section 2.6).
RQ3: What is the UCT algorithm for game playing?
The UCT algorithm has been identified to be a highly successful algorithm in the
game playing domain for games that have a very high branching factor, such as Go
[Kocsis and Szepesva´ri, 2006]. Through a thorough and investigative literature review,
the UCT algorithm is investigated and illustrated as a game playing algorithm (Sec-
tion 3.4). The various implementation techniques and parameter considerations are
discussed to outline the use of UCT in game playing.
RQ4: How is UCT currently applied to game playing?
The literature review is used to motivate how the UCT algorithm is effectively consid-
ered to be a strong game playing approach and why it is a relevant algorithm to base
this study on. Furthermore, various approaches have been explored to modify and im-
prove the UCT algorithm by making game-specific optimisations or by hybridising the
UCT algorithm with other techniques (Section 3.5). This question will further address
the UCT algorithm by considering the implications of pruning improvements on the
standard UCT algorithm.
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RQ5: How can an NN component be designed to complement the UCT
algorithm?
The structure of an NN in terms of its inputs, outputs, weight initialisation, hidden
layer size, topology and activation function selection is a problem-dependent decision
[Engelbrecht, 2007]. A suitable NN game playing structure is presented and motivated
through literature as a suitable component for the hybridised UCT-NN algorithm (Sec-
tion 4.2).
RQ6: How can the UCT-augmenting NN be trained?
There are many possible techniques to train an NN, such as co-evolution, genetic algo-
rithms, gradient descent learning, swarm optimisation methods, as well as variations
of these techniques [Engelbrecht, 2007]. A suitable training technique is identified to-
gether with an exploration of possible methods for generating suitable training data. By
using UCT-generated data, the formation process of creating suitable training patterns
for the NN component of UCT-NN and how these are used in the training algorithm
is described (Section 4.4).
RQ7: How can the trained NN be used as a pruning component in UCT?
This research question outlines the design of the UCT-NN algorithm to illustrate the
NN pruning addition to UCT. The algorithm and its training considerations are com-
bined to indicate how the NN is used in the expansion phase of the UCT algorithm to
prune a level-dependent number of children (Section 4.4).
RQ8: Which parameters emerge from the UCT-NN algorithm?
By implementing the suggested NN structure and training technique to train the NN
for UCT-NN, the algorithm is applied to a game case study, namely Go-Moku. The
performance of the algorithm is related to various parameters in the UCT-NN algorithm
which are outlined through this research question. The role of each parameter on
the performance of UCT-NN is explained as a precursor to the optimisation methods
applied to find suitable values.
RQ9: How can the identified parameters be empirically optimised for a
case study game?
This research question identifies methods for optimising the parameters present in
UCT-NN for the game of Go-Moku, with new methods posed where literature cannot
provide suitable optimisation techniques. Through the applied experimental methods,
each parameter is empirically optimised to arrive at suitable values for the evaluation
of the performance of UCT-NN.
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RQ10: How does UCT-NN perform on a standard game with a standard
sized search space?
Through rigorous experimentation to gather quantitative performance data, the UCT-
NN algorithm is evaluated on a typical 5 by 5 Go-Moku board representing a search
space with an upper bound of 25! elements (Section 6.2). The optimised parameter val-
ues are used in UCT-NN to evaluate it against random and UCT players to determine
the effect of the addition of the trained NN used for pruning in UCT-NN.
RQ11: How does UCT-NN perform on a standard game with an expanded
search space?
UCT-NN is evaluated in comparison with a UCT player and a randomly moving player
in a typical benchmark game, namely Go-Moku with a search space having an upper
limit of 81! elements. The search space in this research question is larger than that
of the previous research question, which investigates the performance of UCT-NN on
a larger game. As the search space in non-game-playing application of game playing
algorithms is very large, the performance on the algorithm on a larger search space is
an important characteristic to investigate (Section 6.3). The parameter optimisation
methods identified are employed to arrive at suitable parameter values for the UCT-
NN player in the larger game, as the values are not necessarily optimal for a different
board size. Additionally, as the larger search space has longer time requirements,
optimisations to UCT in larger search spaces directly contribute to the applications of
UCT.
1.7 Scope and Limitations
Throughout this study, various limitations are imposed to ensure that the research
questions can be suitably addressed. The main focus of this study is to investigate
the impact of a suitably trained NN as a hybridised component of the UCT algorithm
in a sample game, namely Go-Moku (Appendix A). Go-Moku is chosen as it is a
common example of a two-player, zero-sum, perfect-information game. Additionally,
only a single game is selected as algorithm parameters would need to be optimised for
each additional game considered, which is beyond the scope of this study. There are
two main limitations present in this study, namely the exclusion of online learning for
training the NN through self-play or dynamic play, and the exclusion of games that
are not zero-sum, perfect-information, two-player or games that exhibit general game
playing semantics.
Online learning, also known as dynamic or stochastic learning, is a process where an
NN is trained in a step-wise fashion every time it is fired with a pattern. This ap-
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proach is excluded in favour of oﬄine learning, where the NN can be trained before
game play commences. In this study, online approaches are not feasible due to re-
stricted evaluation times [He, Xie, Wang, Luo, Fu, Yang, Liu and Zhu, 2008]. This
narrows the focus of this study to oﬄine training data gathered from the UCT algo-
rithm used in conjunction with an optimisation algorithm, such as Gradient Descent
back-propagation.
General game playing is a vast field where agents are required to play in games where
the rules of the game are not known until play begins, thus there is no knowledge of
pay-offs to allow strategic decision making [Waledzik and Man´dziuk, 2010a]. As this
data cannot be gathered before game play commences, general game playing is not
considered in this study.
This research aims to explore the game-success effects of hybridising an ANN knowledge
component with the UCT algorithm by using the unmodified UCT algorithm as a
benchmark. The research design thus does not support a direct comparison of the
UCT-NN algorithm with other UCT algorithm variations and current game learning
approaches.
By placing the above limitations on this research study, the scope is narrowed suffi-
ciently to investigate and address the posed research questions through a prototypical
implementation of the UCT-NN algorithm, to present design factors and findings, and
perform detailed evaluation of the success-rate of the presented algorithm.
1.8 Dissertation Outline
The study is structured in a linear fashion that will be used to sequentially conclude
each research question. The dissertation structure is grouped by methodology and
illustrated (Figure 1.1) while the contents of each chapter are briefly outlined. The
structure of the dissertation is thus:
Chapter 2 - Strategic Game Playing: This chapter introduces the domain of
game learning, with its associated definitions and paradigms. By identifying a broad
set of the techniques and approaches used, various methods are displayed to cover
the necessary theoretical background. The contemporary approaches of statistical and
pattern-recognition techniques are discussed, which together form the foundation of
the algorithm proposed by this study.
Chapter 3 - The UCT Algorithm: The Monte Carlo Tree Search technique
is the most dominant approach to statistical game playing and has multiple customi-
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sations, most notably a tree-searching policy which formed the UCT algorithm. This
chapter reports on the UCT algorithm with regard to its design, how it was initially ap-
plied, and how it functions. The various attributes of the algorithm are discussed and
flaws or weaknesses of the algorithm are highlighted as candidate reasons for improving
it. This chapter finally identifies the foremost pruning optimisations and improvements
of the algorithm to further investigate which areas of improvement are appropriate.
Chapter 4 - Pruning in UCT Using NNs: With the reader given a solid
understanding of the UCT algorithm and problem domain, this chapter comparatively
explores various structural properties of NNs and training mechanisms to arrive at the
UCT-NN algorithm presented in this study. A means of gathering training data from
the UCT algorithm through self-play simulation is outlined. The training data gath-
ering technique is applied in conjunction with the Gradient Descent back-propagation
training algorithm. The key decisions of structural and training design are reported
on to facilitate the application of the NN to the UCT algorithm to create the UCT-
NN algorithm investigated in this study. This chapter further outlines the UCT-NN
algorithm as the strategy for addressing the thesis statement in this study.
Chapter 5 - Experimental Design and Parametric Optimisation: UCT
has its own parameter which is game-specific and must thus be optimised for each sce-
nario. There is, unfortunately, no agreed upon manner in which the value is empirically
found, as researchers typically informally select a suitable value. This exploration and
exploitation control parameter is investigated with a suitable empirical optimisation
scheme.
In addition to the exploration and exploitation parameter, the NN introduces various
structural and training parameters which must also be investigated before a trained
NN can be included into UCT-NN. Lastly, as the NN is used for pruning, the parameter
controlling how pruning is performed must be considered. Optimisation schemes for
these parameters are outlined in this chapter and the results of parameter optimisation
for the game of Go-Moku are reported on.
Chapter 6 - Performance of UCT-NN: The performance of the UCT-NN
algorithm must be investigated to report on whether it is a feasible alternative to UCT
in the studied game of Go-Moku. This chapter investigates the performance of UCT-
NN on a 5 by 5 game of Go-Moku, using the parametric optimisations in the previous
chapter. The performance on 5 by 5 Go-Moku is reported on, and then compared to
the performance of UCT-NN on 9 by 9 Go-Moku. By comparing UCT-NN to UCT in
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two substantially different sizes of game search spaces, the comparative performance
of the UCT-NN algorithm can be determined.
Chapter 7 - Conclusion and Future Work: The final chapter presents a sum-
mary of the fulfilled research objectives of this study, along with any notable findings.
The introduction chapter is formally coupled with this chapter, thus this chapter ad-
dresses all the questions raised in the introduction of this study. The theoretical and
practical contributions of this study are articulated and discussed in this chapter. With
the formal findings of the study cohesively presented and the posed questions resolved,
a brief exploration of potential future work is presented to further the results found in
this study.
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Figure 1.1: Thesis chapter outline.
Chapter 2
Strategic Game Playing
“Chess is the Drosophila of artificial intelligence. However, computer chess
has developed much as genetics might have if the geneticists had concen-
trated their efforts starting in 1910 on breeding racing Drosophila. We
would have some science, but mainly we would have very fast fruit flies.”
- John McCarthy, 1994
2.1 Introduction
Strategic game playing is a sub-domain of AI where various techniques are employed in
an attempt to create convincing opponents that make use of strategy and planning to
select appropriate moves with the intention of winning [Allis, 1994; Chi and Nau, 1987].
Drawing from principles in game theory, strategic game playing is rich with definitions
and various algorithmic elements [Allis, 1994]. This chapter poses an investigation
into the strategic game playing domain by investigating the the various components of
strategic game playing (RQ1).
The key principles, classifications and terminology of the strategic game playing do-
main are presented with descriptions of the data structures and algorithmic techniques
commonly employed. These topics are illustrated through the use of the game of Tic-
Tac-Toe as a reference frame. A sample Tic-Tac-Toe1 board is illustrated in Figure 2.1.
The game of Tic-Tac-Toe is a simple turn-based, two-player game and is thus often
employed as a method for explaining or evaluating AI players due to its simple rules
and structure. The first player typically has an X token and the second player has
a O token, with player X having the first turn. The game is typically played on a 3
1Tic-Tac-Toe is known as Noughts and Crosses in the United Kingdom, Australia, New Zealand
and South Africa. Tic-Tac-Toe is the name adopted by the research community for formal AI research.
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O XX
Figure 2.1: An example of a game board of the game of Tic-Tac-Toe on a typical 3 by
3 board.
by 3 grid where each player can place his/her symbol token in an unoccupied cell on
the grid. The token placing mechanism alternates between players until an endgame
state is reached, where one player has won or both players draw. A win is obtained
by having three of a particular player’s symbol in a row, either horizontally, vertically
or diagonally. A draw is the consequence of the board being filled with neither player
scoring a win.
Traditional game playing algorithms are studied in this chapter to investigate the limi-
tations of classical approaches (RQ2). In addition to traditional algorithms, this chap-
ter investigates the various aspects of strategic game playing as a precursor to the more
contemporary approaches. The structure of this chapter (Figure 2.2) explores these
concepts in order from the earliest investigations (Section 2.2) to the contemporary
algorithmic approaches (Section 2.6).
The strategic game playing domain is large, but classifications can be applied to limit
the classes of approaches and algorithms explored (Section 2.3). Various metrics used to
calculate performance of game playing algorithms through various scoring strategies are
discussed (Section 2.4). The classifications and scoring schemes are outlined to arrive
at an abstracted architecture for game playing agents, consisting of three components,
namely: game logic, state-search representation and the evaluation algorithm employed
(Section 2.5). The game logic, which defines game rules and semantics (Section 2.5.1),
is mapped onto a representation of the search space of possible moves (Section 2.5.2),
which is in turn managed by the game playing algorithm employed (Section 2.5.3) to
select a suitable move.
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Figure 2.2: Structure of Chapter 2 with relation to associated research objectives and
research questions 1 and 2.
2.2 Pioneering Research
Researchers have been demonstrating attempts to mimic true intelligence in games
from as early as 1759, such as the famous chess automaton created by Wolfgang von
Kempelen [Allis, 1994]. The automaton was found to be counterfeit as there was an
actual player within the mechanism. Although this is the most famous incident, there
has been much speculation about mechanical chess players in literature [Levy and
Newborn, 1991; Russell and Norvig, 2003]. In an attempt to abstract the logic for
Chess, Turing produced a paper-based algorithm that could play rudimentary chess
games, despite its requiring human intervention to perform the calculations and move
pieces [Turing, 1953].
In the computing domain, significant success has been found in playing Chess and
Checkers in the 1950’s. These successes were documented as seminal works, namely the
initial attempts to automate the playing of Chess [Shannon, 1950], Checkers [Samuel,
1967] and other board games. These initial explorations sparked the formal creation of
the field commonly known as strategic game playing [Waledzik and Man´dziuk, 2010a],
where intelligent decision approaches are applied to game theory in practical environ-
ments with the aim of creating intelligent opponents.
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The decided goal of the pioneer game AI researchers was to create intelligent game
playing agents that were capable of successfully and convincingly playing against a
human player [Chi and Nau, 1987; Waledzik and Man´dziuk, 2010a]. This goal sub-
sequently sparked research into applying various AI techniques to create intelligent
evaluator agents that can compete with human strategy by applying reasoning and
strategic decision making.
The subsequent approaches to game playing demonstrated the difficulty that algorithms
experience compared to human players, namely that of common-sense knowledge [Al-
lis, 1994]. Humans have an innate advantage through the associative approach that
the brain uses to associate sensory information with thoughts, which is largely ab-
sent in the computing domain despite advances in areas such as computer vision and
cognitive modelling [Jaynes, 1996]. This limitation presents the requirement of using
artificial knowledge techniques, such as intelligently limiting the state-search space to
allow algorithms to exhaustively investigate moves [Waledzik and Man´dziuk, 2010a].
A common representational model for game-state search spaces is that of a game tree
(Section 2.5.2). Game trees essentially list moves that can be made by alternating play-
ers by means of listing permutations of moves as a tree data structure. Alternatives
exist, such as flatter data structures, namely game dictionaries (Section 2.5.2.2).
The Minimax algorithm (Section 2.5.3.1) is one of the most fundamental game playing
algorithms that makes use of game trees and was used in many of these pioneering
works [Allis, 1994]. This algorithm works by creating a game tree containing all the
possible moves resulting from a given move, alternating between the two players. Min-
imax guarantees the selection of strong moves [Borovska and Lazarova, 2007], but has
the limitation of extremely large computational overheads as the full tree must be built
recursively. An alternative to building the full tree is to approximate selected board
states through the use of approximation functions (Section 2.5.3.2). Use of approxi-
mation or evaluation functions results in a loss of accuracy, but provides the flexibility
of controlling the tree depth.
Many pruning techniques were developed in response to the computational difficulty of
Minimax [Pearl, 1982; Russell and Norvig, 2003]. Heuristic pruning approaches limit
the number of branches created through techniques such as B∗2 and direct pruning using
Alpha-Beta pruning (Section 2.5.3.3). The most successful of these two approaches was
Alpha-Beta pruning [Russell and Norvig, 2003] where moves are ordered and priorities
are used to truncate certain branches at various levels based on knowledge gained up
to that point through traversing the game tree [Pearl, 1982].
2The B∗ algorithm is a best-first graph or tree searching algorithm that is similar to A∗ but works
with intervals rather than values [Russell and Norvig, 2003].
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Techniques such as iterative deepening (Section 2.5.3.4), used to limit the number of
levels explored during tree traversal, were also developed and used in conjunction with
Alpha-Beta pruning. These optimisation techniques were used to form the foundation
of Deep Blue [Newborn, 2000], a hardware optimised chess evaluator that defeated the
chess grand-master Garry Kasparov, who, at that time, held the world record for being
the top ranked player for 255 months [Campbell, Hoane Jr. and Hsu, 2002].
Despite the effectiveness of these simple optimisations, the modern focus of game learn-
ing is shifting from exhaustive search-based techniques to dynamic knowledge-based
techniques [Gelly et al., 2012]. By avoiding exhaustive search techniques that use
various brute-force approaches, various other optimisations are considered to improve
strategy without impacting on algorithmic performance.
2.3 Game Classifications
Formally presented in a study conducted by Allis [1994], the various classifications
of games are summarised in this section. These classifications can be used to iden-
tify classes of games and predict common strategic elements for the identified game
class. The realm of turn-based and two-player games contains two major game clas-
sifications (Figure 2.3), namely perfect-information/imperfect-information and zero-
sum/non-zero-sum games. Additional classifications have been devised in literature,
but the two discussed classifications of two-player, turn-based games are accepted to
be canonical [Fortnow, Impagliazzo, Kabanets and Umans, 2008].
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Figure 2.3: Classification matrix illustrating the two main categories of classifying
games, namely their summative and information visibility properties.
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Perfect-information games are defined as games where all the game-state information
is available to all the players at any given point in the game. A typical example
of a perfect-information game would be Chess, where both players have full board
visibility of all pieces and the board throughout play, as well as visibility of all the
possible moves that these pieces can make. Imperfect-information games are games
that generally contain a hidden component or present elements of random chance or
hidden data, such as the opponent’s cards in a game of Poker [Verbeeck et al., 2007].
Games may further be classified as either zero-sum or non-zero-sum. Zero-sum games
have an equilibrium where the loss of one player is balanced by the win of another
player [Fortnow et al., 2008]. This is the case with games such as Checkers, where
one player will win outright and the other will lose outright, or the game may possibly
result in a draw where both players win and lose equally. Non-zero-sum games do not
have this constraint. An example of such a game is the Iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma,
where two players may have independent levels of success or failure [Fox, 2010; Fogel,
1996].
The two-player categorisation model of games is illustrated (Figure 2.3) to indicate the
larger context of games in the two major classifications. Games with the imperfect-
information or non-zero-sum properties will not be discussed in subsequent sections as
the state search-space representations and appropriate algorithms differ substantially
from those used for zero-sum, perfect-information games.
When investigating strategic playing of various games, common practice is to do so
through simulation, which requires a standardised architecture. The scope of this
study is restricted to two-player, zero-sum, perfect-information games (Section 1.7).
Various performance evaluation techniques have been used in literature for the games
considered, of which the main techniques are discussed in the following section.
2.4 Game Playing Performance
Playing zero-sum board games has an intuitive performance scheme, namely playing
the game and investigating who won, lost or drew. When evaluating the performance
of an AI player, a number of games are played3 and then averaged out to provide a rea-
sonably accurate measure of the strength of the player [Russell and Norvig, 2003]. This
approach is dependent on the opponents, as certain players may have niche strategies
that allow them to perform well against some players but weakly against others.
3The number of games played depends on the number of variables tested to assume a normal
distribution of the observed results.
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When evaluating the performance of a game playing algorithm, the main evaluation
schemes are comparisons of ELO rankings, win-ratios, calculated scores or random
player-based statistics.
 ELO ranking: In a tournament environment of multiple players or between two
players that play repeated games against each other, the ELO ranking scheme
calculates a score based on relative performance of the players [Sismanis, 2010].
The expected result is calculated by comparing the two player’s ELO scores to
estimate each players’ chance of winning, then changing their scores by an equal
amount based on the difference of the expected result and the actual result. This
scheme considers draws, but it is not typically used between two isolated players,
it is instead used in tournament environments [Sismanis, 2010].
 Win-ratio: By playing a player against another player, the number of wins for the
evaluated player’s algorithm is accumulated and compared with the number of
wins of the opponent’s algorithm. By considering the ratio of wins of the player
against the opponent, an indication is given of which algorithm is stronger [Guo,
Shen, Visser and Iosup, 2012]. This scheme does not provide a means of directly
numerically including draws, which is an important feature of zero-sum games.
 Calculated Score: By considering wins, draws and losses individually, facets of
the algorithm’s performance may be overlooked. A calculated scoring system
is an intuitive means of assigning points to wins, losses and draws in various
proportions. An example scoring system [Chellapilla and Fogel, 2001] is a score
of 2 for a win, 1 for a draw and −1 for a loss, which treats a draw as a positive
outcome, but not quite as positive as a win. The benefit of using an uneven
scheme is to circumvent the issue that two draws are not necessarily equal in
score to one win and one loss [Zuckerman, Faliszewski, Bachrach and Elkind,
2012].
 Random player-based Statistics: Instead of playing the player’s algorithm against
another algorithm as an opponent, the evaluated algorithm is used against a
random moving player. This is typically done with a large number of game play
samples to negate random noise. The same is done to an opponent to provide
a separate score. The scores then accurately reflect how the two players play
against an independent third player that does not have any niching strategy
[Messerschmidt and Engelbrecht, 2006; Franken and Engelbrecht, 2003]. The
limitation of random player-based statistics is the requirement to perform a very
large number of simulations, which limits the complexity of the algorithms that
can be evaluated through this method.
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It is important to investigate the measure chosen from the perspectives of both the
player with the first move as well as the second player. The metric chosen should
consider both perspectives as playing first can provide substantial benefits [Uiterwijk
and van den Herik, 2000].
2.5 Game Playing Architecture
Investigating strategic game playing is typically done through computer simulation
[Franken and Engelbrecht, 2003; Russell and Norvig, 2003]. A standardised architec-
ture is derived which indicates the components used in creating strategic players from
algorithms in a computer environment for two-player, zero-sum, perfect-information
game playing (Figure 2.4).
Game Playing Architecture
Game Logic State Search Space 
Representation
Evaluation Algorithm
XO
O
O
XX
O XX
31 2
21 3 3 2
Figure 2.4: Typical game playing architecture.
The architecture consists of three main elements, namely: game logic, a state search
space representation and an evaluation algorithm. Game logic refers to the game rules
and semantics which govern how the game is played, which actions are permissible
and in which states a win, loss or draw occurs (Section 2.5.1). The state-search space
representation of the game (Section 2.5.2) refers to the means of representing possible
moves, or subsets thereof, that are possible in the game. The most common search
space representation is that of a game tree (Section 2.5.2.1) which shows alternative
levels of moves between two players. A database of known good moves can also be
used as a variation of the traditional game tree in the form of a game dictionary
(Section 2.5.2.2).
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The final element of the standard game playing architecture is that of the evaluation
algorithm employed (Section 2.5.3). The algorithm chosen makes use of the game
logic to construct a suitable search space representation, which it then traverses using
algorithm-specific traversal heuristics and applies some means of computation to arrive
at the decision of which move to make when presented with a given board.
The three game playing architecture components are generally aggregated into a simu-
lation tool that allows for conducting experimental work in various games using diverse
strategies. The outlined architecture is conceptually present in various studies of games
in the two-player, perfect-information and zero-sum domains [Allis, 1994; Yannakakis,
2005; Waledzik and Man´dziuk, 2010a].
2.5.1 Game Logic
A game is defined by its semantic information consisting of game properties (Sec-
tion 2.3) and rules. In two-player games, the rules indicate which player is to begin,
then moves are made in alternation between players until either one of the players wins,
or both players draw [Borovska and Lazarova, 2007]. An example of such a game is
Tic-Tac-Toe where the game typically starts with player X who then selects a move.
Following the turn of player X, player O then makes a move. Each player makes a
move until one player has three tokens in a row on the game board and thus wins, or
there are no more spaces and no win has occurred. This collection of rules regarding
permissible moves, board states corresponding to endgames (wins, losses and draws)
and legal board states is collectively referred to as game logic [Allis, 1994].
In a game playing architecture, the game chosen must be represented by its corre-
sponding game logic representation to allow the search algorithm used to navigate the
search space based on information on whether moves are legal or not. The search space
representation and search algorithm used on a specific game can be applied to other
games that exhibit the same properties, which makes games such as Tic-Tac-Toe and
its scaled variant, Go-Moku (Appendix A), appealing to AI researchers as they can
generally be used for investigations of algorithmic performance [Allis, 1994].
2.5.2 Search Space Representations
In a typical game playing architecture, the rules and player turns are managed by the
game logic component, whilst the responsibility of storing moves of both players for
evaluation purposes is contained in the state-search space representation. The two
main categories of state-search space representations for strategic game playing are
those of tree structures and dictionary structures [Russell and Norvig, 2003].
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The tree representation, corresponding to the tree data structure (Section 2.5.2.1),
is the most prevalent representation scheme as it allows all game states to be stored
explicitly based on a succession of moves [Russell and Norvig, 2003; Sturtevant, 2008;
Michulke and Thielscher, 2009]. While providing a full landscape of the game states in
a game, tree representations require large amounts of memory if not limited through
the process of pruning which removes branches or entire levels of the game tree.
A common alternative to directly using a tree representation is to store game states
in a dictionary data structure (Section 2.5.2.2) where accepted strong response moves
are stored in the same structure. This typically leads to predictable strategies, but can
be used in conjunction with game trees to help lower computational requirements for
early phases of games where the search space is large and certain moves are generally
accepted as strong moves. Additionally, game dictionaries can be used for endgames
where the game tree is small and a list of known winning endgame states is known.
2.5.2.1 Tree Representations
The standard structure used for representing game state information is that of the
game tree, first described by von Neumann [Shenoy, 2003]. This structure is based on
a tree with dynamic arity, thus having any number of children for each node. The root
node is the starting position of the game, or alternatively the current game state, with
states reachable in a single move represented as children nodes. The tree recursively
describes every possible game from the root node, with each level of the game tree
defined as a ply.
In a game between two players, player P1 and player P2, the game tree will consist of
the following [Franken and Engelbrecht, 2003]:
 A root node describing the starting board state;
 Immediate children nodes (1 ply deep) of all the possible first moves that can be
made by player P1;
 Grandchildren nodes (2 ply deep) of all the moves that player P2 can make in
response to the previous moves by player P1; and
 Interleaving levels of generated moves by players P1 and P2 in this fashion until
the complete tree has been fully constructed, or a termination criterion has been
applied. An example of such a termination criterion is when a fixed depth has
been reached, any non-terminal nodes are converted to terminal nodes through
the use of an evaluation function to approximate the node’s outcome.
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Figure 2.5: A game tree generated from a sampled Tic-Tac-Toe board. Square nodes
represent endgame states, while round nodes represent internal nodes.
The game tree of a simple Tic-Tac-Toe game in progress (Figure 2.5) demonstrates how
a tree can be formed from a specific board configuration. Four of the six terminal nodes
represent boards where a player lost, and the remaining two represent boards that re-
sulted in a draw. Illustrating boards inside nodes allows for the visualisation of possible
moves, but is a simplification of the game trees used by game playing algorithms. The
true game tree used by algorithms allows nodes to store more information than simply
the move that was made, with each specialisation specific to the implementation of the
game playing algorithm used.
Many of the classic game playing algorithms require a full game tree to effectively select
a move [Allis, 1994]. In more complex games, such as Go, the game tree is required
to store more than 10170 moves due to its large branching factor as it is traditionally
played on a 19 by 19 board [Bouzy and Chaslot, 2006]. Large game-state search spaces,
such as that of Go, are computationally infeasible to store in memory and too large
to explore in a reasonable time period which renders many of the classic game playing
algorithms ineffective.
When depicting game trees, or recursive algorithms that traverse the search space in
a tree-like manner, a simplified notation is used in this study that does not depict the
game board, but rather a value associated with the board on terminal nodes. Each
node in the game tree implicitly stores the game board at the node’s position in the
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tree, as well as the move most recently made and the symbol of the active player. To
illustrate this notation, Figure 2.6 depicts the symbolic representation of the full game
tree represented in Figure 2.5.
The AI player using the game tree is referred to as the principal player. The game tree
illustrates moves made by the principal player (typically player P1) and the opposing
player (typically player P2) in alternating levels. Figure 2.6 features circular nodes and
square nodes, each having significance in this notation. Circular nodes refer to internal
nodes, which are game states that do not represent a terminal node. Terminal nodes,
depicted as square nodes, represent endgame states that correspond to a win, loss or
draw. Terminal nodes are depicted with numeric values to indicate whether a win has
occurred for the principal player, which are represented as 1. Losses for the principal
player, and thus wins for the opponent, are represented as -1, and finally draws are
represented as 0.
1
P1
P2-1
1
-1
0 0 P1
Figure 2.6: A symbolic game tree corresponding to Figure 2.5. The notation of us-
ing square symbols for leaf (endgame) nodes and round symbols for internal nodes is
preserved.
The game tree data structure is the intuitive and natural representation of a game
state search space [Campbell et al., 2002]. In situations where the long-term strategic
link between subsequent moves is not emphasised, a flat database representation of a
game tree can be used in the form of a game dictionary.
2.5.2.2 Game Dictionaries
When representing the state search space of a game board, the tree-based approaches
represent the full search space, but when the search space is extremely big and strong
moves are known a priori, then such deep searching is not desirable. The concept
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of storing known good moves introduces the complexity of evaluating what qualifies a
move as good for each possible board permutation. When limiting the moves stored for
a certain phase of the game, mapping of board configurations to strong moves becomes
a feasible approach throughout the use of game dictionaries.
Game dictionaries are simple table-structures that index the game board and store
one or more appropriate moves for each given index [Campbell et al., 2002]. By using
a game dictionary, an algorithm can circumvent deep tree traversal when the search
space is large or when the list of possible moves is suitably short. The typical phases
of a game are: the opening phase; the extended phase, and the endgame phase. The
state search space is largest for boards with fewer already played moves, namely in the
opening phase. An intermediary phase exists between the opening phase and endgame
phase, corresponding to the extended phase, which is represented by the extended book
game dictionary. Extended books are typically not employed in complex games as the
size of these dictionaries is too large to be feasible and difficult to populate [Allis, 1994].
The state search space is smallest for boards that are near the end of the game, namely
where a win, draw or loss is likely to result in only a few moves, which corresponds to
the endgame phase.
The two main categories of game dictionaries are opening books and endgame databases
corresponding to the opening phases and endgame phases respectively. The use of
game dictionaries in these two instances is situational and has various advantages and
disadvantages.
 Opening book: When the search space is at its largest, normally in the first
few moves of the game, game tree representations cannot create a full tree in
games where the branching factor is not suitably small. Opening books are game
databases that address this issue by storing opening moves that are assumed to be
strong. Games that often result in a win when using a certain opening sequence
of moves provide the knowledge for this manner of encoding. Opening books are
commonly used in games such as Chess, where strategically good starting moves
are well known, especially amongst experts in these games.
 Endgame database: In the endgame phase of a game, the game tree is sub-
stantially smaller. Constructing these game trees is typically trivial, but is also
time-consuming as each move must be investigated. The endgame database, or
endgame book, can be applied in the endgame phase as the number of permuta-
tions of the game board, and consequently the number of nodes in the equivalent
tree, is substantially smaller so the task of encoding these game dictionaries is
manageable and thus appealing.
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Both opening books and endgame databases are an effective way of encoding a priori
knowledge for use in algorithms. The knowledge encoded could substantially benefit
algorithms that do not search the game state search space quickly enough to provide
strong moves in opening moves or do not display strategy on endgame moves. Despite
being attractive as knowledge encoding mechanisms, game dictionaries are commonly
hand-crafted by experts or mined from large databases of historical games, which is a
time-intensive task [Campbell et al., 2002]. The following section discusses the simplest
and most well-known, or otherwise classic, algorithms that typically use tree-based
representations, but often use game dictionaries when applied to games that have a
very large move branching factor.
2.5.3 Classic Game Playing Algorithms
In the standard game playing architecture (Figure 2.4), the three components do not
work independently of each other. Game logic is used to dictate the rules and logic of
the game in question. The set of all moves permissible from the current game state
is arranged in a game-state representation, as governed by the rules of the game logic
component. The third component, namely the evaluation algorithm, controls how
a move is selected from a list of immediate moves available from the current game
state, namely the first ply of the game tree. The algorithm selected traverses the
search space mapped by the game-state representation, and thus will require a specific
representation. The typical, or classic, game playing algorithms rely on the use of the
game tree representation due to the manner in which the game tree represents the full
search space [Carolus, 2006].
In a theoretical game between two players, if a player selects the best move for each turn,
that player effectively plays a perfect game. This set of optimal moves is represented in
a game tree as a path between a leaf node and the root of the tree, and is often referred
as the principal variation [Reinefeld and Ridinger, 1994; Knuth and Moore, 1975].
The goal of any intelligent game playing algorithm is to select the strategically best
move at each given opportunity, thus approximating the principal variation. The most
characteristic of these algorithms is the Minimax algorithm [Borovska and Lazarova,
2007]. The Minimax algorithm (Section 2.5.3.1) is a simple algorithm that guarantees
the selection of the next move in the principal variation. The trade-off for the accuracy
of the Minimax algorithm is the fact that it requires a full game tree to function, which
can become infeasible in any games that do not have trivially small search spaces.
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A number of improvements have been proposed to the Minimax algorithm by re-
searchers which allows the algorithm to search larger problems by reducing the size
of the search space. The main form of vertical limitation of the search space is through
the use of evaluation functions (Section 2.5.3.2) which can convert an internal node
into a terminal node in the game tree by approximating the strategic value of the
move through the use of a heuristic. Horizontal pruning techniques, such as Alpha-
Beta pruning (Section 2.5.3.3), allows unnecessary subtrees of the search space to be
removed, as governed by a heuristic. When the game playing is time constrained, the
iterative deepening pruning technique (Section 2.5.3.4) is commonly used which al-
lows Minimax to manage the search space through the use of evaluation functions and
incremental ply visiting. By investigating Minimax and examples of various optimisa-
tion techniques, the common limitations of these approaches can be studied to identify
key limitations of these algorithms (Section 2.5.3.5) as a motivation for developing
alternative algorithms that address the identified shortcomings.
2.5.3.1 Minimax
The Minimax algorithm is a recursive tree-based search algorithm that applies the
Minimax principle [Levy and Newborn, 1991]. The Minimax principle states that, at
any game state, the current player attempts to maximise the gain of his/her next move,
and minimise the gain of the opponent’s subsequent moves. This allows the algorithm
to find the principal variation, which indicates to the current player the move to select
to maximise the chance of winning.
The Minimax algorithm (Algorithm 2.1) consists of two alternating phases, namely the
construction phase and the back-propagation phase [Nilsson, 1998]. In the construction
phase, the tree is recursively constructed by alternating in ply between the two players,
thus creating the full game tree containing all the possible moves to the leaf nodes,
which store games that have been terminated due to a win, loss or draw. Whenever a
leaf node is encountered in the construction phase, the back-propagation phase either
applies an evaluation function (Section 2.5.3.2) to calculate the value of the leaf node
based upon which player made the final move in the leaf node, or uses the final move
value if it is a win, draw or loss. The value obtained for the leaf node is propagated back
to the calling node, which then applies the Minimax principle to select a value once
all the node’s children have been visited. The Minimax principle selects the minimum
potential value if the ply represents an opponent’s move (Minimisation node), or selects
the maximum if the ply represents the Minimax player’s move (Maximisation node).
These move values are then propagated back to the root node by applying this principle
as necessary.
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Algorithm 2.1: The Minimax algorithm [Levy and Newborn, 1991]
input : A node containing a game state and the current player symbol
output: A tree with Minimax values provided so the best immediate move
can be made
minimax(node) begin
if if node is a leaf then
return an evaluated score for the node
if if node is a minimising node then
minscore = +∞
foreach child of node do
minscore = min(minscore, minimax(child))
return minscore
else
// node is a maximising node
maxscore = -∞
foreach child of node do
maxscore = max(maxscore, minimax(child))
return maxscore
The algorithm applies the two phases when appropriate and the final propagation
step provides scores to the first ply, which represents the potential next moves for the
Minimax player. The algorithm then selects the maximum of these scores and makes
the chosen move.
A typical Minimax evaluation is illustrated in Figure 2.7. The two players are labelled
P1 and P2, where P1 corresponds to the Minimax player and P2 corresponds to the
opponent. Assuming P1 is to move next, the full game tree is recursively generated from
the given move in a depth-first manner, with Minimax values for each node propagated
upwards as the recursion stack resolves. Given a hypothetical evaluation function, the
Minimax value for each leaf is shown with the appropriately selected Min or Max value
indicated in each interior node. The principal variation path is indicated with nodes
having thick node outlines. The Minimax algorithm would generate the depicted tree
in a depth-first manner, with the bottom-left leaf node evaluated first. The final result
is that the internal nodes store the value of the child that is either the minimum or
maximum of its siblings, depending on in which ply the selection occurred. The move
that the Minimax player will select is the move represented by the right-most branch
of the first ply, as this node lies in a maximising level and it has the highest value.
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2 1 6 9 8 3 2 7 3
Figure 2.7: A sample game tree with Minimax applied. The principal variation is
notated by thick node outlines.
2.5.3.2 Evaluation Functions
The greatest limitation of Minimax-based classical algorithms is the requirement to
create a full game tree [Russell and Norvig, 2003]. Creating a full tree requires that
all of a node’s paths to terminal nodes are included and expanded. Values cannot be
typically assigned to internal nodes, as they represent paths to terminal nodes, not the
actual terminal values corresponding to a win, loss or draw. A solution to limiting
the game tree size is to apply vertical pruning, also known as ply count limitations or
vertical cut-offs. Vertical pruning is done by transforming internal nodes into terminal
nodes through an approximation algorithm which represents the strength of that node
for the current player. Instead of an accurate value, such as with wins, losses and
draws, this requires an approximation, which directly impacts on the playing quality
of the algorithm considered.
Evaluation functions assign a numerical value to the given game state which indicates
how strategically useful the game board is to the player [Bouzy, Paris, De and Cazenave,
2001]. This is often accomplished by writing complicated hand-crafted “fitness” func-
tions that rank board pieces, positions and dominance [Gordon, 2006].
Other approaches have been devised to infer an evaluation or approximation function,
such as applying data mining algorithms to game databases to extract useful rules
and patterns. These rules and patterns are then translated into strategic features and
included in the evaluation function for the given game. This approach often leads
to stronger strategic players as subtle strategic features are often noticed that trivial
hand-crafted functions lack [Ueda, 1997; Bouzy et al., 2001].
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A typical hand-crafted evaluation function for a game such as Tic-Tac-Toe may be a
linear combination of the following:
 The number of moves that could result in a win by placing a single piece;
 The number of moves that could result in a win for the opponent by them placing
a single piece; and
 Weighted values for board positions.
Assuming a simple function which counts the number of wins that the player can make
in one move and then subtracts the number of similar groups for the opponent, consider
Figure 2.8 with the current player as X. The evaluation function for player X would
evaluate to a value of 1 as there are two rows that X could complete in one move and
there is one row that O could complete in one move.
O O
XX
OX
Figure 2.8: A candidate Tic-Tac-Toe board where an evaluation function is applied. A
score is typically assigned to the board to approximate its Minimax value.
The hand-crafted evaluation function is representative of all two-player, zero-sum and
perfect-information games, as hand-crafted evaluation functions consist of human iden-
tified features of a game board. The features are then weighted manually or through
experimental simulation [Schaeffer, Lake, Lu, Bryant and Marion, 1996]. The bene-
fit of using an evaluation function is that evaluations that require a full game tree,
such as Minimax, can be applied to larger games without the larger search space ren-
dering the algorithm infeasible. The limitation of using an evaluation function is the
potentially large loss of accuracy, determined by the features and weightings identi-
fied. Due to the accuracy concerns and the time requirements of strong evaluation
functions, contemporary approaches to game playing typically use pattern recognition
algorithms to replace classical evaluation functions [Dahl and Halck, 2000; Kocsis et al.,
2001; Coulom, 2007b; Lucas, 2005], or alternatively forgo evaluation functions entirely
[Kocsis and Szepesva´ri, 2006].
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2.5.3.3 Alpha-Beta Pruning
The Alpha-Beta pruning heuristic is a direct improvement on Minimax-based algo-
rithms which forces the algorithm to ignore branches of the game tree that can be safely
ignored without violating the principal variation [Knuth and Moore, 1975]. Knuth and
Moore [1975] first formalised the approach by illustrating that the standard Minimax
algorithm produces a full game tree which contains nodes that will not be reached when
following the principal variation. By pruning branches of the game tree, the memory
requirements for storing the game tree in a recursion stack can be slightly diminished,
whilst the computational requirements are reduced when a number of branches is elim-
inated as fewer nodes need to be traversed.
In the Alpha-Beta modified Minimax algorithm (Algorithm 2.2), the standard Minimax
algorithm is adapted to store an upper and lower bound of the previous best-considered
node on a level, which is then used as a comparison whenever looking at branches
lower than the stored level. The previous best value is named Alpha and the current
considered node’s value is named Beta. These bounds are tested once values from the
leaf nodes begin propagating through interior nodes. If values have been propagated
back and construction has resumed to find the values of the other children, then the
Alpha-Beta pruning scheme checks if the current node will be able to propagate upwards
by comparing it to previously evaluated siblings, based on whether the current ply is
maximising or minimising the move.
The worst-case running time of the Minimax algorithm with Alpha-Beta pruning ap-
plied is equivalent to the Minimax algorithm without any pruning being applied. Con-
versely, the best-case running time of Minimax with Alpha-Beta pruning is faster than
an unmodified Minimax algorithm [Carolus, 2006; Knuth and Moore, 1975].
The Alpha-Beta improved Minimax algorithm is illustrated in Figure 2.9 where a game
tree has been been expanded to the leaf nodes (indicated by square nodes) and each
node in the tree is labelled with the Minimax scores that have resulted from the back-
propagation pass. The interior and leaf nodes that have been pruned are indicated as
yellow crossed nodes. In the given example, the internal node with score 9 in ply 2
will always have a value of 9 or higher, as one of its children had the value of 9 on
a maximisation level. The implication of the value of the internal node investigated
is that it will always have a value higher than 6, which was discovered by Minimax,
and will always be lower than 9 when applying minimisation on ply 1, indicating that
the children of the internal node do not impact on the principal variation and can be
safely pruned. As this game tree is short in height, the benefit from pruning is not
substantial, but taller game trees benefit greatly from not being required to evaluate
entire branches.
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Algorithm 2.2: The Minimax algorithm with Alpha-Beta pruning applied
[Knuth and Moore, 1975]
input : A node containing a game state and the current player symbol
output: A tree with Minimax values provided so the best immediate move
can be made
alphaBeta(node, alpha, beta) begin
if if node is a leaf then
return an evaluated score for the node
best = -alpha -1
forall the children of node do
value = -alphaBeta(nextChild, beta, alpha)
if value > best then
best = value
if best > alpha then
alpha = best
if best ≥ beta then
break
return best
pruned moves
7
6 7
7 96 9
MAX
MIN
MAX
2 1 6 9 2 7 3
Figure 2.9: A sample game tree with Alpha-Beta pruning applied. The principal
variation is notated by thick node outlines.
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Various optimisations for Alpha-Beta pruning have been developed and can be cate-
gorised as either move ordering improvements or search enhancements [Franken and
Engelbrecht, 2003; Plaat, Schaeffer, Pijls and Bruin, 1994]. These improvements focus
on ordering the moves or groups of moves in each ply so that Alpha-Beta will discover
stronger moves early and reduce the search space. Move ordering improvements include
using hash tables as transposition tables [Greenblatt, Eastlake III and Crocker, 1967]
to sort moves based on previous moves, prioritising moves that can refute an immedi-
ate loss [Marsland and Reinefeld, 1993], or using prioritising rules that are manually
devised from game strategy [Franken and Engelbrecht, 2003]. Alpha-Beta pruning can
also be applied with vertical pruning, such as the use of evaluation functions when the
game tree is too large to realistically traverse.
2.5.3.4 Iterative Deepening
There are often time constraints placed on algorithmic players to force them to make
a move in a reasonable time period [Nilsson, 1998]. A typical exhaustive Minimax
search of a 3 by 3 game of Tic-Tac-Toe contains an upper bound of 9! = 362 880
game states (ignoring symmetric boards) which equate to an equal number of board
evaluations or traversals. In a 4 by 4 game of Tic-Tac-Toe, there is an upper bound of
16! ≈ 2×1013 game states. As the game board grows, the size of the state-search space
grows factorially. Tic-Tac-Toe is a common example, but any large game provides a
large search space, which becomes infeasible in a reasonable time period without the
use of evaluation functions (Section 2.5.3.2).
When applying an evaluation function to Minimax, consideration should be given to
the depth of the ply that is used as a cut-off for approximating the Minimax values.
An alternative strategy to select a specific ply is to use the time limitation given to
the turn as a means of progressively searching until the time limit is reached [Nilsson,
1998]. The iterative deepening approach searches with Minimax to the first ply using an
evaluation function, then restarts and searches the second ply if there is time remaining
after approximating the first ply. If there is still time remaining, the search starts over
and the third ply is used as a cut off. This process continues until there is no more
time available, whereafter the last completed ply is used to select a move.
An alternative to using only time as a cut-off measure is to use memory available as
an additional measure. Available memory as a measure is appropriate when there is
sufficient time allocated to a move, which may allow the game tree to grow too large to
be feasibly stored in memory. If the game tree has filled the provided memory, the tree
can no longer grow which is not explicitly handled in classical algorithms. When using
memory and time, an algorithm with iterative deepening applied will incrementally
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search deeper and deeper into the tree while the tree grows until either the time or
memory limit is reached, thus maximising available resources without exceeding either
limitation.
While providing a more feasible means of implementing classical algorithms with com-
plex games that have limited time and memory requirements, the iterative deepening
approach provides the benefit of knowing what the best move is that can be made with
information contained in the game tree at the height of each explored ply. This infor-
mation can then be used in techniques such as Alpha-Beta pruning as a move ordering
technique. In certain situations, by employing move ordering through multiple passes
of iterative deepening, the Alpha-Beta heuristic could potentially be more effective in
the same amount of time than if it made only one pass [Lurgee, 2010].
2.5.3.5 Common Limitations of Pioneering Approaches
The Minimax algorithm and its variants, along with the common improvements ap-
plied, are feasible techniques to provide strategic decision making in simple games
with limited state-space complexity, but they have significant weaknesses. Partial tree
algorithms have been applied to numerous small-to-medium sized games, such as Tic-
Tac-Toe [Nilsson, 1998], Checkers [Schaeffer et al., 1996] and Chess [Newborn, 2000],
amongst others [Allis, 1994]. These algorithms rely heavily on computational and
memory optimisations, as well as suitably effective evaluation functions, and become
predictable in playing behaviour. The predictability of these algorithms is due to the
deterministic manner in which they select moves, which is not a desirable trait in an
intelligent algorithm opponent.
Ignoring the hardware requirements, if a complete game tree of any arbitrary perfect-
information game could be constructed, the game would essentially be solved [Allis,
1994]. As hardware limitations create a limitation on the time and memory available
for move selection, a full tree can never be built except for the simplest of games. The
natural remedy for this would be to build as big a game tree as possible, but studies
indicate that extending plies to game trees increases the strength of the player by
a small margin, while exponentially increasing time and memory requirements, thus
yields diminishing returns [Carolus, 2006; Messerschmidt and Engelbrecht, 2006].
As the game tree cannot feasibly be fully expanded, the search algorithm is required
to niche its searching based on either exploration or exploitation [Gelly and Silver,
2008]. Exploration is the tactic that encourages wider and shorter searches between all
possible moves. Exploitation is the tactic that favours deeper searches on branches that
appear to be favourable, but avoiding branches that do not appear to be strong. An
algorithm cannot fully rely on exploration as the game tree cannot be built deep enough
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using limited time and memory requirements. Additionally, an algorithm cannot rely
fully on exploitation as branches that appear to be strong may not necessarily yield
satisfactory results. A focus on exploitation is also coupled with the fact that certain
branches may be missed, which can lead to a loss in a single move. This trade-off
is evident in many contemporary algorithms that tackle stronger and more complex
games, but is not necessarily evident in traditional approaches, which is a significant
limitation [Kocsis and Szepesva´ri, 2006].
In games such as Go and Arimaa, due to the large branching factor, traditional tree-
based approaches would never be feasible as the tree would be too large to store in
memory and would take an excess of years to construct for each move [Kozelek, 2009].
Another important factor is that searching strategies require deep searches in the game
tree to evaluate suitable moves that could only potentially beat amateur opponents.
This factor is compounded by the fact that no simple evaluation functions (Section
2.5.3.2) for game states exist for games such as Go and Arimaa. Human players can
easily predict computer player strategies when the evaluation function is suitably sim-
ple, which the user can then strategically exploit [Russell and Norvig, 2003].
2.6 Contemporary Approaches to Game Playing
The classic algorithms and variations thereof (Section 2.5.3) are suitable for games
with a small game state-space complexity and small branching factors, but in larger
games, these approaches are not feasible. The massive search spaces in larger games,
such as Chess and Go, present the limitation that the full game tree is too large to be
stored in memory and cannot be calculated in a reasonable amount of time. Alternative
algorithms have been developed to address these shortcomings.
By relying on intelligent behaviour rather than brute-force approaches, such as Mini-
max, success has been found by applying pattern recognition techniques to games (Sec-
tion 2.6.1). Another technique developed to avoid expensive tree traversals includes
various statistical techniques which search the tree and collect statistics to inform move
selection (Section 2.6.2). These two approaches have been applied with success to games
such as Go-Moku, Chess and Go which suggests that these contemporary approaches
allow these games to be one step closer to being classified as solved. This section out-
lines pattern recognition approaches, statistical approaches, and finally discusses the
limitations of these approaches and suggests potential improvements (Section 2.6.3).
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2.6.1 Pattern Recognition Approaches
Various pattern recognition approaches have been applied to strategic game learning
[Gauci and Stanley, 2010; Yannakakis, 2005]. These approaches include techniques
such as using Neural Networks (NNs) and Bayesian learning [Kaukoranta, Smed and
Hakonen, 2003]. This study focuses on NN approaches as these have been shown to
yield strong results with modest computational requirements [Franken and Engelbrecht,
2003; Chellapilla and Fogel, 2001].
NNs are an effective approach to many computationally difficult tasks, such as optical
character recognition and pattern classification [Engelbrecht, 2007]. The structure of
an NN consists of various levels of neurons. A neuron is a simple function that accepts
a vector of inputs, multiplies each input with its associated weight in the neuron, then
applies a product or summation to these values to achieve a net input. The net input
is given to an activation function, which then yields an output which is propagated
through the NN. By finding the correct weightings between the neurons, patterns and
functions can be encoded into the trained NN. NN evaluators for games typically use
the current game board in the form of a vector, and provide an output indicating
which move to select. Each move in the first ply of the game tree, namely the most
immediate move options, is evaluated to determine the optimal move for selection. The
NN evaluation approach excels with mapping strategic games in a similar manner to
game dictionaries, provided the correct structure and training type are used [Franken
and Engelbrecht, 2003; Yannakakis, 2005; Chong et al., 2005].
NNs have been used as components in larger composite algorithms, such as Minimax
with an NN used as an evaluation function [Chellapilla and Fogel, 2001] or for pruning
[du Plessis, 2009]. Combined with different learning techniques, such as Particle Swarm
Optimisation or Temporal Difference Learning, NNs have been shown to perform well
on games with medium-sized search space that is neither trivial nor extreme, such as
in the game of Go [Enzenberger, 2003; Franken and Engelbrecht, 2003; Messerschmidt
and Engelbrecht, 2004].
The disadvantage of using an NN is the pre-processing required to provide a game
board to the NN and then the symmetrical post-processing to convert the NN’s output
move back into a usable game move [Engelbrecht, 2007]. In addition to the pre- and
post-processing of the NN during game play, the NN must be sufficiently trained using
either oﬄine techniques that optimise weights before game play commences or online
techniques that update the NN weights during game play. While online training is
appealing as the player is more dynamic and responsive, it has been shown to be weaker
than oﬄine training for complex games [Silver, Sutton and Mu¨ller, 2008]. When using
an oﬄine technique, a suitable training-data source must be used, such as playing
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NNs against each other in a co-evolutionary environment [Chellapilla and Fogel, 2001]
or using databases of previous games [Gauci and Stanley, 2010]. Using an NN as a
component of another algorithm that has been oﬄine trained is appealing for games
where the search space is too large for the classic algorithms to operate on, provided
that a suitable means of training is provided.
An alternative to pattern recognition is the use of statistical approaches which requires
less pre-processing and training, and instead places emphasis on computation during
game play. The following section outlines various statistical algorithms that favour
real-time statistics as a means of selecting moves.
2.6.2 Statistical Approaches
Limitations present in the field of game learning have led to the development of al-
ternative approaches using statistical sampling techniques or Bayesian systems [Huang
et al., 2010; Kocsis et al., 2001; Gelly and Wang, 2006; Grim, Somol and Pudil, 2005].
These techniques use statistical techniques to avoid full traversals of game trees and
have been highly successful for games where the Minimax tree approach is unfeasible
due to the tree size and branching factor [Huang et al., 2010].
Bayesian systems approaches have been shown to be applicable to game learning
through the use of statistical methods [Wu and Baldi, 2008]. Bayesian systems typ-
ically create a probability distribution for the set of legal moves from a database of
professional games. From this distribution, a strategy can be created which can per-
form evaluations for given board configurations [Stern, Herbrich and Graepel, 2006].
The disadvantage of using Bayesian systems is that multiple games are required to pro-
vide meaningful statistical information as information is determined from databases of
previous games. The quality of the moves contained in a game database also becomes
problematic as metrics to determine sufficient playing strength are difficult to compute.
A statistical alternative to Bayesian approaches, the Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS)
alleviates the need for a full game tree to be calculated and stored [Kocsis and Szepesva´ri,
2006]. From a given board configuration, a MCTS evaluation function would present
all the possible trivial moves in the following ply and play a set of random game sim-
ulations, called playouts, from each potential move, then apply a statistical win-mean
to the number of wins versus the number of losses for the branch represented by each
move. The branch with the highest win-mean is chosen as the candidate move. This
process is followed whenever the player is required to make a move, thus generating a
tree for each move that is asymmetrically biased towards moves with a higher statistical
chance of winning, due to the MCTS tree creation heuristic. This approach generated
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strong results in the game of Go, which is traditionally a very challenging game due
its large search space and high branching factor [Kocsis et al., 2001].
The most popular and first of the MCTS algorithms is the Upper Confidence for Trees
(UCT) algorithm [Kocsis and Szepesva´ri, 2006]. UCT was formed by using the max-
imisation policy from the multi-armed bandit maximisation problem, also known as
UCB1 [Auer, Cesa-Bianchi and Fischer, 2002] as a means of generating a tree that has
a reasonable balance of spending time widening the tree by exploring unexplored moves
and deepening specific branches of the tree by exploiting moves found to be statisti-
cally strong. Strong success was found in the game of Go by using the UCT algorithm
[Gelly and Wang, 2006]. Coupled with promising performance in other games [Raiko
and Peltonen, 2008], the high success rate of the UCT algorithm on games with large
search spaces motivates the superiority of the UCT algorithm to traditional Minimax
in larger search spaces.
While the UCT algorithm presents a strong alternative to traditional approaches, as
well as to other statistical approaches, it lacks long-term strategic behaviour. This is
due to the fact that, at any given game state, the evaluation function applies a greedy
approach to select the branch that is most likely to win based on a statistical mean
[Huang et al., 2010]. This ignores any long term strategy and any move patterns that
are often associated with wins and losses, such as moves that would appear in a game
dictionary. Various modifications of these strategies have been devised to address this
shortcoming with mixed results.
2.6.3 Improvements and Future Directions
Classical algorithms provide a foundation for game playing, but have have been shown
to not scale well to games with large game-state search spaces, which necessitated
alternatives, such as generic pattern recognition and statistical techniques. In addition
to these approaches, various novel approaches have been applied to strategic game
playing with varying levels of success [Lucas, 2008]. The alternative approaches present
various optimisations that can be applied to other techniques in a hybridisation scheme
which presents the need for further experimental investigation, such as the use of the
the popular UCT algorithm with other mixed methods [He, Wang, Xie, Meng, Chen,
Luo, Liu and Zhu, 2008].
As discussed in Sections 2.6.1 and 2.6.2, the two dominant contemporary approaches
which show promise involve using pattern encoding techniques, such as NNs, and sta-
tistical techniques, such as UCT, that require no game specific knowledge. These
techniques propose two opposing ideas, namely to embed all of the game knowledge
and strategy into a pattern agent or not to store any knowledge or strategy but instead
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make use of statistical computation as a means of deriving statistical win-ratios in
real-time. The shift of computational requirements is also present in these approaches
where the NN approaches require a large amount of training time before game play
commences but require minimal computational time per move, whilst statistical ap-
proaches generally follow the opposite, as no pre-training is required but the memory
and time requirements to make a move directly affect the strategic strength of the
player [Toyoda and Kotani, 2010].
2.7 Conclusion
Strategic game playing is a complex field of AI where algorithms are used to play games
with the intent of winning through the use of computational exploration of possible
moves and intelligent selection of moves based on the exploration. Various pioneering
researchers (Section 2.2) provided simple means of playing games through the use of
game trees and other representational models, coupled with traversal schemes and move
selection schemes. These pioneering studies encountered the difficulty of game play in
large game-state search spaces where the game tree was particularly wide, due to many
moves possible, or tall, due to lengthy games.
Strategic game playing draws heavily from traditional game theory and has borrowed
many game theoretic definitions (Section 2.3). The classifications identified are used
as a restriction on the class of games studied. Games that exhibit zero-sum and
perfect-information properties use search-state representations and evaluation algo-
rithms, but the game logic typically is game-specific. By isolating the representation
used (Section 2.5.2), the game studied (Section 2.5.1) or the search algorithm used
(Section 2.5.3), a common architecture is abstracted which combines these three com-
ponents (Section 2.5).
The intuitive benchmark for the performance of players is to measure the win-rate
under constrained time environments (Section 2.4). Alternative performance measuring
schemes for zero-sum games are posed, but a scoring system is selected for this study
as it allows a simple and effective means of comparing the performance of an algorithm
against an opponent while preserving their wins, draws and losses. Through the use
of the weighting scoring benchmark, an AI player may be evaluated to determine its
strategic strength against an opponent and then to establish its viability as a suitable
algorithm.
Despite improvements made to algorithms that are based on early works in game play-
ing, otherwise known as classical algorithms (Section 2.5.3), no algorithm is identified
that consistently beats every other algorithm. A few of the optimisations identified
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for use on the popular game tree-based Minimax algorithm are vertical and horizon-
tal pruning, as well as incremental searching. The most common method of pruning
is vertical pruning using evaluation functions (Section 2.5.3.2) to approximate non-
terminal game states as terminal ones in terms of a heuristic, such as the number of
pieces on the board in a game of Checkers. The evaluation function approach allows
the height of the tree to be controlled, as Minimax is typically expanded to a certain
depth, after which internal nodes (non-terminal game states) are treated as terminal
nodes. The other type of pruning commonly used is horizontal pruning which narrows
the game tree’s width by using Alpha-Beta (Section 2.5.3.3) to prune branches based
on previously explored branches. Other strategies exist, such as incrementally search-
ing deeper into the game tree to limit move time (Section 2.5.3.4). These approaches
have common limitations (Section 2.5.3.5), such as the quality of approximation with
vertical pruning, or the confidence of horizontal pruning, or lastly the size of the game
tree required.
Various algorithms have succeeded the classic game playing algorithms in games with
large search spaces, as traditional algorithms have proven to be weak (Section 2.6).
The literature of modern approaches is decomposed into two main categories of these
algorithms, referred to as contemporary algorithms, are pattern recognition approaches,
through the use of NNs, and statistical sampling methods, such as the UCT algorithm.
The UCT statistical sampling approach has proven to be successful on games with
large search spaces, which motivates that it be the algorithm that is investigated in
this study. Pattern-based approaches provide a simple means of encoding strategic
information for later use from a priori game information. This study thus investigates
the effect of combining these two contemporary approaches in the domain of zero-sum,
perfect-information games as a means of addressing the search-space limitations in the
classical algorithms and the discussed limitations of contemporary algorithms.
Chapter 3
The UCT Algorithm
“The deep paradox uncovered by AI research: the only way to deal effi-
ciently with very complex problems is to move away from pure logic. Most
of the time, reaching the right decision requires little reasoning. Expert
systems are thus not about reasoning: they are about knowing. Reasoning
takes time, so we try to do it as seldom as possible. Instead we store the
results of our reasoning for later reference.”
- Daniel Crevier, AI: The Tumultuous History of the Search for Artificial
Intelligence, 1994
3.1 Introduction
Stochastic game playing, which was explored in the previous chapter, is a variant of the
Markovian decision process class of problems [Littman, 1994; Mertens and Neyman,
1981]. This study canonically refers to Markovian decision process games as two-player,
zero-sum games. The concepts of game playing were introduced together with basic
algorithms for two-player, zero sum game playing that were improved on or replaced
in recent research. One of the main current schools of game playing algorithms lies in
statistical approaches, such as Monte Carlo based sampling approaches [Gelly et al.,
2012]. The UCT algorithm was proposed by Kocsis and Szepesva´ri [2006] as a game
playing extension to the popular Monte Carlo method for Markovian decision processes.
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This chapter investigates the UCT algorithm in terms of structure and performance
(RQ3). This research question is addressed by outlining the UCT algorithm that first
demonstrated a strong ability to navigate large search spaces, as demonstrated in the
game of Go [Gelly and Silver, 2008]. The research question is further explored by
investigating the generalised Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) family of algorithms
that emerged from the UCT algorithm and its improvements.
With the UCT algorithm introduced, the role of UCT in game playing is discussed
in terms of disadvantages and pruning optimisations (RQ4). The chapter structure
(Figure 3.1) begins with a brief background of the Monte Carlo method approach (Sec-
tion 3.2) to illustrate how statistical approximation algorithms can be extended to
strategic game playing. The key limitation of Monte Carlo methods, that they do not
efficiently use their allocated samples, is considered in the light of bandit problems (Sec-
tion 3.3). The bandit problem is applied to Monte Carlo methods to create the popular
UCT algorithm, which is formalised in Section 3.4. To investigate the UCT algorithm,
its theoretical structure (Section 3.4.1) and algorithmic characteristics (Section 3.4.2)
are outlined. Based on the theoretical description of the algorithm, a common imple-
mentation of the unmodified UCT algorithm (Section 3.4.3) is discussed which is used
as a benchmark for the optimisations investigated in this study. The selection of appro-
priate UCT parameters is investigated with reference to the proposed implementation
(Section 3.4.4).
RQ3: What is the UCT 
algorithm for game playing?
RQ4: How is UCT currently 
applied to game playing?
3.1 Introduction
3.2 Monte Carlo Game Playing
3.3 Bandit-Based Heuristics
3.4 Formalisation of the UCT 
Algorithm
3.4.2 Characteristics
3.4.3 Benchmark UCT 
Player
3.4.4 Parameters
3.5 Pruning Improvements of 
UCT
3.6 Conclusion
RO2: To explain the UCT 
algorithm and how it is 
currently applied to game 
playing by considering both 
the strengths and 
disadvantages of the 
algorithm.
3.4.1 Algorithm
3.5.1 Implicit Pruning
3.5.1 Explicit Pruning
Figure 3.1: Structure of Chapter 3 with relation to research objectives and research
questions 3 and 4.
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This chapter concludes with an analysis of two UCT-pruning optimisation techniques
identified in game playing literature (Section 3.5). Both pruning techniques require
prior knowledge to be used effectively, and which form a basis for this study.
3.2 Monte Carlo Game Playing
For optimisation problems that are too computationally intensive to calculate with a
deterministic algorithm, such as solving multi-dimensional integrals, an approach was
coined by Stanislaw Ulam who named the technique the “Monte Carlo” method after
a famous casino [Whitlock and Kalos, 2008]. The Monte Carlo method, or technique,
relies on statistically approximating the value of a function representing a problem by
performing a large amount of statistical sampling. Each sample represents a point in
the function’s domain, which can be efficiently calculated, thus forming the basis of
this method.
There is a correlation between the number of samples that are simulated and the
accuracy of the Monte Carlo approximations of the search space. As the number of
samples approach infinity, the approximation error approaches zero.
The Monte Carlo method is simple and computationally scalable, which attracted the
interest of AI researchers [Gelly et al., 2012; Whitlock and Kalos, 2008]. In game
playing, Monte Carlo methods use simulations of random games1 to build up approx-
imations of the Minimax values of the first ply. For each branch in the first ply, the
value returned from a set of Monte Carlo simulations is known as a payoff, which rep-
resents the normalised total score of the samples. Applying Monte Carlo methods to
games uniformly allocates the available simulations between each possible move from
the current board state and calculates a payoff value, Q(s, a), for each move a from
game state s, with the expected payoff function given in Equation 3.2.1 [Gelly and
Silver, 2011].
Q(s, a) =
1
N(s, a)
N(s)∑
i=1
φi(s, a)zi (3.2.1)
where N(s, a) is the number of times move a was made in state s, φi is a step function
that returns 1 if move a was selected from state s on the ith play-out (alternatively
returning 0 if state a was not selected on the ith play-out), and zi is the numerical
result of the ith play-out played from s. The N(s) term includes all simulations made
from state s, hence the requirement of a step function to nullify moves other than a.
1A random game is the result (win, loss or draw) of two randomly moving players playing from
the given board.
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When applying Monte Carlo methods to a two-player, zero-sum, perfect-information
game (Section 2.3), Equation 3.2.1 is calculated for each move in the first ply of the
current board, which represents the direct moves available. The move that maximises
the expected payoff Q(s, a) is selected as this represents the best move possible through
this technique, subject to how accurate the distribution of play-outs approximates the
actual value of each node.
The technique of applying Monte Carlo methods to games is called flat Monte Carlo
as only the first ply is considered when commencing random play-outs. The flat Monte
Carlo method was successfully applied to Bridge and Scrabble to create world-champion
level players [Ginsberg, 2001; Sheppard, 2002]. Despite success with flat Monte Carlo
methods, the algorithm does not distribute its play-out quota to favour stronger moves,
which implies that valuable computation time is lost to moves that would never be made
[Althofer, 2008; Whitlock and Kalos, 2008]. The second major weakness of flat Monte
Carlo methods is that an opponent model is not used. A randomly moving player is
instead used to represent the opponent. The random player is typically not a realistic
approximation of most opponents [Browne, 2011].
The main weakness of flat Monte Carlo prompted researchers to investigate better
methods of rationing play-outs based on move strength [Kocsis and Szepesva´ri, 2006;
Auer et al., 2002]. The solution used by these researchers is to use bandit-based
optimisation methods, as discussed in the next section.
3.3 Bandit-Based Heuristics
Monte Carlo methods present a simple manner of classifying moves in terms of expected
payoff. Each immediate move, or branch in the game tree on the first ply, has its own
payoff distribution that is independent of all other branches. This information can
be considered to be a bandit problem, which is a class of sequential decision problems
[Auer et al., 2002]. A player essentially needs to choose one of K possible moves that
will hopefully maximise the reward, or likelihood of winning in a game. The choice of
move can thus be seen as a sequential decision problem. The payoff distributions of
each move option is initially unknown, necessitating an estimation based on previous
results. This scenario is the well-known exploration-exploitation dilemma which is a
trade-off between searching moves discovered to have higher payoff distributions and
moves that exhibit lower payoff distributions, but could in fact be incorrectly classified
as such moves [Kocsis and Szepesva´ri, 2006].
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To illustrate a bandit heuristic, consider a slot machine in a casino that has K arms,
each with its own payoff distribution. The player wishes to maximise their reward, but
does not initially know these distributions. The player has a total of N coins, thus
allowingN games to be played. This is an example of aK-armed bandit problem, where
there are K arms, each with an unknown payoff distribution called Xj,Nj (1 ≤ j ≤ K
and Nj ≥ 1), with j indicating the arm played and Nj indicating the number of times
that arm has been played in total. This problem is optimised through the use of regret,
RN , which represents the total difference of all played moves from the best move [Auer
et al., 2002]. The regret at time N , RN is calculated after N plays using Equation 3.3.1.
RN = Nµ
∗ −
K∑
j=1
Njµj (3.3.1)
where µ∗ is the highest possible expected reward, or the best possible move, j is the
arm selected, Nj is the number of times arm j has been played after N playouts, and
µj is the total reward expected from branch j after N playouts.
The regret, RN , is a statistically quantified amount of deviation from the optimal
branch in N moves. The best move available, µ∗, is used to measure this deviation.
The regret is thus minimised to exploit the best moves by playing them more often,
without neglecting moves that have not yet been explored and which may yet prove to
be strong.
In a bandit-problem, if the upper confidence bound (UCB) of optimality of each arm is
known, regret can be minimised. The upper confidence bound is a statistical measure of
the highest confidence interval of an unknown distribution. Auer et al. [2002] proposed
a policy, named UCB1, that minimises this regret by assigning a penalty to moves that
have been played too often, thus providing an automatic means of selecting when to
exploit good moves, and when exploration becomes more favourable. UCB1 allows the
regret to grow logarithmically over the span of N playouts without a priori knowledge
of the distribution of each arm. The policy plays the arm j that maximises UCB(j) ≥
UCB(k)∀k; k ∈ [1, K]; j ∈ [1, K] where UCB(j) is calculated using Equation 3.3.2
[Gelly and Silver, 2011].
UCB(j) = µ¯j +
√
2 ln(N)
Nj
(3.3.2)
where µ¯j is the mean reward of arm j, Nj is the total number of times arm j has been
played, and N indicates the number of playouts so far. The two terms of Equation 3.3.2
encourage exploitation and exploration respectively. The mean payoff of the arm, µ¯j,
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encourages UCB1 to play moves that have been demonstrated to be effective, while√
2 ln(N)
Nj
is a penalty term to encourage exploration of less visited branches by weighting
branch cumulative payout values by the number of times that they have been played.
An additional scaling C term (Section 3.4.4) is added in practice to the decaying penalty
term to further control the exploration and exploitation rates of the approach. The
N(s), N(s, a) and Q(s, a) terms used in Monte Carlo literature are analogous to the
bandit terms N , Nj and µj respectively.
The game theoretic UCB1 policy was applied to Monte Carlo methods in a tree building
algorithm called UCT (Upper Confidence for Trees) by Kocsis and Szepesva´ri [2006]
which started a paradigm shift in statistical game playing methods.
3.4 Formalisation of the UCT Algorithm
Flat Monte Carlo methods have been shown to be effective in game playing but con-
tain weaknesses [Whitlock and Kalos, 2008]. One of the weaknesses is that there is
no differentiation between searching good and bad moves, but rather sharing move
playouts equally and then selecting the optimal discovered move. This weakness is
addressed in the Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) algorithm family which makes use
of policies, such as bandit-problem policies to exploit good moves when appropriate,
and explore other moves when exploration is required. Furthermore, the MCTS al-
gorithms construct game trees, which increase the memory requirement but improves
search abilities, as opposed to flat Monte Carlo methods.
The first MCTS algorithm, the Upper Confidence for Trees (UCT) algorithm, was
designed by Kocsis and Szepesva´ri [2006] to make use of the UCB1 algorithm applied to
flat Monte Carlo methods while incrementally constructing a tree that represented the
playout information discovered. The benefit of a progressive tree building algorithm,
such as UCT, is that the estimated value of each node value becomes more accurate
over time, thus approaching the principle variation as more time is allocated to the
algorithm.
The algorithm iteratively constructs the game tree over many passes, subject to the
terminating conditions, or computational budget, given to the algorithm. Typical
terminating conditions are time, number of iterations, number of nodes visited, or
memory resource limits [Gelly et al., 2012]. These requirements are necessary as the
algorithm does not have an infinite amount of time and memory available, equating to
iterations or number of nodes visited, respectively.
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As the UCT algorithm is the most prevalent [Browne et al., 2012] and the first [Kocsis
and Szepesva´ri, 2006] of the MCTS family of algorithms, a UCB1 policy is selected for
this study. All MCTS discussions in this study can apply to MCTS as a larger family
of algorithms, but the policies of UCT are assumed when the algorithm is not specified.
The theoretical algorithm is outlined (Section 3.4.1) to investigate the behaviour and
policies of the UCT algorithm. The game playing characteristics of the algorithm are
discussed (Section 3.4.2) as a motivation for selecting the UCT algorithm in game
playing. The algorithm has a large variety of implementations in literature, which
necessitates a brief discussion of the UCT algorithm implemented in this study for
hybridisation and benchmarking (Section 3.4.3). The exploration and exploitation
balancing parameter controls whether UCT places emphasis on exploring less promising
moves or focusing more on exploring more deeply with branches that are found to be
strong. This parameter is discussed in the context of previous studies (Section 3.4.4).
3.4.1 Algorithm
The main goal of UCT is to approximate the game theoretic value of the current moves
available in the first ply by recursively gathering payoff information from deeper ply
levels. To meet this goal UCT applies four steps (Figure 3.2) to each search itera-
tion until the computational budget provided to the algorithm is depleted [Chaslot,
Winands, Uiterwijk and Bouzy, 2008]. The four steps are Selection, Expansion, Simu-
lation and Backpropagation.
1. Selection: A recursive tree search is applied to descend through the tree until it
reaches a state that is either terminal (an end-game) or has not yet been visited.
2. Expansion: If the selected node is not a terminal node, one or more children
(possible resulting moves) are added to the selected node.
3. Simulation: A default policy is applied to the selected node to produce an es-
timation of the game state by playing a random simulation of two players from
the selected node.
4. Backpropagation: The result of the simulation from the selected node is propa-
gated to its parents and ancestors until it reaches the root of the tree, updating
the recorded statistics in each node that is traversed.
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Figure 3.2: A single iteration of the UCT algorithm, repeated until the specified ter-
mination criteria have been met [Browne et al., 2012].
Although the terminating condition of the algorithm has not yet been met, the above
four steps are sequentially applied and represent a recursive descent to a node that is
either terminal or unexplored, upon which the node is expanded and a simulation fol-
lows. Thereafter the terminal node or simulation result is propagated back to the root
as the recursion stack unwinds. This recursive approach is outlined in Algorithm 3.1
where makeMove progressively allows the tree to grow provided the computational
budget is not being exceeded.
On each iteration, search checks if the node should be explored to the next level as
it has children and has thus been previously visited, or the child is a terminal node
or has been not yet been visited, in which case an appropriate action is applied to
allow propagation of the child back to its ancestors, and ultimately the game tree root.
The γ parameter allows for a communication amplification or attenuation of previous
searches[Kocsis and Szepesva´ri, 2006], but is commonly set to 1 in UCT [Browne
et al., 2012]. The γ parameter is not considered in this study as literature provides an
accepted value for it. The ∆ value is the result of a simulation from an unvisited node
or the direct value of a terminal node. After the computational budget is depleted,
bestAction returns the move that is most preferable in the first ply. There are four
methods in which the best move can be selected [Schadd, 2009; Chaslot et al., 2008],
namely Max Child, Robust Child, Max-Robust Child and Secure Child.
1. Max Child : Select the child with the highest reward calculated as the number of
wins divided by the number of visits.
2. Robust Child : Select the child that has the highest visit count.
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3. Max-Robust Child : Select the child that has the highest visit count and highest
reward. If no child is found that has the highest of both factors, do additional it-
erations until one emerges subject to computational budget availability [Coulom,
2007b].
4. Secure Child : Select the child that maximises the lower confidence bound with
minimal regret.
Algorithm 3.1: The move selection of a typical UCT player (adapted from
[Bouzy and Helmstetter, 2004])
input : A node containing a game state and the current player symbol
output: A move selected by the UCT algorithm
makeMove(node GameBoard) begin
repeat
search(GameBoard,0)
until Computational Budget Depleted
return bestAction(GameBoard,0)
search(node State, int Depth) begin
if isLeaf(State, Depth) then
∆ = Evaluate(State)
return ∆
if isUnVisited(State) then
CreateChildren(State)
∆ = PlaySimulation(state)
return ∆
else
nextState = SelectMove(State, Depth)
∆ = γ∗ search(nextState, Depth + 1)
UpdateValue(State, ∆, Depth)
return ∆
While the four best move selection methods present different strengths and disadvan-
tages, the Max Child method is typically used in UCT [Chaslot et al., 2008]. There
are two independent policies that are applied in a UCT player (Figure 3.2), namely a
tree policy and a default policy.
1. Tree policy : Select nodes and recursively descend through the game tree until a
terminal or unvisited node is selected, upon which the default policy is applied.
The tree policy that is used in UCT is the UCB1 policy which automatically
balances exploration and exploitation based on node success and visit counts.
2. Default policy : Given an unvisited node, play a game simulation to determine
what the result, ∆, is and then propagate the result to the root, changing the
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relevant internal nodes. The primary approach is to use a random default policy
[Kocsis and Szepesva´ri, 2006] where two random players make alternating moves
on the given gameboard to evaluate if it is a win, loss or draw. The other approach
is to use heavy playouts which uses a random default policy with non-random
players, or random players with some domain knowledge to prevent unrealistic
or cyclic moves.
The tree policy that distinguishes UCT from other MCTS algorithms is the UCB1
k-armed bandit policy, which was adapted by Kocsis and Szepesva´ri [2006] as follows:
UCT (j) = µ¯j + 2κ
√
2 ln(N)
Nj
(3.4.1)
where UCT (j) ≥ UCT (k)∀k; k ∈ [1, K]; j ∈ [1, K] which opts to recursively descend
to the child j that maximises UCT, with N being the number of times the parent node
(the current node) has been visited, Nj being the number of times the child node j
has been visited and κ > 0 is a defined exploration-exploitation tuning parameter. If
multiple nodes equally maximise UCT, one is randomly selected [Kocsis and Szepesva´ri,
2006]. If Nj = 0, then a value of ∞ is allocated to the second term, which forces the
exploration of previously unexplored children nodes when they are encountered. The
2κ term in the UCT equation is commonly rewritten with the scalar constant simplified
to C as [Gelly et al., 2012]:
UCT (j) = µ¯j + C
√
2 ln(N)
Nj
(3.4.2)
Numerous variations and optimisations have been applied to UCT-based on the char-
acteristics, implementation and parameters of UCT which necessitates a discussion of
these algorithmic factors. UCT has numerous characteristics that differ substantially
from the classic algorithms described in the previous chapter, which are elaborated on
in Section 3.4.2. The practical implementation considerations of a UCT player (Sec-
tion 3.4.3) and associated parameter choices (Section 3.4.4) affect the behaviour and
success-rate performance of a UCT player which are important to consider when using
UCT as game playing benchmark.
3.4.2 Characteristics
MCTS algorithms such as UCT have become popular as the main weaknesses in clas-
sic game algorithms (Section 2.5.3.5) are addressed. The key limitations of classic
algorithms that are addressed by UCT are:
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 Algorithmic complexity of constructing partial trees : Traditional algorithms rely
on complete game trees and do not handle partial construction well apart from
ply-by-ply building of layers.
 Reliance on computationally expensive and/or inaccurate evaluation functions :
Hand-crafted evaluation functions are required for the approximation of internal
nodes, which are inaccurate if board features are not weighted correctly when
performing evaluation estimations. Performing evaluation estimations is typically
a computationally expensive task which requires expert knowledge to be included
manually.
 Pre-determining exploration and exploitation: Traditional algorithms are often
biased to an exploration or to an exploitation strategy and thus do not have
a dynamic means of selecting the appropriate strategy based on the depth and
state of the game tree.
The UCT algorithm constructs the tree as an anytime algorithm that is aheuris-
tic and constructs asymmetric game trees through the use of a situational explo-
ration/exploitation strategy. These characteristics are outlined as follows:
 Anytime: UCT incrementally constructs its search tree and updates the statistics
stored in its nodes, which thus implies that its performance is time-dependent.
When given a short time allowance, the tree is smaller and statistics do not ac-
curately match Minimax values. The converse is true when more time is given,
namely that the algorithm grows the tree proportionally and updates the statis-
tics to better match the underlying distributions. The algorithm is thus an any-
time algorithm as time affects the performance in a natural manner, with an
infinite time limit allowing the algorithm to converge to Minimax values [Kocsis
and Szepesva´ri, 2006].
 Aheuristic: Evaluation functions of traditional algorithms innately require an
understanding of the typical strategies of a game, as well as prior knowledge of the
game domain. UCT requires only the game rules and a means of determining the
value of a leaf node, namely as a win, draw or loss. This eliminates any heuristic
domain knowledge and assumptions that are present in traditional algorithms.
UCT has been improved in games such as Go by changing the default policy
for simulations to incorporate limited domain knowledge to remove moves that
would logically never be made, such as filling “eyes” in the game of Go [Gelly
and Wang, 2006].
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Figure 3.3: Asymmetric game tree growth of UCT [Coquelin and Munos, 2007].
 Asymmetric: The algorithm incrementally constructs its search tree through
multiple passes. The descent of the tree policy is normally biased to give more
attention to stronger branches and proportionally less to weaker branches, such as
the UCB1 policy in UCT. The consequence of this descent behaviour is that the
tree is constructed asymmetrically [Kozelek, 2009; Coquelin and Munos, 2007].
Asymmetric tree construction is shown in Figure 3.3 where stronger moves are
deeper in the search tree.
 Situational: UCT incorporates UCB1 as a tree policy to decide when to select
an exploration strategy or exploitation strategy which is calculated by using
the number of previous visits as well as the node’s estimated strength. The
use of an exploration/exploitation balancing scheme such as UCB1 ensures that
exploration and exploitation are not used exclusively [Kocsis and Szepesva´ri,
2006].
The above factors motivate the selection of the UCT algorithm as a suitable algorithm
for strategic games with scalable or large search spaces on which traditional game
playing algorithms do not perform well. UCT has disadvantages that also emerge in
comparison with traditional algorithms, namely that it is weak in tactical situations
and requires repeated node visits.
 Weak in tactical situations: The goal of UCT in selecting a move is to identify the
move that places the board in the strongest board state, based on the statistical
likelihood of winning. This stochastic approach allows for strategic play but not
for tactical play, where series of moves are calculated along the principle variation
[Gelly et al., 2012]. This limitation becomes important in games where series of
moves are made in a turn, such as Arimaa [Kozelek, 2009].
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 Repeated node visits: The algorithm makes multiple passes in traversing, ex-
panding and updating the tree while it has an unspent computational budget.
Each iteration begins at the root node, recursively descends to an unvisited or
leaf node, and then updates all ancestors as the recursion stack unwinds. This
process makes multiple passes over nodes, which are stored as a statistic in each
node as the node visit count.
The above disadvantages are innately coupled to the algorithm and require extremely
large changes to the algorithm to circumvent. UCT has been demonstrated to perform
well in a range of applications [Browne et al., 2012], but factors such as the above
disadvantages remain open issues [Gelly et al., 2012]. The implementation considera-
tions of the UCT algorithm influence the characteristics of its performance, which is
discussed in the following section.
3.4.3 Benchmark UCT Player
There are variations of how the UCT algorithm can be implemented as a game playing
agent in terms of the tree policy, default policy and best move selection (Section 3.4.1),
as well as the means by which the game tree and its structural nodes are created and
managed.
In this study, the UCT described by Kocsis and Szepesva´ri [2006] is used for bench-
marking and hybridisation. This unmodified version of the UCT algorithm is referred
to as vanilla UCT 2 for simplicity. The default policy of vanilla UCT is the typical ap-
proach of having two randomly moving players playing against each other as a means
of arriving at the final predicted board outcome. The UCB1 tree policy is used and
outlined in Equation 3.4.1. The best move selection is the max child selection method
where the child selected in the first ply is the child that maximises the number of wins
divided by the number of visits. The pseudocode and description of the implementation
details are outlined and discussed in Appendix B for replication purposes.
The final implementation consideration is the exploration/exploitation tuning parame-
ter of the UCT algorithm. This parameter plays a pivotal role in balancing exploration
and exploitation and must be empirically tuned. This parameter and its role are dis-
cussed in the following section.
2Note that subsequent UCT players referred to in this study are vanilla UCT players.
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3.4.4 Parameters
The key parameter of the UCT algorithm is the C term in Equation 3.4.2. The value
of C is problem specific [Gelly et al., 2012], and hence needs to be empirically tuned for
each problem domain to which UCT is applied. Higher values of C amplify the penalty
for repeatedly visiting nodes and thus increases the tendency to explore in UCT. The
increase in exploration allows the algorithm to visit moves which would otherwise be
discarded as being weak, but may have been actually incorrectly classified due to being
under-sampled. Conversely, decreasing the C parameter reduces the penalty term of
UCT and increases the exploitation ability of the algorithm, resulting in narrower
trees. By incorrectly selecting the value for C, strong moves may be missed when
favouring exploitation or strong moves may be insufficiently exploited when favouring
exploration.
The limitation posed on C is that C > 0 and must be sufficiently large to guarantee
convergence of the UCT estimation values of nodes to the Minimax node values [Auer
et al., 2002; Kocsis and Szepesva´ri, 2006]. Due to the theoretical minimum of the C
parameter, values such as C = 1 are common fail-safe choices [Gelly and Wang, 2006;
Raiko and Peltonen, 2008; Eyck and Martin, 2012]. More extreme values have emerged,
such as C = 7 [Roelofs, 2012] and C = 0.2 [Sturtevant, 2008], but it should be noted
that these are typically present with algorithms that heavily modify the default UCT
algorithm or games where the time limit of moves is tightly restricted to low values.
Various optimisations have been made to automatically change the C parameter as
game play progresses or to introduce variance measures [Auer and Ortner, 2010; Kozelek,
2009]. By decreasing the size of the game-state search space, the impact of the positive
non-zero C parameter is lessened as there are fewer branches or levels available. By
introducing a pruning scheme into UCT, the behaviour of the algorithm is altered to
use a subset of the full set of moves in a game tree, as discussed in the following section.
3.5 Pruning Improvements to UCT
There is an abundance of variations and enhancements of the UCT algorithm in the
traditional game domain of two-player, zero-sum, perfect-information games [Browne
et al., 2012]. Other game domains, such as imperfect-information games [Cazenave,
2006] and single player games [Schadd, Winands, Herik, Chaslot and Uiterwijk, 2008]
have also provided interesting variations of UCT which can be applied to other domains,
most notably pruning the game-state search space. Pruning the game tree created by
UCT can be done by encouraging UCT to avoid moves by using a penalty or by
physically removing them from the game tree.
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Various prior knowledge mechanisms exist, such as changing the default random sim-
ulation policy of UCT to use prior games, but these typically do not consider pruning
[Gelly et al., 2012; Silver and Tesauro, 2009; Winands and Bjo¨rnsson, 2010]. There are
two main pruning categories of pruning enhancements that can benefit from applying a
priori knowledge to the UCT algorithm, namely implicit pruning and explicit pruning.
When using a priori knowledge in the UCT algorithm for pruning, implicit pruning can
be used in the recursive downward navigation in the selection step of UCT to bias the
search to select known, strong moves (Section 3.5.1). The second method of pruning is
to remove moves from the game tree to limit the size of the search space through the
use of explicit pruning (Section 3.5.2).
3.5.1 Implicit Pruning
When applying a tree policy such as UCB1 in the UCT algorithm during the selection
phase, implicit pruning refers to an additional factor being included to bias the tree
policy to favour certain branches. Implicit pruning thus does not physically remove
possible moves from the search space, but rather biases the search towards moves that
are known to be likely, based on domain knowledge [Drake and Uurtamo, 2007]. When
applying the selection phase, UCT does not apply any additional bias when selecting
an unvisited move out of a list of unvisited moves of a node, instead it randomly selects
a child of the node that has not been visited.
The lack of preference for better random moves was addressed by a technique known
as First Play Urgency (FPU) [Gelly and Wang, 2006], which introduces a parameter to
each node that acts as a threshold for how it scores unvisited nodes using a fixed lower
bound, which could potentially allow visited nodes to have circumstantial preference
over an unvisited node when strong move branches are found. FPU has been found to
increase the playing strength of UCT Go players [Gelly and Wang, 2006] by making
provision for early exploitation. The disadvantage to FPU is the additional problem-
specific parameter that is introduced which relies on empirical tuning. An alternative
to FPU is to use a history heuristic to initialise heuristic values for unvisited nodes
[Kozelek, 2009; Schaeffer, 1989] based on prior domain knowledge which has been
applied successfully to both specific and generic game playing [Finnsson and Bjo¨rnsson,
2011]. The success of FPU and history heuristics demonstrates that prior knowledge
improves UCT when used to control searching through the game tree. An alternative
to implicit pruning is to use prior knowledge to remove nodes from the search space,
as discussed in the following section.
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3.5.2 Explicit Pruning
In contrast to implicit pruning, explicit pruning physically removes moves from the
search space to restrict the domain in which UCT searches. Instead of being applied
in the selection phase, this process is applied in the expansion phase while creating
children for nodes. The two key techniques are applied using prior domain knowledge
to prune known bad moves and to make use of a progressive pruning scheme.
In the game of Go, a territory heuristic was used by Huang et al. [2010] to remove moves
that were known to be weaker depending on the board configuration. An alternative to
direct heuristics, He, Wang, Xie, Meng, Chen, Luo, Liu and Zhu [2008] found success
with an opponent modelling technique through strong experimental results in the game
of Go. By creating only nodes that were considered useful based on the opponent’s
behaviour, essentially constructing a smaller game tree for the opponent [He, Wang,
Xie, Meng, Chen, Luo, Liu and Zhu, 2008]. These domain knowledge pruning tech-
niques increase the strength of the UCT player at a cost of hand-crafting or training of
heuristics, much like hand-crafted evaluation functions in Minimax (Section 2.5.3.2).
An alternative to explicit pruning, progressing pruning combines implict and explicit
pruning, but is very parameter sensitive [Coulom, 2007a]. Progressive pruning schemes
initially hide nodes from the search space and make them available after a number of
evaluations has been completed so that the search space is initially narrowed, but all
moves can be ultimately searched [Chaslot et al., 2008; Coulom, 2007a]. An argument
against using a progressive scheme is the empirical tuning of an additional parameter
for potentially diminishing returns for the sake of incrementally including the full search
space [Chaslot et al., 2008]. Explicit pruning produces the risk that viable boards will
not be considered, so explicit pruning techniques are used cautiously unless there is a
degree of certainty in the pruning heuristic [Browne et al., 2012].
3.6 Conclusion
Chapter 2 discussed various popular algorithmic approaches to game playing, which
were infeasible for complex games due to their limitations. The key limitation was
that a full game tree cannot be constructed, and the algorithms had no mechanism to
focus on specific branches, except with hand-crafted evaluation functions. The statis-
tical UCT algorithm handles this limitation through an intuitive search mechanism.
The algorithm is governed by an automatic exploration and exploitation equation to
navigate the search space appropriately. The UCT algorithm is a recursive algorithm
with properties such as asymmetrical tree construction and time-scaling playing per-
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formance (Section 3.4.2) which makes it a desirable alternative to the classic game
playing algorithms such as Minimax and its improvements.
This chapter investigated two research questions (RQ3 and RQ4) to evaluate UCT game
playing with its associated limitations and improvements. The algorithmic components
of UCT in literature suggest that there are four phases that are iteratively applied in the
UCT algorithm while there is a remaining computational allowance to do so. These
phases are: selection, expansion, simulation and back-propagation. When applying
selection, a tree policy is used to recursively guide the algorithm to a node that should
be expanded or sampled. In addition to the tree policy, when a node is simulated
to estimate its Minimax value, a default policy is invoked which typically plays two
randomly moving players against each other until either one wins or draws. These two
policies are the key points of optimising the UCT algorithm and its associated family
of MCTS algorithms.
The unmodified, or vanilla, implementation of UCT (Section 3.4.3) and its associated
theoretical analysis (Section 3.4.1) are presented as a benchmark against which to mea-
sure potential optimisations. In the vanilla UCT, no pruning is applied to control the
exploration of the search tree or the creation of new branches in exploitation. Two
categories of pruning-based optimisation are present in literature (Section 3.5), namely
implicit and explicit pruning. These optimisations are typically based on prior knowl-
edge of the game. Prior knowledge is not an innate part of UCT, which presents the
complication of acquiring prior knowledge and encoding it in a usable format without
relying on human hand-coded heuristics. Neural networks form a natural means of
learning complex and noisy data for later generalisation, which is suggested by the
pruning schemes discussed.
A novel algorithm is constructed from UCT by including NN-based pruning mecha-
nisms that are based on prior learning. The algorithm and the NN component thereof
are discussed in the following chapter.
Chapter 4
Pruning in UCT Using NNs
“The Turing test cuts both ways. You can’t tell if a machine has gotten
smarter or if you’ve just lowered your own standards of intelligence to such
a degree that the machine seems smart.”
- Jaron Lanier: You are not a Gadget
4.1 Introduction
The UCT algorithm forms the basis of this study and is a Monte Carlo method-based
statistical algorithm for game playing. Performing well in games with large search
spaces has been demonstrated to be one of the key strengths of UCT, which makes it
an appealing algorithm for investigation. Various optimisations and enhancements to
the UCT algorithm have been reported in literature, but many of the strongest optimi-
sations identified require prior knowledge to be presented in a transformed and usable
format. As the encoding of strategic game knowledge is often difficult, techniques such
as opening books and other game dictionaries (Section 2.5.2.2) have been used with
varying levels of success in game playing.
In this study, NNs (Section 4.2) have been identified as a means of encoding UCT-
calculated strategic values into prior knowledge components as a substitute for game
dictionaries. The core building blocks of an NN are computational representations of
biological neurons (Section 4.2.1) which are arranged in multi-layer networks to act as
pattern classifiers (Section 4.2.2). A collection of patterns is typically used to evaluate
the accuracy and generalising ability of the network during the training process which
encodes the weights of the network to produce suitable outputs when acting as a pattern
classifier (Section 4.2.4). As the identified UCT optimisations rely on prior knowledge,
the use of NNs as pattern classifiers is of interest to this study. This chapter investigates
how NNs can be combined with UCT to form a novel algorithm (Figure 4.1).
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RQ5: How can an NN component be 
designed to complement the UCT algorithm?
RQ6: How can the UCT-augmenting NN be trained?
RQ7: How can the trained NN be used 
as a pruning component in UCT?
4.1 Introduction
4.2 Artificial Neural Networks
4.3 Application of Neural 
Networks to Game Playing
4.4 Proposed Hybridisation 
Algorithm for UCT Pruning with 
an NN
4.5 Conclusion
RO3: To identify and 
motivate the use of NN 
structures and a training 
technique for the creation 
of an NN-based pruning 
agent for UCT.
Figure 4.1: Structure of Chapter 4 with relation to research objectives and research
questions 5, 6 and 7.
Various optimisation algorithms currently exist that can be applied to optimise the
weights of an NN, with Gradient Descent back-propagation being one of the most simple
and popular algorithms (Section 4.4.3). The Gradient Descent algorithm moves a multi-
dimensional vector representation of the weights of an NN through a search space that
is represented by the dimensions of the problem it is attempting to optimise, in this
case the weights of the NN. Dependent on various parameters, the back-propagation
algorithm has been shown to perform very well on NN training [Rumelhart, Hinton and
Williams, 1988]. The algorithm is described and the key parameters of the algorithm
and motivation for their selection are outlined in Section 4.4.3.
NNs have previously been applied to game playing as direct players or in conjunction
with other algorithms (Section 4.3). The design aspects of the physical NNs and the
training considerations are of interest to this study, as they can be used to inform the
creation of a suitable NN component for use with UCT for reducing the search space
explored by the UCT algorithm.
The UCT algorithm cannot search a sufficiently large area of the search space on bigger
problems due to computational constraints, but can approximate the principal variation
if a sufficiently large computational budget is available. On games such as Go-Moku,
which represent a larger search space, UCT performs promisingly despite an upper
bound of available computational budget being reached. This study contributes a novel
UCT-NN algorithm that uses an NN to reduce the effective search space that is searched
by UCT through a tree-based pruning scheme. By pruning areas of the game tree that
do not lie on the principal variation, it is believed that the performance of the algorithm
will be improved. This algorithm (Section 4.4) is presented through a discussion of
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pruning in UCT and the practical considerations for creating and embedding an NN
pruning component. Various parameters emerge in the training and embedding process
of the novel algorithm which are discussed in context of the NN physical and training
design.
4.2 Artificial Neural Networks
The human brain has the natural ability to discern, categorise and learn new infor-
mation which can then be applied for pattern recognition, reasoning and generalising
[Engelbrecht, 2007]. The brain is constructed out of a vast network of neurons which
are connected through synapses. When the brain receives a chemo-electrical stimulus
through its extended neuron network from sensory inputs, such as the optic nerves for
vision, the stimulus is then propagated along neurons, with certain neurons amplifying
the stimulus and others attenuating it. The result of the stimulus is that thought is
generated as a consequence of the sequence of neuron patterns that are activated.
An NN is a simplified computational model that is based on the biological architecture
present in the brain and nervous system. The practical purpose of an NN is to produce
a generalising model when given sufficient training. The predictive ability of an NN and
its ability to generalise despite noisy training is desirable in game playing as strategies
can be implicitly embedded.
An investigation is required to find an appropriate NN topology for Go-Moku game
playing before considering a UCT-NN hybrid (RQ5). Before a suitable game playing
NN can be discussed, a brief introduction is presented in the sections that follow to
investigate a single artificial neuron (Section 4.2.1) and how these are combined to form
an NN (Section 4.2.2). The weights of the NN indicate how stimuli are propagated, thus
the values of these weights are unique to each NN and must be trained (Section 4.2.3).
This section concludes with a discussion of the parameters that are introduced when
applying an NN to a problem and finding the correct weight vector (Section 4.2.5).
4.2.1 The Artificial Neuron
The artificial neuron, often referred to as a perceptron, implements a non-linear mapping
from RI to a range, such as [0, 1] [Engelbrecht, 2007]. Given an input vector I of input
signals, the output value o is produced by the neuron. This is represented as:
fneuron : RI → o ∈ [a, b] (4.2.1)
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where a and b are the limits of the output range of the neuron. The inputs provided
to the neuron are presented as a vector z of I real-valued signals, namely:
z = [z1, z2, z3, · · · , zI ] (4.2.2)
The neuron has an associated weight vector v that corresponds to the input multipliers,
which amplify or weakens inputs as in the case of a biological neuron. The weight vector
v is defined as:
v = [v1, v2, v3, · · · , vI ] (4.2.3)
When the neuron is fired to produce an output value of o from input z, a net input, net,
is calculated for the neuron, which is calculated by using summation units as follows:
netsummation =
I∑
i=1
zivi (4.2.4)
Instead of summation units, product units are also possible for calculating the net
input of a neuron, where the terms are multiplied instead of added. Product units
have a larger range of possible values for the net input, which allows more information
to be encoded into the net input, but are more sensitive to the neuron’s input values.
Product units are preferable in scenarios where the neuron is given continuous real-
valued data, which is not common in the domain of game playing as game moves
are typically discrete values [Messerschmidt and Engelbrecht, 2004]. Summation units
calculated in Equation 4.2.4 are used for all neurons in this study.
An additional term is typically added to the net output of a neuron to indicate a bias
independent of the inputs presented to the neuron. The input vector, z, is typically
expanded with an artificial zI+1 element set to −1, which has an associated weight
element, vI+1. The product of the additional weight and fixed input is added to the
net value and is assumed in all further calculations, effectively updating the net value
to be:
net =
I+1∑
i=1
zivi (4.2.5)
Once the net value has been calculated, the neuron then uses the calculated value as
an input to an activation function which outputs O, the output propagated from the
neuron. Typical activation functions are monotonically increasing mappings to the
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.2: Two typical neuron activation functions [Engelbrecht, 2007]: (a) Hyperbolic
tangent function; and (b) Sigmoid function.
domain of [0, 1] or [−1, 1], such as the hyperbolic tangent (Figure 4.2a) or sigmoid
(Figure 4.2b) functions.
Both the sigmoid and hyperbolic tangent functions provide real-value mappings for the
domain (−∞,∞) with ranges of (0, 1) and (−1, 1) respectively. Various other activation
functions exist, such as the linear (identity) activation function and the ramp function,
however studies show that sigmoid activation functions perform well for complex tasks
such as strategic game playing [Messerschmidt and Engelbrecht, 2004; Franken and
Engelbrecht, 2003], hence its selection for this study. Informal experimental results
supported that the sigmoid function performs equivalently to the hyperbolic tangent
function and better than the linear and step functions when attempting training. The
sigmoid function is appropriate to this study due to UCT output values falling in the
range of (0, 1). The sigmoid as an activation function is calculated as follows:
f(net) =
1
1 + e−λnet
(4.2.6)
where λ is the steepness of the sigmoid function. The default value of λ for NN learning
is typically 1 [Engelbrecht, 2007].
A typical neuron is depicted in Figure 4.3, where the input vector z is presented
component-wise to the neuron, the components of z are then multiplied with their
respective elements of v to calculate the net value. The result of the activation function
is then presented as an output labelled o.
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Figure 4.3: A typical neuron [Adapted from Engelbrecht, 2007].
A single neuron can only learn a single feature from given data, namely that it can
classify data as belonging to a set or not using a linear scaled output in its output
range. This is not sufficient for a game playing structure, and so a more complex
model is employed by combining layers of many neurons into an NN.
4.2.2 The Neural Network
The single neuron can be trained for simple classification tasks, but a stronger model is
required for more complex tasks. The NN model is a construction of many individual
neurons that are arranged to either receive inputs from the input vector z or from other
neurons. The interconnection of neurons allows information sharing between neurons
in a similar manner to how the human brain would respond to a stimulus.
A common topology, or construction of neuron layers, is the feed-forward NN (FFNN).
The FFNN topology is one of the simplest NN topologies and simply propagates infor-
mation forward between an input layer, a middle layer and an output layer of neurons
to produce an output value or vector. An example of the FFNN topology is illustrated
in Figure 4.4 with three layers: the input layer, a single hidden layer and an output
layer.
The inputs of the problem represented in vector z are presented to the network, whereby
the hidden layer of neurons is activated from the given weights. Each neuron in the
hidden layer applies the same procedure discussed in Section 4.2.1 to fire and produce
an output. The process is repeated if there are additional hidden layers, but use the
output values of the previous hidden layer as inputs until the output layer is reached.
The output layer, similarly, uses the last hidden layer’s neuron outputs as input values
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Figure 4.4: A Feed-Forward Neural Network topology [Adapted from Engelbrecht,
2007].
and each output neuron is fired to produce the final output values of the FFNN. The
values produced by the output layer (o1, · · ·, oJ) form components of the output vector
o.
In Figure 4.4, each of the I inputs is represented as zi where 1 ≤ i ≤ I, with zI+1 being
the input of the hidden layer bias input. Similarly, the weights of J neurons, labelled
as yj with 1 ≤ j ≤ J in the hidden layer are represented as vj,i where 1 ≤ i ≤ I+1 and
1 ≤ j ≤ J , noting that the vj,I+1 weights represent the bias weights of the hidden layer
neurons. The weights of the K output layer neurons, labelled as ok with 1 ≤ k ≤ K,
are represented as wk,j where 1 ≤ k ≤ K and 1 ≤ j ≤ J , noting that the wk,J+1
weights represent the bias weights of the output layer neurons. The final output is
produced by firing the full network of neurons with the given input to produce the
output vector o, which is then interpreted as a solution to the problem given to the
FFNN to classify or calculate. The formula used to calculate the output components
is shown in Equation 4.2.7:
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ok = fok(
J+1∑
j=1
wk,jfyj(
I+1∑
i=1
vj,izi)) (4.2.7)
where the fok and fyj outputs are the outputs of the activation functions of the ok
output layer and yj hidden layer neurons respectively, with 1 ≤ k ≤ K and 1 ≤ j ≤ J .
The FFNN topology is simple and powerful in many domains, including strategic game
playing, provided that there is a sufficiently large number of hidden layer neurons [En-
gelbrecht, 2007; Franken and Engelbrecht, 2003; Messerschmidt and Engelbrecht, 2004].
For its simplicity and ability to approximate any computational function [Engelbrecht,
2007], the FFNN topology is appropriate for NN game playing components in this
study. The set of weights of an NN determines the output from a given input and
must be optimised based on a large set of patterns which are used for training and
validation.
4.2.3 Weight Updates Through Training
In a given NN topology, such as a FFNN, there are numerous weights that connect
neurons in each layer to the previous layer of neurons or inputs. When using an NN for
classification or function approximation, these weights must be optimally determined
to produce the correct outputs from the set of given inputs. The set of weights in an
NN increases substantially as the number of neurons present in the network increases
due to each neuron in the hidden layer being connected to each input and to each
neuron in the output layer. When multiple hidden layers are used, the size of the
weight set grows even faster.
The automatic induction of these weights through an optimisation technique and a large
set of source data is known as training the NN [Gallant, 1993]. The data presented to
the NN when training comprises a set of structured input vectors and associated output
values, collectively known as patterns. Each pattern thus contains an input vector that
is given to the NN and a target vector representing the vector of values that the NN
should reproduce when presented with the given input vector. This paradigm of giving
patterns to an NN with known target vectors as a training technique is known as
supervised learning.
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In the supervised learning paradigm, the goal of training is typically to minimise the
mean-squared error (MSE) of the NN [Engelbrecht, 2007]. The MSE is calculated as
follows:
ξp =
K∑
k=1
(tk,p − ok,p)2 (4.2.8)
MSE =
1
P
P∑
p=1
ξp (4.2.9)
where the total number of training patterns used is denoted as P , K is the number
of output neurons in the NN output layer, tk,p and ok,p respectively represent the k-th
element of the given pattern’s target vector and the output vector produced by the NN
when presented with the pattern’s input vector.
The minimisation of the MSE is a complex non-linear optimisation that various algo-
rithms can be used to solve, such as:
 Gradient Descent back-propagation: The error gradient is used in an algorithm
such as Gradient Descent optimisation as a measure to determine minima of
the MSE based on error slopes [Werbos, 1974; Gallant, 1993]. Gradient Descent
optimisation was shown to perform well when training NNs with noisy or complex
data;
 Evolutionary algorithms: Stochastic algorithms based on genetic optimisation
can be used for MSE minimisation as these algorithms are less likely to become
stuck in local optima and can handle larger dimensionality problems [Mitchell,
1998]; and
 Swarm algorithms: Swarm-based algorithms, such as Particle Swarm Optimisa-
tion, were shown to generally be comparable to gradient-based and evolutionary
algorithms when training NNs with a large topology and a large number of weights
[Franken and Engelbrecht, 2003; Messerschmidt and Engelbrecht, 2006].
When undergoing training, the set of training patterns is broken into three distinct sets:
presented patterns, test patterns (or validation patterns) and generalisation patterns.
The NN is optimised by minimising the MSE of the presented patterns to obtain a
weight set which is then tested with the generalised patterns to investigate whether
over-fitting has occurred. Over-fitting refers to the point where the generalisation
ability of the NN diminishes as the NN begins to memorise the training patterns
presented to it, which indicates a suitable point to stop training [Engelbrecht, 2007].
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Training techniques can incorporate an additional stopping condition by calculating the
MSE of the generalised patterns and monitoring when the generalising MSE begins to
increase, which means that the NN has optimised its weights to memorise the presented
patterns rather than to discover generalising trends. The test pattern set is used to
evaluate the overall performance of the trained NN, but can be omitted when the
training set is considered to be large or comprehensive [Engelbrecht, 2007].
4.2.4 The Generalised Delta Back-Propagation Training
Algorithm
Finding the set of weights in an NN that minimises the MSE is a complex optimisation
problem. When using supervised learning to train an NN with a set of patterns with
expected results, various approaches are possible (Section 4.2.3). While evolutionary
and swarm algorithms present popular approaches, gradient-based back-propagation is
a simple yet effective solution that scales well with larger problems [Engelbrecht, 2007].
Optimisation algorithms can be classified as either local optimisation or global opti-
misation algorithms. Local optimisation algorithms, such as Gradient Descent back-
propagation and scaled conjugate optimisation, present the possibility of the algorithm
stagnating on a solution as no mechanism exists to escape a local optimum in the search
space. Global optimisation algorithms, such as Particle Swarm Optimisation, generally
do not suffer from this limitation as the algorithm can search larger areas of the search
space but can suffer from premature convergence. Back-propagation is a local opti-
misation algorithm, but is particularly effective for NNs trained with noisy data, such
as patterns representing game playing strategies [Spiliopoulos, 2009]. The Generalised
Delta Back-Propagation learning rule, or simply back-propagation algorithm, provides
a basis for calculating errors of each output and associated neurons to update weights
to minimise the determined error.
When evolutionary and swarm algorithms were informally tested, back-propagation
was found to perform marginally better in the experimental work for this study. Back-
propagation is thus selected as the optimisation algorithm for training an NN with
patterns representing game strategies in this study.
The basic back-propagation algorithm discussed by Werbos [1974] moves a vector of
weights through weight-space by calculating error derivatives for each weight and mov-
ing the weight vector in a direction that reduces the error. The algorithm comprises
two phases which occur for each iteration, also known as an epoch. The phases are
[Engelbrecht, 2007]:
1. Feed-forward pass: The output value(s) of the NN are calculated for each pattern;
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2. Backward propagation: The error is calculated from the output value(s) of each
pattern and are then propagated backwards to update each weight between af-
fected neurons.
When presenting a set of patterns to an NN, the MSE can be calculated using Equa-
tion 4.2.9. Assuming that the error and weight updates are calculated for each pattern,
the pattern subscript is omitted here for brevity. Assuming that each neuron makes
use of the sigmoid activation function (Equation 4.2.6), the output and hidden layer
neuron firing values are calculated as [Engelbrecht, 2007]:
ok = fok(netok) (4.2.10)
= fok(
J+1∑
j=1
wk,jfyj(
I+1∑
i=1
vj,izi)) (4.2.11)
with netok as calculated in Equation 4.2.7 and
yj = fyj(netyj) (4.2.12)
The means of calculating the error gradient is dependent on the activation function
used in the neurons of the network. The generalised delta rule allows the use of sigmoid
activation functions and can be adapted for other differentiable activation functions.
Other learning rules, such as the Widrow-Hoff learning rule, exist for non-differentiable
functions [Widrow and Lehr, 1990], but are not considered in this study as sigmoid
activation functions are employed in this study. Sigmoid activation functions are used
as they provide a large range of continuous values, allowing a large amount of complex
information to be encoded into neurons, while maintaining implementation simplicity.
The partial derivative for each weight with respect to error updates for the weights
between the output neurons and hidden layer neurons are calculated for each pattern
by using the chain rule to yield:
∂ξp
∂wk,j
=
∂ξp
∂ok,p
∂ok,p
∂netok,p
∂netok,p
∂wk,j
(4.2.13)
= −(tk,p − ok,p)ok,p(1− ok,p)yj,p (4.2.14)
where ok,p(1− ok,p) denotes the derivative of the sigmoid activation function.
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Similarly, the weight updates for the weights between the input neurons and the hidden
layer neurons for each pattern are calculated as:
∂ξp
∂vj,i
=
K∑
k=1
∂ξp
∂ok,p
∂ok,p
∂netok,p
∂netok,p
∂fyj,p
∂fyj,p
∂netyj,p
∂netyj,p
∂vj,i
(4.2.15)
=
K∑
k=1
−(tk,p − ok,p)ok,p(1− ok,p)wk,jyj,p(1− yj,p)zi,p (4.2.16)
The weight adjustments for epoch t are adjusted using batch or stochastic learning
using the following formulae per pattern:
wk,j(t) = wk,j(t− 1)− η ∂ξp
∂wk,j
(4.2.17)
vj,i(t) = vj,i(t− 1)− η ∂ξp
∂vj,i
(4.2.18)
The η parameter denotes the learning rate parameter. The weight updates can be done
after the presentation of each pattern to the NN, referred to as stochastic learning, or
accumulated and applied after all patterns have been presented, referred to as batch
learning [Engelbrecht, 2007]. Stochastic learning presents the complication that the
weights are updated immediately after each pattern is presented, which affects the
output of subsequent patterns. By altering the weight elements of each layer, the
optimisation problem is altered as patterns could effectively undo each other if the
gradients were in reverse directions. This problem is alleviated through the introduction
of a momentum term which alters the impact of each pattern on weight updates.
Another issue is that the pattern set must be effectively randomised for each iteration,
which is expensive and requires a solid randomisation function. Batch learning does
not exhibit these complexities as the errors are collected and only applied after all the
patterns have been presented in each training epoch.
In this study, batch learning is selected as the training data as the problem is inherently
noisy due to the complexity of the problem of learning strategies from game boards. In
the batch back-propagation algorithm, sigmoid activation functions are used as they
are inexpensive to calculate when using the generalised delta terms in training. Both
NN structures and the back-propagation algorithm have parameters, which are outlined
and discussed in the following section.
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4.2.5 Parameters of NN Structure and Training
Using batch back-propagation to train an NN introduces numerous parameters that
must be considered. These parameters typically consist of the learning rate, epoch
limit, hidden layer size, training error threshold and size of training set [Engelbrecht,
2007].
 Learning rate (η): The accumulated weight updates in batch learning quickly be-
comes large and can drastically overshoot the feasible search space. By weighting
these updates with a learning rate, the rate of optimisation is controlled. If a
learning rate is selected that is too large, components of the weight vector will
struggle to trace error gradients as the position will instead oscillate. If a low
learning rate is selected, the algorithm will move the weight updates more slowly,
but with higher precision. Higher precision carries the risk that the algorithm
will become stuck in a local optimum.
 Hidden layer size: The number of neurons in the hidden layer increases the
dimensionality of the weight vector. If too few hidden neurons are used, the
NN may not be able to train correctly for the current problem. If the number
is too large, the burden of optimising more variables simultaneously can affect
the training accuracy and training time, but can also allow the NN to memorise
patterns and not generalise well to unseen patterns.
 Size of training set : The sizes of the training and generalisation training sets
impact on the cost of evaluating the MSE and calculating weight updates. Having
a set that is too large will increase the time requirement of the algorithm, but
will improve training accuracy and help negate noisy training data. While larger
training sets are favourable, suitably sized training and generalisation data sets
are required to ensure accurate training.
 Termination Criteria: The training algorithm employed for NN training cannot
iterate permanently and requires suitable criteria for terminating iteration. Two
typical termination criteria used are epoch limits or through a threshold detection
on the training error.
– Epoch limit : Back-propagation does not guarantee a global optimum and
can become stuck in local optima. A limit of the number of permissible
epochs can be used to ensure that the algorithm eventually terminates, or
terminates within a reasonable time-frame.
– Training error threshold : When the time requirements for training are un-
known, the MSE of the training data set can be used as a means of termi-
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nation. By selecting an arbitrary threshold, the algorithm will terminate
when the target MSE has been met.
Either the epoch limit or training error threshold can be used as a termination criterion
for back-propagation training. The training error threshold can be used to terminate
the algorithm once the MSE of the NN has met this threshold. By using such a
threshold, a low error can be found, but this carries the risk that the algorithm will
not terminate in a reasonable amount of time, or even at all if the algorithm has
become stuck in a local optimum. Alternatively, selecting an epoch limit forces the
algorithm to terminate after a set number of epochs, even if stagnation has occurred.
The validation set can also be monitored to detect over-fitting by identifying when the
MSE of the training data set continues to drop, but the generalisation data set MSE
begins to increase. This is effectively the point where the NN has begun memorising
the training patterns and losing its ability to generalise well on unseen patterns.
4.3 Application of Neural Networks to Game
Playing
NNs have been applied to game playing with various levels of success [Shi, 2008;
Waledzik and Man´dziuk, 2010b]. When used for game playing, NNs are either used
directly as move evaluators that replace traditional algorithms or in conjunction with
another algorithm. The dominant means of using NNs is through direct evaluation,
with less attention given to hybridisation with other algorithms.
When using direct evaluation, the NN takes a converted input vector representing a
vector of discrete values corresponding to the current game board. The NN is then fired
to produce an output which is either a corresponding output board with the strongest
move having the highest output [Fogel, 2001], or a single output corresponding to the
best perceived move [Chong et al., 2005]. The techniques of finding the correct weight
vectors to encode strategic game playing data are consistent between both NNs used for
direct output and hybridisation with another algorithm. Two main training techniques
are evident in literature, namely co-evolution and supervised learning.
Co-evolutionary approaches are typically off-line approaches, where training occurs
before the NN is used through a time-consuming tournament environment. In com-
parison, various learning rules can be used for either off-line learning or for stochastic
weight updates in the NN, allowing on-line learning to occur.
Co-evolutionary approaches attempt to evolve either a subsection or the entire NN by
creating a population of initial randomised candidate NN weight sets and, by apply-
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ing genetic operators, generations are modified to result in new candidates which are
compared to each other [Fogel, 2001]. Co-evolution is typically applied with genetic
algorithms in neuro-evolution or with Particle Swarm Optimisation. The strongest can-
didates of each iteration progress to successive generations and the process continues
until a certain stopping criteria is met [Engelbrecht, 2007]. This approach has found
success when applied to evolving both direct and hybridised NN evaluators [Franken
and Engelbrecht, 2003; Shi, 2008; Chellapilla and Fogel, 2001; Fogel, 2001].
Using supervised learning as an alternative to co-evolution, the neuro-evolution ap-
proach is popular, where an NN is evolved by using a genetic algorithm [Stanley,
Bryant, Karpov and Miikkulainen, 2006]. The neuro-evolution approach applies the
standard evolutionary algorithm to the weight set or topology of the NN [Engelbrecht,
2007]. This approach has also found success when applied in off-line NN training
[Miikkulainen and Stanley, 2009], but has found only limited success when applied in
on-line and real-time NN training situations [Stanley et al., 2006]. This could pos-
sibly be attributed to the large search space imposing time limitations on the train-
ing. Evolutionary approaches based on genetic algorithms, such as neuro-evolution,
are typically highly sensitive to parameter value selection [Engelbrecht, 2007]. The
other main category of supervised learning is the use of swarm-based algorithms, such
as Particle Swarm Optimisation, or learning rule-based algorithms, such as Gradient
Descent back-propagation or Temporal Difference learning [Franken and Engelbrecht,
2003; Enzenberger, 2003]. These supervised learning approaches were demonstrated
to be successful on zero-sum games but have slow convergence properties due to the
training procedure used.
When applying a supervised learning technique, such as back-propagation, slow con-
vergence issues found can be mitigated through the use of effective pre-processing of
training data and parameter optimisation [Xie, He, Liu, Li, Du, Yang, Fu, Chen,
Wang, Liu and Zhu, 2009]. Another challenge of alternatives to co-evolution is the
requirement to generate sufficiently broad and complex training data. Sets of training
data for training, validation and testing purposes are generally stored as databases of
existing games, or through simulation of two computer players by using various in-
telligent strategies. Off-line learning rules present large numbers of patterns to train
the NN before play and allow complex strategies and patterns to be memorised by the
NN evaluator without the high on-line-learning computation overhead, which makes a
technique, such as back-propagation, appealing for this study.
NN approaches have been used both as both direct players and in conjunction with
other players with similar training. When using an NN as a direct player, the NN is
given a pattern and predicts a move which is then made, as suggested by Chong et al.
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Figure 4.5: An NN topology for selecting moves when presented with a board, after
applying pre-processing for spatial information [Chong et al., 2005].
[2005] and illustrated in Figure 4.5, where a complex NN is employed that applies
filters to the board in conjunction with a typical NN topology. The illustrated NN
topology allows various features to be learnt by the various hidden layers which focus
on windows of the game board. The challenge of employing a complex topology, as
experienced by Chong et al. [2005], is the complexity of training the NN with an
appropriate learning rule, as well as the convergence time requirements for effective
training. Simpler applications of NNs have also been combined with other players
and algorithms, such as Minimax, for intelligent pruning of branches in addition to
Alpha-Beta methods [du Plessis, 2009]. These approaches performed adequately when
correctly trained and make use of modest computational requirements when making
moves, although this is offset by having modest time and computational overheads for
training. The use of a simpler topology in conjunction with a popular tree algorithm
that effectively navigates its search space, such as UCT, is thus considered as the basis
of this study to investigate the impact of including a trained NN with the algorithm.
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4.4 Proposed Hybridisation Algorithm for UCT
Pruning with an NN
A novel algorithm, UCT-NN, is proposed in this study which hybridises an NN compo-
nent with the UCT algorithm to address the issue of UCT without having any native
prior domain knowledge of the games to which it is applied. Human players typically
use a combination of prior knowledge of the game played, such as with NNs, and move
sampling, such as with UCT. Numerous hybridisation points, or NN inclusion points,
of the UCT algorithm exist, namely: pruning, custom move playouts, exploration and
exploitation parameter adaptation.
Pruning is not included in the vanilla UCT algorithm (Section 3.4), as the tree is grown
based on the bandit heuristic of assigning play-outs. By biasing the manner in which
the tree is grown, an artificial implicit pruning scheme can be used (Section 3.5.1),
or alternatively, by eliminating nodes, ply and branches from the game tree, an ex-
plicit pruning scheme can be used (Section 3.5.2). This study considers an explicit
scheme using an NN, motivated by a discussion of pruning alternatives in UCT (Sec-
tion 4.4.1). Prior knowledge hybridisations which change the default policy of UCT to
use non-randomly-moving players (commonly known as heavy playouts) and real-time
parameter optimisation were shown to be effective in other studies [Gelly et al., 2012].
The viability of augmenting UCT with a NN-pruning approach is an open question,
which this study investigates.
The UCT-NN algorithm (Algorithm 4.1) deviates from the standard UCT algorithm
only in the move expansion phase where moves are removed, based on the ranking
output of the trained NN component (Section 4.4.2).
There are various considerations for the physical design of the NN, which are outlined
separately (Section 4.4.2). The weights of the NN must also be optimised to encode
the prior knowledge identified. The training design of the NN (Section 4.4.3) comprises
creating or obtaining relevant training data, applying pre-processing as necessary, and
transforming these data into training patterns, which are used with a training algo-
rithm.
The weights of the NN are optimised before game play commences, which introduces
various optimisation parameters into the NN training design and pruning of the UCT-
NN algorithm (Section 4.4.4). The role and effects of the parameters are discussed to
allow for an empirical optimisation of these parameters, which is reported on in the
following chapter.
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Algorithm 4.1: The move selection of the UCT-NN algorithm
input : A node containing a game state and the current player symbol
output: A move selected by the UCT-NN algorithm
makeMove(node GameBoard) begin
repeat
search(GameBoard,0)
until Computational Budget Depleted
return bestAction(GameBoard,0)
search(node State, int Depth) begin
if isLeaf(State, Depth) then
∆ = Evaluate(State)
return ∆
if isUnVisited(State) then
CreateAndPruneChildrenWithNN(State, Depth)
∆ = PlaySimulation(state)
return ∆
else
nextState = SelectMove(State, Depth)
∆ = γ∗ search(nextState, Depth + 1)
UpdateValue(State, ∆, Depth)
return ∆
CreateAndPruneChildrenWithNN(State expandingState) begin
numberToPrune = CalculatePruneAmountByDepth(Depth)
PossibleChildren = GetPermissibleMoves(expandingState)
foreach node in PossibleChildren do
NeuralNetwork.CalculateScore(node)
SortOnScore(PossibleChildren)
repeat
RemoveLowestRankedChild(PossibleChildren)
decrement(numberToPrune)
until numberToPrune = 0
expandingState.setChildren(PossibleChildren)
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4.4.1 Pruning in UCT
When UCT constructs its game tree, the creation is incremental, which is one of the
benefits of the algorithm, namely, that it can be terminated at any time without
being forced to wait for a full branch to be constructed. The construction is also
asymmetric, as it is guided by a bandit heuristic to concentrate expansion on stronger
moves. Due to the incremental manner in which the tree is constructed, traditional
pruning algorithms, such as Alpha Beta, are not feasible.
Vertical pruning is automatically included in the algorithm by using Monte Carlo
simulations when an unexplored node is reached. The vertical pruning incorporated
by the default policy of UCT is typically temporary, as the algorithm may return to
the node at a later iteration and expand its children. The limitation of not being able
to use traditional pruning techniques suggests that alternatives should be considered.
When introducing a pruning policy to a game playing algorithm, there is a trade-off
between game tree size and game tree quality [Russell and Norvig, 2003]. When pruning
large sections of the game tree, there is a serious risk that important moves may be
removed. The moves that are considered important are typically threats and promises.
Threats refer to moves that will likely lead to a loss, while promises refer to moves
that will likely lead to a win. Both of these categories should ideally be considered in
a pruning scheme, as the removal of these categories of moves will lower the quality
of a the game tree. The implicit and explicit pruning schemes should ideally take the
trade-off of quality and size into consideration.
Of the two major pruning schemes, this study investigates a means of using an NN
for explicit pruning in the UCT game tree. Implicit pruning was informally tested,
but did not show promising results in the game of Go-Moku. In the 5 by 5 version
of Go-Moku, the implicit pruning approach appeared to either favour the move made
by UCT and ignore the NN, or vice versa. Later introducing a weighting parameter
to balance the UCT and NN did not improve informal results found. Additionally,
implicit pruning biases the bandit heuristic away from moves that are considered to be
poor. By changing the heuristic that UCT is based on, the implicit pruning scheme
alters the underlying behaviour of the algorithm, whilst explicit pruning preserves the
UCT heuristic, but artificially simplifies the game board by providing few game states
to be considered in the game tree.
When applying the NN-based explicit pruning scheme, an additional pruning severity
parameter is introduced into the UCT algorithm (Section 4.4.4). The pruning severity
controls how much of the game tree is removed on a per-ply basis, by making use of a
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depth-based function. Three constant percentage functions and two decaying functions
are considered in this study and are empirically contrasted.
4.4.2 NN Component
In the UCT-NN algorithm (Algorithm 4.1), the NN component is treated as a black-
box component where the children of a node that is being expanded are provided to
the NN. The NN assigns an output which is used as a ranking to each possible child.
The ranking of children in terms of perceived performance using UCT values is used to
facilitate pruning, which removes a depth-specific number of children. The NN must
be logically created before the algorithm is used, which requires a physical structure of
the NN. The NN is trained before use in the UCT-NN algorithm, which provides the
weight vector corresponding to the NN. UCT-NN takes the trained NN weight vector
as an input and uses it for its ranking functions.
There are various physical characteristics of the NN, namely the topology, structure
of inputs, structure of outputs and activation functions employed. The physical char-
acteristics are discussed in this section, followed by a discussion of how the weight
vector is obtained through training in the following section. Assuming that a suffi-
ciently accurate weight vector is obtained, the NN role is illustrated by using a 3 by 3
Go-Moku board with its various steps outlined (Figure 4.6). The NN related steps in
the UCT-NN algorithm are: board extraction, board flattening, integer transformation
of inputs, NN firing, NN output extraction, output ranking, and child pruning.
 Board extraction: When children are to be expanded from an unvisited node
in the UCT-NN algorithm, the board and player are extracted from the game
node to transform the board into an NN-usable format representing a single game
board.
 Board flattening : The n by n game board is converted to a n2 sized vector which
preserves the player symbols while linearising the representation for subsequent
steps.
 Integer transformation of outputs : Each move of the flattened board is encoded by
recording a 1 for the current player, −1 for the opponent and 0 for an available
move. An NN cannot process textual data, hence the need to transform the
flattened board into a discrete-valued vector. By not representing each player
with a fixed encoding, but rather by using a current player and opponent model,
the amount of learning of the NN is reduced by half as the strategies apply to
both players, regardless of the player’s symbol.
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Figure 4.6: Summary of steps for move suggestion using a neural network with pre-
processing and post-processing steps. The green moves in the output calculation represent
the NN predicted rankings for pruning.
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 NN firing : The integer-represented board is presented to the trained NN compo-
nent and the NN is fired to produce an output.
 NN output extraction: The output of the NN is recorded in an n2 sized vector
corresponding to the rankings indicating the perceived importance or strength of
a move as predicted by the NN.
 Output ranking : The output vector is converted to a vector containing ordinal
rankings of moves with unavailable moves removed, which are specified by an
output of 0.1 as a flag.
 Child pruning : The ranked output vector is used in the UCT-NN algorithm. The
UCT-NN algorithm provides an integer representing how many moves to prune
at the current board tree-depth. The ranked output vector is used to remove the
correct number of children nodes.
The illustrated example (Figure 4.6) depicts the key pre-processing, firing and post-
processing steps related to the NN component of the proposed UCT-NN algorithm.
The various transformations are required steps to allow the NN to fire with relevant
information, while encouraging the minimisation of training time through the use of
a symmetric scheme of integer symbol encoding. The UCT-NN algorithm employs
the identified procedure for each board when performing its expansion phase to create
children for a visited node. In conjunction with a tree-depth-based function to evaluate
the number of children to prune, the NN output scores are used as a basis for selecting
the weakest children, which will then be pruned.
The physical characteristics of the NN include the topology employed, the activation
functions used, the number of hidden layers, the size of each hidden layer, and the input
and output encoding. The topology chosen is the FFNN (Section 4.2.2), consisting of
a single hidden layer which has a size that is empirically selected. Each neuron in
the hidden layer is connected to each input, as well as the bias input, while each
neuron in the output layer is connected to each neuron in the hidden layer and the
bias input. FFNN topologies have been shown to be effective in game playing scenarios
[Engelbrecht, 2007; Messerschmidt and Engelbrecht, 2006]. Activation functions in all
neurons are sigmoid functions, as these functions can encode a continuous range and
thus a large amount of information (Section 4.2.1). The input and output encoding
are natural means of representing a game board to an NN employed as a game board
evaluator [Franken and Engelbrecht, 2003; Messerschmidt and Engelbrecht, 2006].
The structural design of the NN is the first consideration of the NN component of
UCT-NN. The second consideration is the pattern creation and training of the NN to
obtain a suitable weight vector prior to using the NN as part of UCT-NN for game
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playing. The following section discusses how the set of suitable game data is gathered
and transformed into patterns, which are then used to train the NN.
4.4.3 NN Training Design
When an optimisation algorithm is used to optimise the weights of an NN using super-
vised learning, and thus train it (Section 4.2.3), a suitable set of patterns of suitable
training data is required. The set of patterns is used to determine the performance
and accuracy of the NN during training by calculating the MSE from the NN output
and the results of each pattern when presented to the NN. Each pattern in the training
set typically consists of a vector of inputs and a corresponding set of outputs. The
contents and structure of the set of patterns determine what information the NN can
learn when given a suitable structure. Given the sensitivity of NN training to the
structure and contents of the training data, the generation and use of these patterns
must be investigated.
Generating patterns to train an NN is a problem-specific task. In this study, the game
of Go-Moku is used to demonstrate the UCT-NN player, thus requiring the creation of
a set of Go-Moku patterns for training (RQ6). The pattern creation process for training
the NN component of UCT-NN is outlined (Section 4.4.3.1) as a precursor to a discus-
sion of the Gradient Descent training procedure of the component (Section 4.4.3.2).
4.4.3.1 Acquisition of Training Data
Generating training data for NN training is an important and often time-consuming
aspect of NN training as the data set created should be representative of accurate
real-world data. In game playing, suitable training data are typically gathered from
large game databases that archive games played by expert players. Using a game
database is appealing, but the availability of such databases of meaningful data is a
challenge with games apart from Go [Allis, 1994]. Additionally, the game data must
be pre-processed to be useful for training, which requires extensive experimentation to
ensure accuracy. An alternative to using a database of game information is to use an
independent algorithm to generate such a training data set.
Using the UCT algorithm to generate realistic game playing data is an appealing
training data acquisition scheme as the algorithm produces a set of move rankings for
a board which can be used as a training target for an NN. By using an artificial UCT
player, or observer, to evaluate Go-Moku game scenarios, a large training set can be
created. Generating training data from UCT is done through self-play, where two UCT
players play as opponents, and the first ply of the game tree generated by each UCT
player is stored with each board.
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The use of UCT as the player in self-play data generation has an impact on the variety
of patterns generated. Two schemes are investigated, namely UCT vs UCT (UvU),
which utilises two UCT players, and Random vs Random(RvR), which similarly utilises
two randomly moving players.
 UCT vs UCT (UvU): The game is played between two UCT players with high
iteration limits. By using realistically moving players, the set of patterns favours
boards that are likely to be encountered, which simplifies training by not focusing
on patterns that are unlikely to be encountered. Additionally, no UCT observer
is required, as each UCT player already builds its own game tree, from which the
first ply can be extracted and transformed into a pattern.
 Random vs Random (RvR): The game is played with two players that select moves
at random. This scheme has the benefit of providing a randomly sampled set of
scenarios for both likely and unlikely scenarios. To generate training data in this
study, the RvR scheme requires a UCT observer to generate payoff information
of the first game tree ply for the current player on each move. The requirement
for a UCT observer is due to the fact that the randomly moving player cannot
realise values for each move on a given board.
The decision of which scheme to use needs to consider two factors, namely run-time
efficiency and pattern variety. If an infinitely large set of patterns could be generated,
RvR would be ideal, as RvR provides the benefit of having a wide range of possibilities
of game permutations. The limitation, however, is that NN training time is dependent
on the size of the pattern set made available to the NN, which renders RvR less
appealing, despite having a high pattern variety. UvU is presented as an alternative,
as patterns generated are sampled from realistic moves, as opposed to random moves.
The UvU scheme has a lower sized pattern variety, but presents a variety of patterns
that can be assumed to be realistic, while feasibly generating a reasonably sized set of
patterns within a reasonable amount of time. The UvU scheme is thus selected for the
UCT-NN algorithm.
The use of UvU with self-play for data generation creates a bias in the generated data
due to the fact that UCT typically focuses on the best moves when exploiting strong
branches. By focussing on stronger branches, the payoff information of weaker moves
is not accurately ranked, as they are given fewer samples. This issue can be mitigated
through the use of a repeated sampling scheme. Repeated sampling invokes the UCT
observer to independently generate two or more game trees, then average the results
to reduce any ranking noise produced by UCT’s lack of focus on weaker moves, which
may be useful information to include in training. The effect of repeated sampling
is visualised in an example (Figure 4.7), where the ranked average UCT payoffs are
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shown through the colour intensity of their corresponding moves. By repeating the
UCT evaluation for each game board a total of 50 times, the average UCT score for
each move can be compared for a realistic estimation of playing strength. An additional
benefit of repeated sampling is the fact that implicit regions of moves can be identified,
which automatically cluster moves of similar playing strength together, such as the
centre of the board as a dominantly strong area. By incorporating repeated sampling
to gain the benefit of implicit groupings, the effect of inaccurate random sampling
through UCT is smoothed.
Figure 4.7: Visualisation of the target vector of a training data pattern which employs
UCT ranking on a 5 by 5 Go-Moku board input vector, illustrated with colour intensity.
The observation process consists of presenting a game scenario to the UvU players for
evaluation. Instead of only selecting a move, as the UCT algorithm typically does,
the statistical win-ratio values of each move is captured into a vector, which is then
combined into a composite pattern consisting of the game board represented as an input
vector and the UCT values as a target pattern (Figure 4.8). The target vector of the
corresponding input vector is calculated through the above ranking scheme combined
with repeated sampling to average out noise. A large amount of time is presented to
the UCT observer to generate meaningful training data.
After observation, the generated patterns undergo pre-processing which applies a scal-
ing operator to scale the target vector values to a range of [0.1, 0.9], which is the active
output region of the sigmoid activation function employed in the NN. By scaling the
output values, the optimisation algorithm will not attempt to reach outputs which ap-
proach 0 and 1, which forces NN weights to extremely low or high values by attempting
to reach values that are asymptotic to the sigmoid activation function.
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Figure 4.8: Visualisation of a UCT-NN training data pattern consisting of an input
vector of a 3 by 3 Go-Moku board, together with target vector of UCT payoffs of ply 1
after applying UCT to the board in the input vector.
The pre-processed generated patterns are collected in a large pattern set. The pattern
set is split into training data sets and generalisation data sets. The distribution of the
patterns between these two sets is: 25% training pattern set and 75% generalisation
pattern set. The training and generalisation pattern sets are used in the training
procedure, which is discussed in the following section.
4.4.3.2 Training Procedure
Finding the correct set of weights for an NN by using a training algorithm, such as
Gradient Descent (Section 4.2.4), requires the correct use of training and generalisa-
tion patterns. Gradient Descent is used to train the NN component of the UCT-NN
algorithm by using supervised learning where patterns are presented to the NN and the
MSE is calculated to thus move the weight vector towards the lowest error point. There
are various considerations that must be made before employing the algorithm, namely:
error calculation, pattern usage, over-fitting detection and the stopping criteria.
The error used in the application of Gradient Descent to the NN component of UCT-
NN is the MSE (Equation 4.2.9). As supervised learning is used, the total squared
error is calculated for each training pattern presented to the NN represented by the
the current weight vector, then normalised by the number of patterns to arrive at the
MSE. Additionally, moves that are unavailable due to symbols occupying their board
spaces are excluded from the MSE. Furthermore, when applying back-propagation,
the weights associated with unavailable moves are not updated, thus preventing these
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weights from being altered by patterns which do not likely contribute positively to
these weights.
The set of patterns is broken into two sets, each with a distinct purpose. The training
patterns used in the Gradient Descent algorithm are used to calculate the training MSE,
whilst the generalisation patterns are used to detect over-fitting. Each iteration of
Gradient Descent moves the weight vector in the direction that minimises the training
MSE, whilst the generalisation MSE is calculated prior to the weight vector being
altered. The training MSE and generalisation MSE should ideally decrease over time,
but an over-fitting point should be detected by the increase of the generalisation MSE
in successive iterations. The over-fitting point indicates the theoretical point at which
the NN begins to memorise the training patterns and begins to lose the ability to
generalise its behaviour to boards not present in the training set.
The stopping criteria for Gradient Descent can either consist of an epoch limit or ter-
mination on the detection of over-fitting, or a combination of both [Engelbrecht, 2007].
For the game of Go-Moku, despite extensive training and generalisation sets being
used, the presence of over-fitting was difficult to find without high epoch limits, which
did not guarantee over-fitting. The lack of over-fitting suggested the construction of
additional heuristic, namely the pruning severity index. The pruning severity index
represents the percentage of boards that the NN ranked the highest rated move as one
of the lowest, representing the incidence of a costly mistake in game play. The moves
that cannot be made were not considered in the pruning severity index calculation.
Post-training, an acceptability threshold is informally applied to the pruning severity
index of the training and generalisation sets. The heuristic allows the determination
of over-fitting, in addition to the generalisation error, while also providing an informal
measurement of the training quality. The following section outlines the main parame-
ters of the UCT-NN algorithm and its associated training, one of which is the SI limit
of the NN training.
4.4.4 Parameter Selection
The UCT-NN algorithm introduces various parameters. The role of the algorithm is for
game playing through the use of the traditional UCT algorithm with an additional NN
heuristic to manage the search-space growth. To fulfil this auxiliary pruning role, the
UCT-NN algorithm has three categories of critical parameters, in addition to the typical
NN training parameters (Section 4.2.5), namely, the UCT exploration and exploitation
control parameter, the NN related parameters, and the UCT-NN pruning percentage
parameter.
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The first parameter of UCT-NN is the UCT exploration and exploitation control pa-
rameter, commonly referred to as C (Section 3.4.4). This parameter is game specific
and controls how the game tree is constructed. High C values create trees that favour
exploration, while lower values promote vertical trees that favour exploitation of strong
moves. Literature suggests various fail-safe default values for the parameter [Gelly and
Wang, 2006; Raiko and Peltonen, 2008; Eyck and Martin, 2012], but stress that the
value directly impacts on the playing performance of the player, thus requiring empir-
ical tuning when applied to a game such as Go-Moku [Gelly et al., 2012].
The second category of parameters of UCT-NN consists of the structural and training
parameters. The structural parameter is the hidden layer size of the standard FFNN
topology, while the training parameters are the effective batch learning rate and the
training pruning severity acceptability threshold. The hidden layer size dictates the
learning capacity of the NN, and requires a suitably large value to accurately learn the
features of the training data, but not so large as to begin memorising the patterns,
which is detected by the generalisation pruning severity index and MSE. The learning
rate of Gradient Descent optimisation must be tuned to a reasonable range to avoid
the danger of over-shooting optima if too large, or becoming stuck in local optima if
too low. Finally, the training pruning severity index parameter is used in conjunction
with the learning rate, and is informally selected, based on direct experimentation.
The last parameter of UCT-NN is the pruning percentage parameter. When using an
NN for pruning in the UCT-NN algorithm, the percentage of children pruned at each
level determines how large the game tree can grow and also controls the probability that
important moves, such as promises or threats, will be pruned. The pruning percentage
must thus be empirically selected to a produce an acceptable level of pruning, which is
done by investigating different percentage schemes. The schemes considered are various
constant percentages, and tree depth dependent percentages.
4.5 Conclusion
The use of NNs (Section 4.2) is a popular approach to pattern recognition and clas-
sification. This chapter outlined the basic theory of NNs as a candidate means of
encoding game information and investigated research question (RQ7). The topological
structure of the NN was discussed and motivated to make use of the FFNN topology
with sigmoid activation functions with summation units. Accompanying the struc-
ture, a training algorithm, batch back-propagation Gradient Descent, was identified as
a means of encoding sufficient game playing information into an NN (Section 4.2.4).
Gradient Descent is a batch back-propagation NN optimisation algorithm that per-
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forms well if the search space, traced out by used training patterns, is smooth and
does not contain a large number of local optima. Before an algorithm could be iden-
tified, various NN players and modifications in literature were discussed to motivate
the selection of the NN structure and verify that NNs perform sufficiently well in game
playing to be viable for this study (Section 4.3).
UCT has been shown in literature to be a viable game playing algorithm, but lacks
search space knowledge as it relies on Monte Carlo sampling to gather information
about the playing strength of various moves. While the game tree grows asymmetrically
to favour strong moves while balancing exploration of unvisited moves, the algorithm
can benefit from a heuristic to incorporate prior knowledge to prune out moves that
would typically not lead to strong moves. As a means of providing such prior knowledge
to UCT, a means of extracting training data from UCT was identified to train an NN
as part of a novel UCT-NN algorithm (Section 4.4). The novel algorithm combines the
typical UCT game playing algorithm with a pruning NN component that is trained
using UCT data.
The UCT-NN algorithm was outlined by discussing its modifications, NN component
design considerations and training methods. Before the algorithm can be evaluated for
game playing performance, various parameters emerge that must be optimised. These
three categories of parameters are empirically addressed in the following chapter.
Chapter 5
Experimental Design and
Parametric Optimisation
“I visualize a time when we will be to robots what dogs are to humans, and
I’m rooting for the machines.”
- Claude Shannon: The Mathematical Theory of Communication, 1987
5.1 Introduction
The novel UCT-NN algorithm is an extension to vanilla UCT that includes a trained
NN that acts as a move ranking agent to facilitate pruning of the search space, thus
focussing the searchable space for UCT. The game of Go-Moku (Appendix A) was
selected for this study as it is a two-player, zero-sum and perfect-information game
that offers scalable board sizes. Two board sizes were selected to evaluate the UCT-
NN algorithm, namely a 5 by 5 board which has a search space of size 1.55 × 1025
and a 9 by 9 board with a larger search space of size 5.79 × 10120. The UCT-NN
algorithm includes three parameters that must be empirically tuned for the given case
study of a 5 by 5 game of Go-Moku (RQ9). The three parameters considered are the
C exploration and exploitation parameter (Section 5.2), the NN-related structural and
training parameters (Section 5.3), and the pruning scheme selected (Section 5.4).
The results of empirical optimisations are discussed for 5 by 5 Go-Moku, together
with suitable methods for establishing candidate values for the application of UCT-
NN to other games. The parametric optimisation methods used in this chapter were
repeated for a player for the 9 by 9 game of Go-Moku, which, together with the 5 by
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5 player, contributes to the performance evaluation of the UCT-NN algorithm when
benchmarked against vanilla UCT in the following chapter1.
5.2 Exploration and Exploitation in UCT
The primary parameter of the UCT algorithm, C, is the exploration and exploitation
balancing parameter. The C parameter (Section 3.4.4) controls the tree building be-
haviour of the UCT algorithm by adapting the default Monte Carlo behaviour with a
penalty, or cost term, for repeatedly searching branches. Literature suggests typical
values for C for two-player, zero-sum and perfect-information games, such as values of
0.4, 1, 1.41 and 2 [Gelly and Wang, 2006; Raiko and Peltonen, 2008; Eyck and Mar-
tin, 2012; Gelly et al., 2012], while reiterating the fact that the parameter is problem
specific [Gelly et al., 2012]. These initial values can be used as sample values when
investigating the value most specific to the considered game.
A UCT player is used as the baseline against which the novel UCT-NN algorithm is
benchmarked, thus presenting the need to optimise the UCT algorithm for an unbiased
comparison. The UCT player is also used to create training data for the NN that is
bootstrapped into UCT to create UCT-NN. The C parameter for UCT must thus be
empirically tuned to facilitate the creation of realistic training data, and also be tuned
for the tree-building behaviour of both the UCT player and the novel UCT-NN player.
By playing two UCT players against each other, each with different C values, the
best performing C values can be identified for use in subsequent parameter tests and
performance evaluations. An experimental design is discussed (Section 5.2.1) to pro-
vide quantitative results to support the selection of a suitable C value for the game
considered in this study (Section 5.2.2).
5.2.1 Experimental Procedure
The value of the exploration and exploitation, or C, parameter of UCT is problem
dependent and literature suggests that there is no agreed upon method of empirically
selecting a suitable value [Gelly et al., 2012]. One of the most common values reported
in literature is C = 1.41 [Gelly and Wang, 2006; Raiko and Peltonen, 2008], but
empirical means of establishing this value are not reported.
1The results found in this chapter were published and presented at the 2013 Annual Conference of
the South African Institute of Computer Scientists and Information Technologists (SAICSIT) [Burger,
Du Plessis and Cilliers, 2013].
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To measure performance of a game player, an investigation into the frequency of win-
ning, losing and drawing is required against suitable opponents. This study poses two
UCT players against each other, each with their own C values in a tournament to
identify which C values are linked to superior performance. Each player has an equal
number of opportunities to play first as well as second, thus off-setting any benefit
that playing first or second may yield [Uiterwijk and van den Herik, 2000]. Each game
between two UCT players is repeated 30 times with time-dependent seeds for their ran-
dom number generators2. Repeating each game 30 times reduces the impact of outlier
wins, losses or draws that are not representative of the player’s likelihood of winning
[Allis, 1994].
This study uses the game of Go-Moku (Appendix A) as a case study for the perfor-
mance of the novel UCT-NN algorithm, which suggests that the value for C should
be optimised for the UCT and UCT-NN players in this game. Go-Moku is a scalable
game that can be played on different sized square boards, such as a 5 by 5 board. This
study investigates both a 5 by 5 player and a more complex 9 by 9 player, both using
a common C value to reduce the amount of empirical optimisation required. Each
tournament is thus repeated for a 5 by 5, 7 by 7 and 9 by 9 game as these board sizes
provide a non-trivial sample of typical Go-Moku board sizes to ensure that the C value
is applicable both to the 5 by 5 and 9 by 9 boards studied. The 7 by 7 board is only
considered experimentally for obtaining a non-size-specific value for C.
In addition to the board size variable, the time allocated to a UCT player has a
significant impact on the algorithm’s performance [Gelly et al., 2012]. An additional
variable must be introduced as an arbitrary time limit cannot be selected due to the
heterogeneity of the technical specifications of the computers used in the experimental
work of this study. While a direct time limit may be imposed on UCT, a simpler
means of controlling the time limit of the algorithm is by imposing an upper limit on
the number of nodes that the algorithm can traverse. Four values for the node visit
limit were selected, corresponding to approximately 10 seconds, 1 minute, 10 minutes
and 1 hour per move in 5 by 5 Go-Moku, thus providing a large sample of different time
scenarios that UCT would operate in. The node visit limits considered were 2 × 104,
2×105, 2×106 and 2×107 respectively. The time taken per move in different games is
not guaranteed to be the same, thus a 9 by 9 Go-Moku board may result in longer times
per move. The disparity of times taken per move between different boards motivates
the use of node visit limits to introduce standardisation.
2This study uses a Mersenne twister random number generator for each experiment. Seeds for the
generator are derived from the clock time to ensure high-quality of randomness
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Various C values are present in literature ranging from 0.4 [Gelly and Wang, 2006] to 7
[Roelofs, 2012]. Candidate values of 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2 and 5 were identified
as possible values in this study based on the ranges identified in literature. The set of
candidate C values deliberately includes values that are considered to be low ranging
to values that are high.
Each tournament is repeated for each board size and node visit limit identified, pro-
viding 12 categories of tournaments for each C value. To evaluate the performance of
each C value, a scoring system is used for each set of 30 games played between two
UCT players for statistical robustness. The scoring system is indicated as:
score = 2#wins+ #draws−#losses (5.2.1)
where a win is allocated two points, a draw is allocated one point and a loss is given
a one point penalty. Using an unbalanced scoring scheme negates the zero-sum effect
of having two draws being equivalent to a win and a loss. The score for each player
is calculated for each set of games in each tournament for each variable configuration,
which is then used for evaluation through comparison of the obtained scores.
The results of each tournament are then tabulated to allow for the calculation of overall
score totals for each player. In addition to the score totals, the optimal C value for each
tournament is identified for both P1 and P2. The frequency of optimal C values for
both players for the 12 categories of tournaments are then used to create a frequency
of maximal performance (optimality frequency) as a secondary means of identifying
suitable C values.
5.2.2 Results and Discussion of Parameter Selection
The optimality frequency measure for each value was calculated to establish how fre-
quently each C value performed best in all tournaments. Results from the frequency
optimality illustrate that playing first gives a distinct boost to the winning frequency.
The overall optimum was found to be C = 2, which outperformed every other C value
in this tournament environment. By comparing the performance of each C value as
P2, different C values appear to have performed comparatively well to the optimum
(C = 2). Combining the scores of both P1 and P2 to calculate a total, the overall
optimum (C = 2) was evident, whilst the secondary optimum (C = 1) appeared to win
approximately half as often, but still by a larger margin than the other considered C
values.
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To further investigate the performance of each candidate C value beyond simply iden-
tifying which was optimal for each parameter configuration, the scored performance
is accumulated for each C value and these totals are compared (Figure 5.1). By in-
vestigating the performance scores of each C value, the performance of sub-optimal
values contributes to the overall score to investigate realistic differences between value
options.
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Figure 5.1: Performance scores of player 1, player 2 and overall total for each considered
C value, calculated over each node limit and board size considered.
The computed performance score of each C value (Figure 5.1) shows that P1 con-
sistently outperforms P2, which is expected, due to the benefit of playing first in
Go-Moku. There is a strong visual difference between the values for C = 1 and
C = 2 and every other considered C value. The difference can be attributed to a
value centred between C = 1 and C = 2 that provides a suitable balance between
exploration and exploitation for the Go-Moku boards considered. There was no signif-
icant difference between the observed total performance scores for C = 1 and C = 2
(χ2(29) = 0.039, p = 0.8433). This result indicates that the frequency of optimality
does not reflect overall continuous-valued performance, despite the fact that C = 2
appeared to be visually better. The relationship between C = 1 or C = 2 and every
other C value was found to be extremely statistically significant, such as with C = 5
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(χ2(29) = 1049.5, p < 0.0001). The inconsistency between the frequency of optimal-
ity and performance score suggests the need for further consideration to determine a
suitable C value based on these metrics.
Figure 5.2: Optimality frequencies for each considered C value, calculated over each
node limit and board size considered.
The frequency of optimality (Figure 5.2) shows a disparity between which C value
should be considered optimal for the purpose of this study. The values for C = 1 and
C = 2 both show potential and indicate that a value between these two considered
values may be optimal. A value of
√
2 = 1.41 is theoretically observed to be suitable
in the original UCT derivation [Kocsis and Szepesva´ri, 2006]. Other researchers have
also found this to be true in practice [Gelly et al., 2012], which motivates the selection
of the value of C = 1.41 for the remaining experiments for both UCT and UCT-NN in
this study.
5.3 NN Structure and Training
The UCT-NN algorithm contains an NN consisting of a three-layer, feed-forward topol-
ogy with sigmoid activation functions. The weights for the NN are trained using
gradient-based back-propagation. Two main parameters must be considered for the
NN to be effectively trained, namely the η learning rate and the size of the hidden
layer, ψ.
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To provide an accurate method for training the NN component of UCT-NN for a
5 by 5 game of Go-Moku, the identified parameters are empirically tested. The NN
training and evaluation procedure provides a means of empirically testing the identified
variables (Section 5.3.1). The results and discussion of the procedure used are discussed
(Section 5.3.2) to form an argument to identify suitable values for parameters.
5.3.1 Experimental Procedure and Metrics Used
When training an NN, the vector of weights, which maps onto the weightings between
neurons of successful layers, is optimised. There are two major phases to successfully
train an NN, namely:
 Training data collection and pre-processing: The training data gathering and
transformation scheme (Section 4.4.3.1) describes how training data are gath-
ered through simulation between two UCT players to capture a sufficiently large
number of patterns representing a large portion of the search space for the given
scenario. Two parameters are introduced, namely the size of the training set and
generalisation set.
 Weight vector optimisation: through the use of gradient-descent back-propagation
(Section 4.4.3.2), the vector of weights representing the trained NN is optimised.
Key parameters that are introduced in this phase are the learning rate (η), epoch
limit for training and the hidden layer size (ψ) of the trained NN.
The methods of selecting suitable values for each identified parameter are outlined
in Table 5.1. The key parameters that are empirically optimised are the learning
rate (η) and the hidden layer size (ψ). The learning rate is further decomposed into
two decaying schemes to allow the effective navigation of weight-space [Engelbrecht,
2007]. Two schemes are considered, namely a linearly decaying scheme (ηlin) and an
exponentially decaying scheme (ηexp). All parameter experiments are done for both
schemes to identify which is more suitable for the study. Both ηlin (Equation 5.3.1)
and ηexp (Equation 5.3.2) are considered in NN literature [Engelbrecht, 2007]. The ηexp
learning rate is calculated using [Engelbrecht, 2007]:
ηexp(t) = ηexp(0)e
−t
Γ (5.3.1)
where Γ is calculated as the number of time steps required between the lowest value
and the highest value based on the epoch limit.
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The ηlin is calculated using [Engelbrecht, 2007]:
ηlin(t) = −tΩ + ηlin(0) (5.3.2)
where Ω represents the scaling of the maximum and minimum values divided by the
number of epochs to determine the number of discrete intervals of training.
Table 5.1: Back-propagation NN training parameters.
Parameter Selection Technique
Learning rate (η) Empirically tuned (Section 5.3.2)
Learning rate decaying scheme
(ηlin or ηexp)
Empirically tuned (Section 5.3.2)
Epoch limit
3 000 for parameter tuning
20 000 for tuned NN training
Hidden layer size (ψ) Empirically tuned (Section 5.3.2)
Training error threshold Not used for termination
Data set size
Training set: 5 815 patterns
Generalisation set: 18 260 patterns
The candidate values for ψ were identified with ten monotonically increasing NN hidden
layer sizes. The values identified range from small (5) to large (50) to encompass the
likely ψ values [Engelbrecht, 2007]. The size of ψ should ideally be as small as possible
for training simplicity and speed, but should simultaneously be large enough that
the problem described by the training data set can be accurately learnt by the NN
[Engelbrecht, 2007]. Five candidate values for η were identified, ranging from 10−2
to 10−6 which all decay to 10−6 (except if the initial value was 10−6) with a rate
determined by the decaying scheme used. Small η values allow accurate exploitation,
but can potentially suffer from premature convergence and thus force the training
algorithm to stagnate, thus a large range of values was considered.
The epoch limit, or iteration limit, is set at 3 000 to provide sufficient evidence for
parameter optimisation for limited training for each NN. With the correct parameter
configuration, the epoch limit for actually training the NN is set at 20 000. Higher
epoch limits are more favourable for investigating NN training performance, but are
directly proportionally correlated to the time taken, thus lower values are selected for
experimental feasibility. Stagnation and overfitting detection are not applied when
training the NN, but rather observed a posteriori to select the iteration which exhibits
both a low learning error and a low generalisation error. The termination criteria used
in this study did not include overfitting detection, instead using a fixed epoch limit.
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As overfitting was not included in the termination criteria, the training error threshold
was not applied for termination purposes.
The training data sets for parameter optimisation and training are 5 815 patterns for
training and 18 260 for evaluating generalisation. The training set sizes were arbitrarily
chosen based on the the pool of training data generated within a fixed time limit. The
division of training and generalisation sets was done by dividing the full set of training
data into approximately 25% for training patterns and 75% generalisation patterns.
When optimising the ψ and η parameters and training the NN, the metric used is the
Mean Squared Error (MSE). The MSE for the NN evaluating the training set (εtraining)
is used in the back-propagation algorithm to identify the error gradient to suitably
adjust the weight vector in the direction that minimises εtraining. The generalisation
MSE is also calculated for the NN as εgeneralisation, which is used to identify during
which epoch overfitting occurred after training.
An additional observation metric is applied on each iteration when training NNs,
namely the pruning severity index. The pruning severity index is calculated by eval-
uating the proportion of game boards that the NN incorrectly pruned the move con-
sidered to be the best performing, based on an additional UCT observation player
using a 20 000 000 node visit limit. The pruning severity index is calculated for both
the training set and the generalisation set as a means of preliminarily identifying the
pruning effectiveness of the NN. Both pruning severity index values are evaluated and
considered, in addition to the MSE for both sets, to select candidate parameters for
training.
For each parameter configuration, candidate NNs were trained 30 times with the MSE
values averaged for calculations. Two-Factor Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) tests [Co-
hen, 1995] were performed for each MSE metric, namely εtraining and εgeneralisation. The
ANOVA regression tests indicate the presence of significance between the hidden layer
size and learning rate. If significance is identified with ANOVA, a Tukey’s Honest
Significant Difference (HSD) post-hoc test [Cohen, 1995] can be performed to identify
statistical difference between each learning rate and each other learning rate, or sim-
ilarly with the hidden layer sizes. Both the ANOVA tests and Tukey’s HSD tests for
significance were applied and are summarised in Appendix D.
5.3.2 Results and Discussion of Parameter Selection
The first investigated metric is the generalisation ability of the trained NNs with large
sets of patterns that were not made available during training (Figure 5.3). The MSE for
the generalisation set (εgeneralisation) is minimised and a comparison is made between the
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of hidden layer sizes and learning rates with respect to gener-
alisation MSE values of NNs trained: (a) Exponentially decaying learning rate; and (b)
Linearly decaying learning rate.
exponentially decaying learning rate (ηexp) and the linearly decaying learning rate (ηlin).
The η values are significantly different for both ηlin and ηexp, with 0.01 performing
consistently higher than all other values. The effect of increasing the size of ψ yields a
higher εgeneralisation inversely proportional to the η value. This suggests that a ψ value is
favourable when training under short time periods. No difference is apparent between
the linear and exponential learning rate functions for the generalisation performance
of training.
Investigating the training MSE values (εtraining) of the considered parameters when
selecting the best εgeneralisation values, similar visual trends emerge (Figure 5.4). Results
are consistent between the two decaying schemes, with the exception of a ψ value of
40, where ηlin performs worse with the lowest initial learning rate (p < 0.001). The
εtraining of trained NNs increases when lower initial learning rates are selected, with
high initial learning rates reaching a consistently low εtraining (p < 0.001).
In addition to the direct εtraining and εgeneralisation values, the pruning severity index
errors are informally considered. By measuring the percentage of patterns where the
NN avoids pruning the best move reported by UCT, a difference is apparent between
the ηexp and ηlin schemes (p < 0.001). Overall, fewer severe errors were made by the
ηexp scheme, suggesting that it is superior to ηlin. The best pruning case for ηexp in the
considered experiment was 0.05% incorrectly pruned best moves, which is better than
the 12% incorrectly pruned values by the best ηlin scheme.
The poor performance of lower ψ values on the MSE pruning accuracy on the gener-
alisation set suggests that low ψ values do not allow the NN to effectively learn the
problem under the training conditions. The smallest feasible ψ value thus considered
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of hidden layer sizes and learning rates with respect to training
MSE values of NNs trained: (a) Exponentially decaying learning rate; and (b) Linearly
decaying learning rate.
is 30, as it is provides a balance between training time requirements and training ac-
curacy and is small enough to stop the NN from memorising the training set without
extracting features. While the NN training experiments were conducted with a small
epoch limit, an understanding of feasible training behaviour can be gathered. Fixing
the value of ψ at 30, the value for η is sought. Exponential decaying learning rates
performed favourably on each benchmark considered (Figures 5.3 - 5.4) and are hence
used for UCT-NN with an η initial value of 10−2.
5.4 Pruning Schemes in UCT-NN
The novel UCT-NN algorithm aims to provide an optimisation to the UCT algorithm
by using a trained NN to remove a portion of the game tree, and by extension, the
problem search space. The natural question that arises when applying such pruning is
to determine what percentage of the search space to remove.
The trained NN in the UCT-NN algorithm can perform rankings of permissible moves
in a given game board. By removing the worst performing moves, UCT can concentrate
on moves that maximise the chance of winning, thus increasing the likelihood of UCT
selecting moves that lie on the principal variation. The proportion of the search space
to be removed is considered by identifying various candidate pruning schemes in the
studied 5 by 5 Go-Moku game (Section 5.4.1). To experimentally compare the identified
pruning schemes, the experimental procedure is outlined (Section 5.4.2). The results of
each pruning scheme are presented and discussed to arrive at suitable pruning scheme
for evaluating the UCT-NN algorithm (Section 5.4.3).
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5.4.1 Considered Pruning Schemes
In the expansion phase of the UCT-NN algorithm, a portion of the children are pruned
from the given node. The pruning scheme used in UCT-NN uses the number of possi-
ble children to determine how many children to remove. To select a suitable pruning
scheme, various candidate pruning schemes must be identified and empirically com-
pared. Two types of pruning schemes that are posed and considered in this study are
constant pruning schemes and decaying pruning schemes.
 Constant pruning schemes: Removes a fixed percentage of available children
when applying pruning, regardless of the current depth of the game tree.
 Decaying pruning schemes: Removes a calculated number of children based on
the current depth of the game tree. Decaying pruning schemes remove a large
number of children in the opening game, but have a diminished effect on endgame
game trees.
As UCT-NN makes use of explicit pruning, information is lost when children are re-
moved from the game tree, which motivates the need for careful selection of a pruning
scheme that does not adversely affect UCT. The phase of the game is an important
consideration for how pruning is applied. UCT performs better in endgame scenarios
than in opening game scenarios [Gelly et al., 2012], which suggests that decaying prun-
ing schemes are superior, as they preserve UCT algorithm’s endgame searching. The
performance of UCT in endgames suggests that pruning in this phase is not desirable
as this is the game phase most sensitive to pruning errors [Allis, 1994].
The constant pruning schemes considered are fixed percentage schemes that remove
25%, 50% and 75% of available children from each parent node. These schemes remove
respectively increasingly larger sections of the game tree on each ply per scheme, which
may have a negative effect on UCT-NN. The decaying pruning schemes considered
are exponentially and linearly decaying schemes with an initial value of 50%. The
exponential decaying scheme removes an initially large section of the game tree, but
removes exponentially less children on subsequent ply. The linearly decaying scheme
removes sequentially less than the amount pruned on the previous ply.
The five considered pruning schemes (Figure 5.5) provide a sufficient spread of the
possible levels of pruning severity. The most severe pruning scheme is the 75% constant
pruning scheme which removes a very large portion of the game tree, especially when
applied to a game with a larger search space. The least severe pruning scheme, by
visual comparison, is the exponentially decaying pruning scheme which removes fewer
than 10% of the possible children after the seventh ply. While the 5 by 5 pruning values
are illustrated, similar values are used for the 9 by 9 board, scaled by a factor of 3.09.
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This study empirically tests the effectiveness of each scheme by using an experimental
procedure described by the following section.
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Figure 5.5: Percentage pruned by each candidate pruning scheme, indicating the per-
centage of available children removed per ply in a 5 by 5 game of Go-Moku.
5.4.2 Experimental Procedure
To measure the effectiveness of each considered pruning scheme, a trained NN is used
in the UCT-NN algorithm, which is played against a UCT opponent. The trained NN
allows the ranking of moves to allow the weakest moves to be pruned, as governed by
the pruning scheme.
Tournaments where each player is given the same limit of node visits were used to
gather data. This tournament style was used with 60 games with UCT as P1 and 60
games with UCT-NN as P1. Considered node visit limits are calculated in a doubling
scheme3 from a very low value (610) to a very large value (20 000 000). The time taken
per move for the 610 node visit limit takes less than a second on 5 by 5 and 9 by 9
games of Go-Moku, while the times for the 20 000 000 limit increased to a maximum
of 35 minutes per move in the experimental environment.
3Values for node visit limits were calculated in an iteratively halving scheme from 20 000 000 until
a sufficiently small lower limit was found at 610.
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The results of each game are totalled to investigate how each player performs at each
node visit limit with the UCT-NN player using the considered pruning scheme. After
the results of each game are totalled, the score of each player per node visit limit is
calculated. The scoring scheme used is the unbalanced weighting (Equation 5.2.1).
The scored totals are considered for each node visit limit for each pruning scheme to
identify regions in which the UCT-NN player, with the considered pruning scheme,
outperforms the UCT player.
The overall performance of the UCT-NN player with each pruning scheme is aggregated
and compared with a pair-wise two-tailed Fischer’s exact test to evaluate which scheme
performs pair-wise better than the other considered schemes. The statistical and visual
performance of each pruning scheme is considered to select a suitable scheme for further
performance experiments.
5.4.3 Comparison of Pruning Schemes
The previous section identified an experimental procedure to evaluate the five consid-
ered pruning schemes for the UCT-NN algorithm. To evaluate the performance of each
pruning scheme, the total of game totals are evaluated for both the UCT-NN player
and the UCT player.
Considering the win-rate of UCT versus UCT-NN, each pruning scheme is considered
when used in UCT-NN. In the first considered pruning scheme, a constant 25% scheme
(Figure 5.6), UCT-NN has a higher win-rate only at node visit limits of 2 442 and
4 883, suggesting that the constant 25% scheme performs well only in the initial node
visit limit range. The apparent decline in the win-rate of UCT-NN is mirrored by the
increase in the number of draws between UCT-NN and UCT.
In the second considered pruning scheme, a constant 50% scheme (Figure 5.7), UCT
has a higher win-rate than UCT-NN for each considered node visit limit. A noteworthy
trend is the increasing number of draws which matches the decrease in wins for UCT-
NN.
In the third considered pruning scheme, a constant 75% scheme (Figure 5.8), the win-
rate for UCT is similar to the 50% scheme while the UCT-NN experiences fewer draws.
The apparent disparity between the win-rate of UCT-NN and UCT is less pronounced
than in the 50% scheme, but does not display any cross-over points such as in the 25%
scheme.
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Figure 5.6: Total number of wins and
draws for the UCT and UCT-NN players
over a total of 120 games when using a
constant 25% pruning scheme in UCT-
NN.
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Figure 5.7: Total number of wins and
draws for the UCT and UCT-NN players
over a total of 120 games when using a
constant 50% pruning scheme in UCT-
NN.
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Figure 5.8: Total number of wins and
draws for the UCT and UCT-NN players
over a total of 120 games when using a
constant 75% pruning scheme in UCT-
NN.
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Figure 5.9: Total number of wins and
draws for the UCT and UCT-NN players
over a total of 120 games when using an
exponentially decaying pruning scheme
in UCT-NN.
In the fourth considered pruning scheme, an exponentially decaying scheme (Fig-
ure 5.9), UCT-NN initially wins twice as many games as UCT. The strong initial
play of UCT-NN decreases consistently becoming lower than the win-rate of UCT af-
ter a 39 083 node visit limit. The region from 610 to 39 083 shows a large disparity
between UCT-NN and UCT, with UCT-NN clearly outperforming UCT. The number
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of draws increases as the node visit limit increases; a trend that is consistent between
each pruning scheme considered.
The final considered pruning scheme, a linearly decaying scheme (Figure 5.10), reflects
similar results to the exponentially decaying scheme, but with a sharper increase in
draws. UCT-NN initially has a higher win-rate than UCT, which changes from a node
visit limit of 19 532. UCT consistently has a higher win-rate than UCT-NN in node
visit limits of 39 083 and higher.
In a comparison of win-rates of the UCT-NN player for each of the five considered
schemes, the only schemes that demonstrated any improvement over UCT for any node
visit limit values were the constant 25%, exponentially decaying and linearly decaying
schemes. The exponentially decaying and linearly decaying schemes more values than
the fixed percentage schemes where the win-rate of UCT-NN was higher than UCT.
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Figure 5.10: Total number of wins and
draws for the UCT and UCT-NN play-
ers over a total of 120 games when us-
ing a linearly decaying pruning scheme
in UCT-NN.
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Figure 5.11: Total calculated score for
the UCT and UCT-NN players over a
total of 120 games when using a constant
25% pruning scheme in UCT-NN.
By aggregating the number of wins, losses and draws into a score, a fixed value can
be allocated to evaluate the performance of a player at a given node visit limit. The
scoring system considered is the asymmetric scoring scheme where a win is awarded
two points, a draw is awarded one point and a loss is penalised by one point. The
scoring of each player is considered relatively to compare performance on each node
visit limit.
The first considered pruning scheme, a constant 25% scheme (Figure 5.11), performed
worse against the UCT player except at 1 221 and 2 442 node visit limits. The early
improvement of UCT-NN indicates that the constant 25% scheme performs initially
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well but when more time is made available, UCT exploits the removed information in
UCT-NN’s game tree.
The second considered pruning scheme, a constant 50% scheme (Figure 5.12), per-
formed worse against the UCT player at each node visit limit. A similar result is found
for the constant 75% scheme (Figure 5.13). The constant 75% scheme appears to per-
form better in initial node visit limits than the constant 50% scheme, but there is a
lack of statistical support to indicate a difference (Table 5.2).
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Figure 5.12: Total calculated score for
the UCT and UCT-NN players over a
total of 120 games when using a constant
50% pruning scheme in UCT-NN.
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Figure 5.13: Total calculated score for
the UCT and UCT-NN players over a
total of 120 games when using a constant
75% pruning scheme in UCT-NN.
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Figure 5.14: Total calculated score for
the UCT and UCT-NN players over a
total of 120 games when using an expo-
nentially decaying scheme in UCT-NN.
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Figure 5.15: Total calculated score for
the UCT and UCT-NN players over a
total of 120 games when using a linearly
decaying pruning scheme in UCT-NN.
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The two decaying schemes exhibit better performance than the constant schemes at
lower node visit limits, both consistently performing statistically better than the UCT
opponent. The exponentially decaying scheme (Figure 5.14) has a higher performance
score than UCT up to the 78 125 node visit limit, while statistically performing better
than the UCT opponent up to the 19 532 node visit limit. The linearly decaying scheme
(Figure 5.15) has a lower maximum point and a consistently lower performance than
the exponential scheme, with the cross-over point occurring earlier at the 19 532 node
visit limit.
The scores of the five considered pruning schemes are compared visually (Figure 5.16)
and statistically (Table 5.2). Visually, the scheme which appears to perform better
on the highest number of node visit limits is the exponentially decaying scheme. The
exponentially decaying scheme performs best on all node visit limits except two limits
(9 766 and 19 532), where the linearly decaying scheme performs only marginally better.
A statistical comparison of scores using a pair-wise two-tailed Fischer’s exact test
[Cohen, 1995] (Table 5.2) reveals that only 11 of the considered 80 tournaments between
UCT-NN and UCT are not statistically significant. The exponentially decaying pruning
scheme is chosen for the evaluation of the UCT-NN algorithm due to its high scoring
against UCT and its stable win-rate for initial node visit limits, which is where the NN
is expected to provide a comparable performance boost to UCT-NN against UCT.
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Figure 5.16: Combined calculated scores for each considered pruning scheme.
The exponential pruning scheme was used for NN training. With this scheme, the
training MSE found for the identified parameter configuration when trained for 20 000
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epochs reached a minimum value of 0.0013 with 2% incorrectly pruned optimal moves
in the generalisation set. When training for a longer duration with the exponentially
decaying scheme, the exponential decay is applied only for the first 3 000 epochs and
is fixed at 10−6 thereafter.
Table 5.2: Comparative performance of UCT-NN against UCT for the five considered
pruning schemes. Arrows indicate whether UCT-NN had a lower or higher score than
UCT for the given node visit limit. Single asterisks indicate statistical significant while
double asterisks indicate extreme significance.
Node visit limit Constant 25% Constant 50% Constant 75% Exponential Linear
610 ↓ 0.8335 ↓ <0.0001∗∗ ↓ <0.0001∗∗ ↑ <0.0001∗∗ ↑ <0.0001∗∗
1221 ↓ <0.0001∗∗ ↓ <0.0001∗∗ ↓ <0.0001∗∗ ↑ <0.0001∗∗ ↑ 0.0023∗
2442 ↑ <0.0001∗∗ ↓ <0.0001∗∗ ↓ 0.0353∗ ↑ <0.0001∗∗ ↑ 0.0002∗∗
4883 ↑ 0.0002∗∗ ↓ 0.0061∗ ↓ 0.4004 ↑ <0.0001∗∗ ↑ <0.0001∗∗
9766 ↓ 0.2513 ↓ <0.0001∗∗ ↓ 0.0745 ↑ <0.0001∗∗ ↑ <0.0001∗∗
19532 ↓ 0.403 ↓ <0.0001∗∗ ↓ 0.8335 ↑ 0.1431 ↑ 0.018∗
39063 ↓ 0.0174∗ ↓ <0.0001∗∗ ↓ <0.0001∗∗ ↑ 0.6059 ↓ <0.0001∗∗
78125 ↓ <0.0001∗∗ ↓ <0.0001∗∗ ↓ <0.0001∗∗ ↓ 0.8392 ↓ <0.0001∗∗
156250 ↓ <0.0001∗∗ ↓ <0.0001∗∗ ↓ <0.0001∗∗ ↓ 0.001∗ ↓ <0.0001∗∗
312500 ↓ <0.0001∗∗ ↓ <0.0001∗∗ ↓ <0.0001∗∗ ↓ <0.0001∗∗ ↓ <0.0001∗∗
625000 ↓ <0.0001∗∗ ↓ <0.0001∗∗ ↓ <0.0001∗∗ ↓ <0.0001∗∗ ↓ <0.0001∗∗
1250000 ↓ <0.0001∗∗ ↓ <0.0001∗∗ ↓ <0.0001∗∗ ↓ <0.0001∗∗ ↓ <0.0001∗∗
2500000 ↓ <0.0001∗∗ ↓ <0.0001∗∗ ↓ <0.0001∗∗ ↓ <0.0001∗∗ ↓ 0.0031∗
5000000 ↓ <0.0001∗∗ ↓ <0.0001∗∗ ↓ <0.0001∗∗ ↓ 0.0412 ∗ ↓ <0.0001∗∗
10000000 ↓ 0.0392∗ ↓ <0.0001∗∗ ↓ <0.0001∗∗ ↓ 0.8377 ↓ 0.0849
20000000 ↓ <0.0001∗∗ ↓ <0.0001∗∗ ↓ <0.0001∗∗ ↓ 0.0102∗ ↓ <0.0001∗∗
5.5 Conclusion
Three main parameters are outlined for the UCT-NN algorithm, namely the explo-
ration and exploitation C control parameter, the NN-related training and structural
parameters and the pruning scheme used. This chapter empirically evaluated each pa-
rameter to identify candidate values for use in the UCT-NN algorithm when applied
to the game of 5 by 5 Go-Moku.
The C value identified through cross-validation is a value of 1.41, which is consistent
with the original, theoretical derivation of the UCT algorithm. The three considered
NN parameters, namely the learning rate η, the hidden layer size variable and the
η decaying scheme are empirically identified for use as an exponentially decaying η
scheme from 0.01 to 10−6 applied to an NN hidden layer size of 30. Lastly, five pruning
schemes are identified which remove varying amounts of the game tree while UCT-NN
is constructing its game tree. The best performing pruning scheme is the exponentially
decaying scheme which removes a large number of moves in the initial ply of the game
tree, while preserving a large amount of the game tree in later moves.
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The identified parameter values are applied to the trained UCT-NN which is evaluated
on the 5 by 5 Go-Moku game. Similar parameter optimisation techniques (and the
same value for the C parameter) are applied to the larger 9 by 9 Go-Moku game to
determine the comparative performance of UCT-NN against UCT.
Chapter 6
Performance of UCT-NN
“Information is the resolution of uncertainty.”
- Claude Shannon: Scientific American, 1971
6.1 Introduction
The previous chapter outlined the parametric requirements of the UCT-NN algorithm
while identifying candidate values for these parameters for the game of Go-Moku. This
chapter investigates the final two research questions that consider the performance of
the UCT-NN algorithm in a standard board size of Go-Moku (RQ10) and a larger 9
by 9 board (RQ11).
In the game considered, the 5 by 5 board has a large search space corresponding to an
upperbound of 25! elements (ignoring board symmetry), while the 9 by 9 board has
a larger search space, which corresponds to 81! elements. The 5 by 5 board presents
a suitable means of evaluating the performance of the UCT-NN algorithm when con-
sidering various time allocations or node visit limits (Section 6.2). The 9 by 9 board
allows the further evaluation of UCT-NN by investigating its performance in a search
space that is too large for a classical algorithm, such as Minimax, to feasibly represent
as a complete game tree in memory (Section 6.3). The 9 by 9 board thus allows the
evaluation of the potential scalability of the UCT-NN algorithm.
By using the UCT algorithm as a benchmark for performance, UCT-NN can empir-
ically be evaluated by considering three comparison strategies. The first comparison
investigates the comparative performance of UCT-NN and UCT against a randomly
moving player, as suggested by Franken and Engelbrecht [2003]. The second compar-
ison investigates how UCT-NN and UCT perform against each other when given the
same number of node visit limits, which roughly equates to time limits. The last com-
parison considers the strongest considered UCT player - a player with the maximum
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number of node visit limits provided - which is then played against both UCT-NN and
UCT with various limits of node visits.
The comparison schemes are applied to both the 5 by 5 and 9 by 9 boards to investigate
playing performance under a smaller search space and larger search space respectively.
The performance between the two board sizes is then qualitatively discussed to de-
termine the differences of the UCT-NN algorithm in the two board sizes considered
(Section 6.4).
6.2 Performance on 5 by 5 Go-Moku
The 5 by 5 game of Go-Moku is a common benchmark for game playing algorithms
that use game trees that are stored in memory as the search space is large but feasible
to store [Allis, 1994]. The UCT algorithm has been demonstrated to perform well on
the game of Go-Moku on a 5 by 5 board size [Browne et al., 2012]. This prompts
a comparison of how UCT-NN performs on Go-Moku as opposed to UCT. By using
UCT as a benchmark on Go-Moku, the performance of UCT-NN can be established.
Through comparison of the two players, the impact of the NN in UCT-NN can be
determined.
The experimental procedure used to generate and analyse the empirical game data
is outlined in Section 6.2.1. UCT and UCT-NN are empirically compared against a
random player (Section 6.2.2) and then directly against each other (Section 6.2.3).
Finally, the conclusions of the comparative performances are presented (Section 6.2.4).
6.2.1 Experimental Procedure
Chapter 4 outlined the procedure for gathering training data from UCT self-play which
is then applied with a back-propagation algorithm to train an NN for UCT-NN. The
UCT-NN algorithm is applied with an exponential pruning scheme, which was demon-
strated to perform favourably compared to the other considered pruning schemes (Sec-
tion 5.4.3). The exponentially pruned UCT-NN algorithm is used for all experimental
work in this chapter to determine performance.
Performance is determined by considering the outcomes of a large number of games
between UCT-NN and an opponent while considering various node visit limits for both
players. The win-rate as P1 and P2, or the overall percentage of games won, must
be differentiated by which player starts since playing first in Go-Moku provides the
starting player with an advantage [Uiterwijk and van den Herik, 2000] and playing
second requires the player to opportunistically use any strategic mistakes of the first
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player. The overall performance of the algorithm as P1 and P2 is combined into a
total, which is then converted to a score using the win-biased score (Equation 5.2.1).
By considering the outcomes of games, as well as the scoring model, the performance
measure of the game can be quantitatively determined. When comparing the scores
of two players, the player that achieved a higher score is assumed to have performed
better than the opponent.
Three categories of performance experiments are investigated, namely performance
against a random player and two categories of direct comparison between UCT and
UCT-NN. These categories are selected as they provide a basis for comparison between
UCT and UCT-NN and thus provide a platform for evaluating the performance of
UCT-NN. Evaluating performance against a randomly moving player is achieved by
independently evaluating the performance of UCT and UCT-NN against the randomly
moving player based on a total of 2400 games with 1200 games for each algorithm as
P1 and 1200 games per algorithm as P2. The scores of the game outcomes for UCT
and UCT-NN are then compared to determine which algorithm performs better on
each of the considered node visit limits.
The two categories of direct empirical comparison of UCT-NN against UCT are achieved
by considering two node visit configurations. The first considered configuration is the
equal limits configuration where UCT and UCT-NN are played against each other with
both players having the same node visit limit. A total of 120 games is played for each
node visit limit, of which 60 are with UCT-NN playing as P1 and 60 with UCT as
P1. Fewer games are used than when comparing algorithms to the randomly moving
player as each game has a considerably larger time requirement as both players are
constructing and navigating large game trees. The number of games played for com-
parative purposes is smaller than for the randomly moving benchmark as randomly
moving players require more games to demonstrate moves. The second configuration is
the UCT-max configuration where a UCT-max player is used similarly to the randomly
moving player, but has the maximum considered node visit limit. By playing UCT and
UCT-NN with the considered node visit limits against UCT-max, the game outcomes
as P1 can be evaluated and converted to scores for further comparison between UCT
and UCT-NN. The performance of the two algorithms as P2 is not considered as the
UCT-max algorithm vastly outperforms both algorithms as it has a large playing bias
which consistently beats both algorithms but requires a large time requirement. Ad-
ditionally, at the maximum node visit limit, UCT-max can take advantage of the fact
that it can force a win every time as P1, which is further motivation for its exclusion
from consideration. 60 games are played with UCT against UCT-max and 60 games
are played with UCT-NN against UCT-max.
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Table 6.1: Classification of node visit limits for the UCT and UCT-NN algorithms.
Node visit limit Phase of Gameplay
610
1221
2442
4883
Phase 1
9766
19532
39063
78125
156250 Phase 2
312500
625000
1250000
2500000
5000000 Phase 3
10000000
20000000
The comparison of pruning schemes demonstrates that UCT-NN performs favourably
in the lower node visit limits (variable representing the upper limit of nodes that may be
considered by UCT and UCT-NN) considered (Section 5.4.3). To aid in the discussion
of the various node visit limits, the node visit limits are grouped into three categories
(Table 6.1) which roughly equate to the time limits per move for the given algorithm.
Phase 1 indicates the shortest time limits and is thus associated with lower node visit
limits. In Phase 1, an algorithm has a very limited time provision to construct a game
tree before selecting a move. The emphasis on limited time places pressure on the
algorithm to focus on specific areas of the game search space by not exerting time
on sub-optimal moves. Phase 2 indicates the medium-ranged node visit limits which
indicate a moderate time provision per move, ranging from approximately 1 minute to
10 minutes in a 5 by 5 Go-Moku environment. Phase 3 represents the group of node
visit limits that allow the algorithm to construct very large game trees and navigate
large areas of the search space. Phase 3 also corresponds to the node visit limits that
take the largest amount of time per move with an upper bound of 35 minutes per
move. The impact of incorrectly pruned areas of the search space for UCT-NN is most
evident in Phase 3 as an opponent would be able to capitalise on any mistakes made
while the player may miss critical threats. The performance of UCT-NN in each of
the benchmarks identified is statistically compared to the randomly moving player, the
equal-sized UCT player and UCT-max through the use of pairwise Chi-squared test
with Yates correction applied [Cohen, 1995].
6.2.2 Performance Against Random Player
By applying the identified experimental procedure (Section 6.2.1), the outcomes of
a series of games between a randomly moving player and the UCT and UCT-NN
algorithms can be considered. The UCT algorithm is contrasted against the random
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player to identify the win and draw counts to arrive at a performance score. When
the randomly moving player moves first (Figure 6.1), the UCT player consistently wins
more often than the random player. For the initial node visit limits in Phase 1, the
randomly moving player achieves an initially low (150) number of wins, which decreases
as the node visit limit increases, which is due to the UCT algorithm building very small
game trees. For the entirety of Phases 2 and 3, the UCT algorithm wins all games as
the constructed game trees are large enough to force a win.
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Figure 6.1: Game outcomes of 1200
games per node visit limit between UCT
and the randomly moving player on 5 by
5 Go-Moku with the randomly moving
player as P1.
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Figure 6.2: Game outcomes of 1200
games per node visit limit between UCT
and the randomly moving player on 5 by
5 Go-Moku with the UCT player as P1.
Similar results are evident when the UCT player plays as P1 (Figure 6.2). The number
of initial wins for the randomly moving player is lower as the UCT algorithm has the
benefit of moving first. When the results are totalled (Figure 6.3), the UCT algorithm
can be seen to win nearly all games that it plays against the randomly moving player,
losing only in the first four considered node visit limits of Phase 1.
Independent of the tournament between UCT and the randomly moving player, a series
of games was played between UCT-NN and the randomly moving player in a similar
fashion. When the randomly moving player is playing as P1 (Figure 6.4), UCT-NN
generally wins nearly all games played. UCT-NN does not achieve a consistent win rate
after Phase 1, as found with UCT, instead losing occasionally to the randomly moving
player. The occasional losses can be attributed to the randomly moving player making
unexpected moves which are not typical to the UCT algorithm which the UCT-NN
algorithm was trained from. These unexpected moves deviate from typical strategies
for Go-Moku as they were not presented to the NN during training, indicating that they
were not experienced during UCT self-playing simulations. When UCT-NN plays as P1
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Figure 6.3: Totalled game outcomes of 2400 games per node visit limit between UCT
and the randomly moving player on 5 by 5 Go-Moku.
(Figure 6.5), the randomly moving player rarely wins during Phase 1 and consistently
loses all games in Phases 2 and 3.
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Figure 6.4: Game outcomes of 1200
games per node visit limit between UCT-
NN and the randomly moving player on
5 by 5 Go-Moku with the randomly mov-
ing player as P1.
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Figure 6.5: Game outcomes of 1200
games per node visit limit between UCT-
NN and the randomly moving player
on 5 by 5 Go-Moku with the UCT-NN
player as P1.
When combining the game results between UCT-NN and the randomly moving player
(Figure 6.6), the effect of the randomly moving player’s winning occasional games with
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unexpected moves is smoothed. The UCT-NN algorithm consistently only experiences
less than 5% of losses in Phase 1.
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Figure 6.6: Totalled game outcomes of 2400 games per node visit limit between UCT-
NN and the randomly moving player on 5 by 5 Go-Moku.
When the totalled game results for UCT-NN and UCT against the randomly moving
player are scored, the two algorithms can be directly compared (Figure 6.7). UCT-NN
achieves a higher total score for the first four node visit limits of Phase 1, but has a
lower total score than UCT for Phases 2 and 3. By performing a pair-wise, two-tailed
Fischer’s exact test1, statistical significance is found in Phases 2 and 3 to support
that there is a difference in performance between UCT and UCT-NN. Similarly, the
610 node visit limit also exhibits statistical significance between the two algorithms
(p = 0.0005), with UCT-NN achieving a higher score. No significance could be found
for other Phase 1 values, indicating that the algorithms performed similarly.
6.2.3 Performance Against UCT Player
By applying the identified experimental procedure (Section 6.2.1), the results of a series
of games were obtained. Two categories of evaluation of UCT-NN directly against a
UCT player were identified, namely through equal limits tournaments and through a
UCT-max tournament.
1The statistical comparisons for each scored comparison between UCT and UCT-NN are sum-
marised in Appendix E
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Figure 6.7: Scored outcomes of the UCT and UCT-NN players against the randomly
moving player for 5 by 5 Go-Moku.
The equal limits tournament consists of UCT-NN and UCT playing against each other,
with both players using the same node visit limits. The results obtained from the equal
limits tournament (Section 6.2.3.1) allow a direct comparison between UCT-NN and
UCT. The alternative tournament environment for playing UCT-NN against UCT is
by playing both algorithms with varying node visit limits against a UCT-max player
that uses a maximal node visit limit. The results of each player against UCT-max
(Section 6.2.3.2) illustrate the comparative behaviour of the two algorithms against a
positively biased opponent.
6.2.3.1 Performance Against UCT with Equal Limits
The first comparison is the equal limits tournament between UCT-NN and UCT. A
total of 120 games was played between UCT and UCT-NN players for each node visit
limit considered. When the UCT player plays as P1 (Figure 6.8), there is an overlap
of win-rates between the two players in Phase 1. For two of the node visit limits in
Phase 1, the UCT-NN player achieves a higher win-rate than UCT, despite the benefit
given to UCT of playing first. The remaining node visit limits for UCT-NN in Phase
1 achieve a reasonably high win-rate, which sharply decreases in Phase 2. In Phase
3, the UCT-NN player achieves a zero win-rate, but begins to draw more frequently,
causing the win-rate of UCT to conversely decrease.
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When the UCT-NN player plays as P1 (Figure 6.9), there is no overlap of win-rates in
any of the three phases. UCT-NN consistently achieves a high win-rate in all phases.
In Phase 2, the UCT player begins drawing more frequently, causing a decrease in
the UCT-NN win-rate. In Phase 3, the UCT player achieves a near-zero win-rate,
similar to the behaviour of UCT-NN when UCT plays as P1. The total number of
draws when UCT-NN plays first is substantially higher, which suggests that UCT-NN
does not successfully draw games in Phases 2 and 3 due to a game tree with pruned
information.
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Figure 6.8: Game outcomes of 60
games per node visit limit between UCT-
NN and UCT on 5 by 5 Go-Moku with
the UCT player as P1.
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Figure 6.9: Game outcomes of 60
games per node visit limit between UCT-
NN and UCT on 5 by 5 Go-Moku with
the UCT-NN player as P1.
Considering the totalled values of all equal limit games (Figure 6.10), a clear distinction
between the three phases is present. In the first phase, the UCT-NN player consistently
wins at a higher rate than UCT, which is inverted in Phase 2 where UCT begins to
achieve a higher win-rate. Phase 3 shows UCT achieving a consistently higher win-rate,
except at one node visit limit (10 000 000). The total number of draws is highest in
Phase 3, where the two players have the opportunity to build very large game trees.
When applying scoring to the totalled win rates (Figure 6.11), a pivot point is identified
at 78 125 where the optimal player is inverted. Initially, the UCT-NN player achieves
a high score, particularly in Phase 1, while UCT achieves a higher score in Phases
2 and 3. Statistically, UCT-NN performs significantly better than UCT in Phase 1,
which is mirrored from the 78 125 node visit limit value, after which UCT performs
significantly better than UCT-NN. For the node visit limit values between 19 532 and
78 125 and from 2 500 000 onwards, no significant difference in performance could be
found, indicating that the algorithms exhibited similar playing performance.
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Figure 6.10: Totalled game outcomes of 120 games per node visit limit between UCT-
NN and UCT on 5 by 5 Go-Moku.
6.2.3.2 Performance Against UCT-max with Unequal Limits
In addition to a direct comparison between UCT and UCT-NN for each node visit limit,
the two algorithms are compared to the UCT-max player. As the UCT-max player
performs using UCT on the maximum considered node visit limit, it does not reveal
any additional information when considered as P1 as it can play the principal variation
independent of the other player. In the games considered, playing first allows the first
player to force a win if they play each move along the principal variation without any
mistakes [Allis, 1994]. UCT-max thus only plays as P2 in the results considered.
When the UCT player is paired with UCT-max in a tournament (Figure 6.12), two
trends emerge. The first trend is that UCT consistently loses in Phase 1 which can be
attributed to the large difference in game tree sizes and exploration ability of UCT on
low node visit limits and UCT-max. The second observable trend is that the number
of times that UCT wins or draws the game in Phase 2 or Phase 3 increases as the node
visit limit increases. The number of draws in the last two node visit limits of Phase 3
appears to decrease while the number of wins for UCT increases conversely. UCT-max
appears to lose each game in Phase 3, as the higher node visit limits allow UCT to
build a larger and more comprehensive game tree and thus makes fewer mistakes, thus
giving UCT the advantage as P1.
The results of the UCT-NN player paired with UCT-max (Figure 6.13) suggest a similar
trend to those found between UCT and UCT-max. The consistent win-rate of UCT-
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Figure 6.11: Scored outcomes of the UCT and UCT-NN players with equal limits for
5 by 5 Go-Moku.
max in Phase 1 is not repeated, which suggests that UCT-NN makes stronger moves
based on its pruned game tree. The number of wins for UCT-NN increases gradually
between Phases 1, 2 and 3. The number of draws also begins increasing at a lower
node visit limit than found between UCT and UCT-max. Similarly, the same decrease
in draws and increase in wins is evident in Phase 3 where UCT-NN achieves a high
win-rate.
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Figure 6.12: Game outcomes of 60
games per node visit limit between UCT
and UCT-max on 5 by 5 Go-Moku with
the UCT player as P1.
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Figure 6.13: Game outcomes of 60
games per node visit limit between UCT-
NN and UCT-max on 5 by 5 Go-Moku
with the UCT-NN player as P1.
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The game outcomes of UCT and UCT-NN against UCT-max are converted to scores
for comparison (Figure 6.14). The scoring indicates a low score for both players in
Phase 1 due to the high number of losses experienced against UCT-max. The scores
increase in similar growth curves, with UCT-NN achieving a higher score for each node
visit limit in Phases 1 and 2. In Phase 3, the score for UCT surpasses that of UCT-NN
by a small margin, but again converges to the same value, as found in the last node visit
limit of Phase 3. Considering that the first player in a game of 5 by 5 Go-Moku can
force a win by playing without mistakes, the results are promising for performance in
Phases 1 and 2 for UCT-NN. Statistical significance could be found between the node
visit limit values of 2442 to 19 532, indicating that UCT-NN performed significantly
better for these node visit limits. No significance could be found for the remaining
node visit limits, indicating that the algorithms performed similarly for all other node
visit limits.
Phase 3Phase 2Phase 1
Figure 6.14: Scored outcomes of UCT and UCT-NN players against the UCT-max
player for 5 by 5 Go-Moku.
6.2.4 Discussion of Performance
The results of UCT-NN on the 5 by 5 game of Go-Moku indicate that the performance
of UCT-NN approximates the performance of UCT under the considered tournaments,
with notable differences in Phases 1 and 3. The first considered tournament was against
a randomly moving player (Section 6.2.2), which was considered as P1 and P2 against
both UCT and UCT-NN. The difference in performance between UCT against the
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randomly moving player and UCT-NN against the randomly moving player is minimal,
differing by a maximum of 75 scored points out of over 4500 points. UCT-NN appears
to perform better in the first phase, while UCT achieves a higher score in Phases 2 and
3.
The trend of UCT-NN performing better in the first phase and UCT performing better
in later phases is repeated when UCT and UCT-NN are played against each other
(Section 6.2.3.1). For each node visit limit phase considered in the tournament, the
scores have a larger difference than in the randomly moving player benchmark.
Finally, when comparing the performance of UCT and UCT-NN against the UCT-max
player (Section 6.2.3.2), a similar trend emerges. UCT-NN achieves a higher score in
the first phase, as well as in the second phase, but achieves a lower score than UCT
in the third phase. The increase in score for UCT-NN in Phase 2 can possibly be
attributed to the fact that UCT-NN was trained from data generated by UCT players
with a very large number of iteration limits, thus the NN is trained for this particular
scenario.
The initially high performance of UCT-NN can be attributed to the NN being trained
to prune moves that are likely not to be considered. By having a controlled game tree,
UCT-NN can make better use of its limited number of node visit limits than UCT is
able to. The tree generated by UCT includes many unnecessary branches which are
occasionally expanded by the UCB1 balancing heuristic and C parameter. The later
increase of scored performance of UCT indicates that, when given more node visit
limits, the game tree produced by UCT can exploit moves which were possibly pruned
from UCT-NN’s game tree.
The performance results indicate that UCT-NN performs well in real-time game playing
which fall in the first phase of node visit limits. In node visit limits in Phase 2 and
3, UCT performs better, but requires exponentially more time to make moves than on
lower node visit limits.
6.3 Validation of Scalable Performance on 9 by 9
Go-Moku
While the 5 by 5 game of Go-Moku presents a useful means of evaluating the per-
formance of UCT-NN on fairly large search spaces, larger games test the potential
scalability of the algorithm. The 9 by 9 game of Go-Moku is larger than the 5 by 5
game as the number of possible moves in the game tree, and thus the search space,
is approximately 81! elements. The difference of size between the 5 by 5 and 9 by 9
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Go-Moku boards is approximately 5.79×10120. A game tree of this size is difficult to
store in memory, thus forcing the algorithm to create a partial game tree that cannot
account for every move permutation. The constraint on tree growth suggests that an
algorithm applied to a larger game must focus on stronger moves, rather than attempt
to exhaustively construct the largest possible game tree.
The procedure used to generate and analyse tournaments of game play is outlined
(Section 6.3.1) which mirrors the evaluation process for the 5 by 5 Go-Moku board
considered. The UCT and UCT-NN algorithms are empirically benchmarked against
a randomly moving player (Section 6.3.2), as well as against each other (Section 6.3.3).
Finally, the conclusions of the comparative performance of UCT-NN in a larger search
space are discussed (Section 6.3.4).
6.3.1 Experimental Procedure
The experimental procedure for producing empirical results to evaluate the perfor-
mance of UCT-NN on the 9 by 9 game of Go-Moku is similar to the experimental
procedure for 5 by 5 Go-Moku (Section 6.2.1). The time and memory requirements
for game play increase substantially for larger games as more moves are required to
establish a win or draw as the size of the board increases exponentially.
The playing performance of UCT-NN is determined in the same experimental manner
in which the 5 by 5 results were obtained, namely by considering UCT and UCT-NN
comparatively against a random player, directly against each other, and comparatively
against the UCT-max player. The NN component of UCT-NN is trained by considering
a large pool of NNs trained from 9 by 9 UCT self-play generated data, as discussed in
Chapter 5. The best configuration of learning rates and hidden layer sizes is selected
and the resulting NN trained for 20 000 back-propagation epochs. The pruning scheme
applied is the exponential pruning scheme that removes an exponentially decreasing
percentage of moves per ply, based on the maximum current tree height. The pruning
scheme is adapted from the 5 by 5 scheme (Section 5.4.1) as it is scaled by a constant
of 3.09 to increase the number of nodes pruned without losing its exponential pruning
behaviour. The performance of UCT-NN in each of the benchmarks identified is sta-
tistically compared to the randomly moving player, the equal-sized UCT player and
UCT-max through the use of pairwise Chi-squared test with Yates correction applied
[Cohen, 1995].
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6.3.2 Performance Against Random Player
By applying the identified experimental procedure, the outcomes of a series of games
of tournaments between UCT and a randomly moving player, as well as UCT-NN and
a randomly moving player, can be considered. By benchmarking the performance of
UCT and UCT-NN against a common opponent, namely the randomly moving player,
the two algorithms are compared.
In a tournament of 1200 games against the randomly moving player, the UCT player
performs favourably both as P1 (Figure 6.15) and as P2 (Figure 6.16). When the
randomly moving player plays as P1, an initially moderate win-rate (205) is found for
the randomly moving player. The initial win-rate steeply drops for the following two
node visit limits and remains very close to 0 for Phases 2 and 3. A similar result is
found when the randomly moving player plays as P2. The win-rate of UCT is initially
above 80% in both tournaments for the lowest node visit limit (610), and stabilises at
above 99% for the remainder of Phase 1 and at 100% for Phases 2 and 3.
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Figure 6.15: Game outcomes of 1200
games per node visit limit between UCT
and the randomly moving player on 9
by 9 Go-Moku with randomly moving
player as P1.
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Figure 6.16: Game outcomes of 1200
games per node visit limit between UCT
and the randomly moving player on 9 by
9 Go-Moku with the UCT player as P1.
When the results of the tournaments between UCT and the randomly moving player
are totalled (Figure 6.17), a similar trend emerges, where the randomly moving player
achieves an increasingly low win-rate for the first three node visit limits considered.
The UCT player appears to perform favourably in all three phases, only suffering minor
losses in the first three node visit limits where the randomly moving player can take
advantage of the small game tree constructed by UCT at these node visit limit values.
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Figure 6.17: Totalled game outcomes of 2400 games per node visit limit between UCT
and the randomly moving player on 9 by 9 Go-Moku.
Similar to the trend found when comparing UCT to the randomly moving player,
similar results are found in tournaments between UCT-NN and the randomly mov-
ing player. When considering the randomly moving player as P1 (Figure 6.18), the
randomly moving player achieves an initially low win-rate, which decreases over the
first four considered node visit limits of Phase 1. In Phases 2 and 3, the UCT-NN
player consistently achieves a near-perfect win-rate with no draws experienced. Sim-
ilarly, when UCT-NN plays as P1 (Figure 6.19), the same trend is apparent. The
number of wins achieved by the randomly moving player is lower for each node visit
limit considered, as UCT-NN benefits from playing first.
Totalling the game outcomes of the tournaments between UCT-NN and the randomly
moving player (Figure 6.20), the trend found in both isolated tournaments is again
apparent. The randomly moving player initially achieves a moderate number of wins,
which decreases over the first five node visit limits considered in Phase 1. Over Phases
2 and 3, the UCT-NN player consistently wins nearly all games played and no draws
are made.
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Figure 6.18: Game outcomes of 1200
games per node visit limit between UCT-
NN and randomly moving player on 9 by
9 Go-Moku with the randomly moving
player as P1.
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Figure 6.19: Game outcomes of 1200
games per node visit limit between UCT-
NN and randomly moving player on 9 by
9 Go-Moku with the UCT-NN player as
P1.
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Figure 6.20: Totalled game outcomes of 2400 games per node visit limit between UCT-
NN and the randomly moving player on 9 by 9 Go-Moku.
The game outcomes for UCT and UCT-NN played respectively against the randomly
moving player are converted into scores to draw a comparison (Figure 6.21). In Phase
1, the UCT player achieves higher scores for each node visit limit. In Phases 2 and
3, UCT-NN and UCT achieve near-equal scores apart from a single node visit limit
(39 063) where UCT-NN achieves a higher score. The near-equal scoring for Phases
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2 and 3 is due to the randomly moving player consistently losing nearly all games
against the UCT and UCT-NN players in these phases. The performance against the
random player indicates that UCT performs more favourably than UCT-NN in Phase 1,
which can be attributed to the random player having a higher chance of making moves
that were not exposed to the NN during the 9 by 9 Go-Moku training. Statistical
significance was found for the node visit limits from 1 221 to 9 766 indicating that
UCT achieved a significantly higher performance for these low node visit limits, while
no statistical significance could be found for the remaining node visit limits, indicating
that the algorithms performed similarly. A single node visit limit of 39 063 was found
to show significantly better performance for UCT-NN over UCT.
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Figure 6.21: Scored outcomes of the UCT and UCT-NN players against randomly
moving player for 9 by 9 Go-Moku.
6.3.3 Performance Against UCT Player
In the same fashion that the 5 by 5 Go-Moku performance evaluation was completed,
two categories of evaluation of UCT-NN directly against UCT were performed for the
larger 9 by 9 Go-Moku board. The first category considers equal limits tournaments
between UCT and UCT-NN (Section 6.3.3.1) where both players make use of the same
node visit limits. This allows a direct performance comparison to be made for UCT-
NN against UCT. The alternative evaluation environment for playing UCT-NN against
UCT is through the use of a common opponent represented by the UCT-max player
that uses UCT with the largest considered node visit limit (Section 6.3.3.2).
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6.3.3.1 Performance Against UCT with Equal Limits
The first comparison is the equal limits tournament experiment between UCT-NN and
UCT. A total of 120 games were played by each player for each node visit considered,
with 60 games for each player as P1 and 60 games as P2. When UCT plays as P1
(Figure 6.22), an initially moderate win-rate (40) is achieved, which decreases over the
span of two iteration limits, then increases as the node visit limit increases. The UCT
player achieves increasingly higher win-rates between Phases 1 and 3. The win-rate of
UCT-NN is moderately high in Phase 1 (maximum of 25), and continuously decreases
in Phases 2 and 3. A small amount (2) of draws are experienced at the highest node
visit limit considered, while UCT-NN reaches a zero win-count at the same limit.
When UCT-NN plays as P1 against UCT with equal node visit limits (Figure 6.23),
UCT-NN achieves a high win-rate on each of the three phases. Two node visit limits in
Phase 3 have near-perfect win rates, while a single node visit limit (4 883) has a lower
win-rate (40) than each other limit. As no draws were experienced, the UCT player’s
win-rate is the inverse of UCT-NN.
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Figure 6.22: Game outcomes of 60
games per node visit limit between UCT-
NN and UCT on 9 by 9 Go-Moku with
the UCT player as P1.
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Figure 6.23: Game outcomes of 60
games per node visit limit between UCT-
NN and UCT on 9 by 9 Go-Moku with
the UCT-NN player as P1.
Totalling the game outcomes of the two equal limit tournaments (Figure 6.24), a near-
symmetric trend is observed between the UCT and UCT-NN players. The UCT-NN
player achieves a higher win-rate than UCT for each node visit limit of Phase 1, while
achieving a slightly lower limit than UCT for the remaining two phases. A single
point is evident in Phase 2 (312 500) where UCT-NN achieves a higher win-rate than
UCT outside of Phase 1. The results indicate that UCT and UCT-NN display similar
performance apart from Phase 1, where UCT-NN performs more favourably.
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Figure 6.24: Totalled game outcomes of 120 games per node visit limit between UCT-
NN and UCT on 9 by 9 Go-Moku.
Considering the scored totalled game outcomes of the two equal limit tournaments
(Figure 6.25), a similar trend to the totalled game outcomes emerges. As there are
no draws, except in the later node visit limits of Phase 3, the regions where UCT-NN
achieves a higher win-rate are preserved. The disparity in scores between UCT and
UCT-NN is large in Phase 1, and lower in Phases 2 and 3. Statistical significance
was found for the first three node visit limits, where UCT-NN performed significantly
better than UCT. For the remaining node visit limits, no statistical significance could
be found, which indicates that the algorithms achieved similar performance.
6.3.3.2 Performance Against UCT with Unequal Limits
Considering both UCT and UCT-NN against a UCT-max player, the results obtained
differed between UCT and UCT-NN. When UCT plays as 1 against UCT-max (Fig-
ure 6.26), the UCT-max player achieves a near-perfect win-rate in Phase 1 and loses
consistently in Phase 3. The win-rate decreases substantially over the node visit limits
in Phase 2. The UCT player begins to increase in win-rate in Phases 2 and 3, while
initially experiencing a sharp increase of draws in Phase 2, which then decreases in
Phase 3.
When UCT-NN plays as P1 against UCT-max (Figure 6.27), the overall number of
draws is lower than that of UCT, but the number of wins increases. UCT-max does
not consistently win each game in Phase 1, indicating a stronger playing strength from
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Figure 6.25: Scored outcomes of the UCT and UCT-NN players with equal limits for
9 by 9 Go-Moku.
UCT-NN in that phase. The number of wins for UCT-max decreases over Phase 2 and
Phase 3, but does not reach the same consistent lose-rate against UCT-NN as with
UCT. UCT-NN has a higher number of wins over the three considered phases, but the
performance in Phase 3 indicates that the algorithm does not benefit from increased
node visit limits as much as the UCT algorithm does.
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Figure 6.26: Game outcomes of 60
games per node visit limit between UCT-
NN and UCT-max on 9 by 9 Go-Moku
with the UCT player as P1.
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Figure 6.27: Game outcomes of 60
games per node visit limit between UCT-
NN and UCT-max on 9 by 9 Go-Moku
with the UCT-NN player as P1.
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Applying scoring to the totalled results of both the UCT and UCT-NN players versus
UCT-max (Figure 6.28), the disparity in the performance of the two players is low.
For Phase 1 and the initial node visit limits of Phase 2, the UCT-NN player achieves a
higher score, which alternates with UCT in the remaining node visit limits of Phase 2
and Phase 3. The limited scoring differences between the two players can be attributed
to the high number of draws experienced by both players and the weaker performance of
UCT-NN in the third phase against UCT-max. While UCT-NN achieved a higher score
for all node visit limits up to 312 500, a statistically significant difference could only be
found for the range from 2 442 to 19 532. A single node visit limit (10 000 000) provided
statistical evidence for UCT achieving better performance than UCT-NN. Apart from
the four node visit limits where UCT-NN achieved statistically better performance
and the single node visit limit where UCT achieved similar better performance, all
other node visit limits yielded no statistical evidence to support any difference in
performance.
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Figure 6.28: Scored outcomes of UCT and UCT-NN players against the UCT-max
player for 9 by 9 Go-Moku.
6.3.4 Discussion of Performance
The results of UCT-NN on the 9 by 9 variant of Go-Moku reveals similar behaviour to
the findings of 5 by 5 gameplay except against the randomly moving player benchmark.
When played against a common randomly moving player as a benchmark, UCT-NN
achieves a lower score than UCT in Phase 1 and approximately equal scores in Phases
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2 and 3. A trend similar to the 5 by 5 results is evident when UCT-NN is played
directly directly against UCT with equal node visit limits. UCT-NN achieves a higher
score than UCT in Phase 1, but has a low disparity to the UCT scores in Phases 2 and
3.
The trend evident in the UCT equal limits benchmark is also found when UCT-NN and
UCT are both played against UCT-max and compared. UCT-NN achieves a higher
score in Phases 1 and partly in Phase 2. The third phase shows UCT achieving a higher
score. These results are aligned with the results found for the 5 by 5 Go-Moku board,
while the important trends and differences are discussed in the following section.
6.4 Overall Performance of Algorithm
Tested on 5 by 5 and 9 by 9 Go-Moku boards, the UCT-NN algorithm demonstrated
partial success and encouraging results when matched against UCT-NN in certain
node visit limits. Three benchmarks were considered for both the 5 by 5 and 9 by 9
boards, namely: against a common randomly moving player; pairing UCT-NN against
UCT; and against a common UCT-max player. The results for each phase of each
benchmark are summarised (Table 6.2) based on statistical results in Appendix E. A
player is considered the better player for a benchmark and phase based on the ordinal
number of node visit limits where a statistically significant number of wins was found
(Tables E.1 and E.2). In the event of neither the UCT or UCT-NN players achieving
any statistical differences for a node visit limit in a given benchmark, the result is
considered a tie as both players played comparatively well.
Table 6.2: Summary of best players for each benchmark in each phase.
Benchmark Phase
Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3
5 by 5 vs Random Player UCT-NN (n=1) UCT (n=5) UCT (n=5)
5 by 5 vs Equal Limits UCT-NN (n=5) UCT (n=3) UCT (n=1)
5 by 5 vs UCT-max UCT-NN (n=4) Tie (n=0) Tie (n=0)
9 by 9 vs Random Player UCT (n=4) UCT-NN (n=1) Tie (n=0)
9 by 9 vs Equal Limits UCT-NN (n=3) Tie (n=0) Tie (n=0)
9 by 9 vs UCT-max UCT-NN (n=4) Tie (n=0) UCT (n=1)
When considering a 5 by 5 game of Go-Moku as a case study for the scored performance
of UCT-NN, Phase 1 shows a consistently higher score than UCT (Section 6.2.4). This
positive trend is also evident in two of the benchmarks in the 9 by 9 game for Phase 1,
except in the case of the randomly moving player benchmark where UCT performed
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better. This observation can be attributed to the NN component of UCT-NN pruning
parts of the search space which do not typically lead to a win, thus allowing a limited
amount of node visits to be spent more efficiently, as was intended by the UCT-NN
improvement in this study. Despite the NN being trained with a limited sample of
the games possible between two UCT players, the strong performance in Phase 1
demonstrates that UCT-NN niches its behaviour in games with real-time and near-
instantaneous move requirements.
In converse to the encouraging results in Phase 1, the UCT-NN algorithm performs
poorly against UCT in five of the benchmarks and achieves similar performance in the
remaining seven benchmarks. As Phases 2 and 3 demonstrates the UCT algorithm
often achieving higher or equal scores, the search space considered by UCT-NN can be
seen to be deliberately flawed, which is a natural consequence of pruning. The explicit
pruning in UCT-NN physically removes a portion of the search space, which may con-
tain valuable strategic information. The strategic information removal is emphasised
as the node visit limit increases. Removing a large amount of unnecessary information
in the first phase shows that the game tree is constructed with a bias of prior knowl-
edge, which could provide an advantage. The quality of the game tree after pruning
becomes questionable when large node visit limits are considered, but this affects only
games where moves are given a longer time duration.
Further experimental work is required to provide a larger sample of games to confirm
and validate this observation as this study was limited to two different sized boards for
a single game, thus further generalisation is not possible.
6.5 Conclusion
The UCT-NN algorithm provides an alternative to the UCT algorithm by using an
NN trained from UCT self-play to prune the search space by using extracted strategic
information. This chapter investigated the impact of NN-based pruning when applied
to the game of Go-Moku with two different board sizes. Three comparison schemes
were considered which compare UCT-NN and UCT against a randomly moving player,
a UCT-max player and directly against each other. The results of the comparisons be-
tween the two players in each scenario demonstrated that UCT-NN generally performs
better in lower node visit limits, but suffers from an impaired search space when higher
node visit limits are considered. As the node visit limits roughly correlate with time
permitted for each move, this indicates that UCT-NN performs favourably in real-time
and near-real-time search space navigation.
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The scored performance of UCT-NN on the 5 by 5 game of Go-Moku is encouraging
as the NN appears to improve the strategic ability of UCT when the time duration
permissible for each move is very limited. As gameplay against an opponent cannot
extend for arbitrary amounts of time, this result is also particularly applicable to non-
gameplay applications of UCT, such as decision support simulation, where real-time
usage is required.
The 9 by 9 game of Go-Moku was also considered to evaluate the ability of UCT-NN to
achieve similar performance in an environment with a more complex and larger search
space. The results found for UCT-NN in this environment partially matched the trends
evident in the 5 by 5 game comparison, except in the random player benchmark, where
the algorithm performed poorly. The results found also indicate that explicit pruning
of the game tree biases the UCT-NN algorithm into removing potentially valuable
portions of the search space, which is evident by the near-consistent wins and draws
of UCT in Phases 2 and 3. The scalability of UCT-NN cannot be determined without
testing additional board sizes of Go-Moku and other games, but the preliminary results
found are encouraging in constrained time limits. The following chapter considers the
main findings of this study and possible avenues for future work, based on the results
found.
Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future Work
“The White Rabbit put on his spectacles. “Where shall I begin, please your
Majesty?” he asked.
“Begin at the beginning,” the King said gravely, “and go on till you come
to the end: then stop.”
- Lewis Carroll: Through the Looking Glass, 1871
7.1 Introduction
This study investigated the possibility of augmenting the UCT algorithm with a trained
NN to improve strategic game play through the use of search space pruning. The UCT
algorithm was devised as a means of addressing issues found in traditional algorithms,
such as not being scalable to larger search spaces. The traditional algorithms that led to
modern approaches, such as UCT and pattern recognition approaches, were considered
as a means of identifying the merit of using the UCT algorithm (Chapter 2). Addressing
many limitations of earlier algorithms, UCT is a complex statistical algorithm which
was outlined and investigated (Chapter 3). UCT was identified to perform well on
games with larger search spaces by using statistical sampling to generate the game
tree. Pruning improvements to UCT were identified as a possible means of improving
the limitation of UCT of requiring a large game tree to perform successfully in large
search spaces (Chapter 4). The use of NNs in pattern recognition naturally suggests
their use in augmenting UCT if they can be suitably trained. A UCT self-play training
data gathering scheme was outlined and used to train the NN which is coupled with the
UCT algorithm as a pruning agent to form UCT-NN. Various parametric concerns were
raised, specifically for suitable exploration and exploitation balancing, NN structural
and training control parameters and the pruning scheme considered (Chapter 5). After
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optimising the outlined parameters, the UCT-NN algorithm was benchmarked against
UCT in the game of Go-Moku as means of identifying playing strength (Chapter 6).
The main research questions which form the framework of this investigation are con-
sidered (Section 7.2) together with the practical and theoretical contributions made by
this study to existing knowledge (Section 7.3). While promising results were found in
this study, various limitations are present which limit the generalisability of the results
obtained (Section 7.4). Recommendations for future studies are made (Section 7.5)
which address the limitations found in this study. Finally, a broad summary of this
study and closing remarks are presented (Section 7.6).
7.2 Overview of Results and Outcomes of
Research Objectives
A set of research questions was posed in the beginning of this study (Section 1.6) to
refine the focus of the investigated problem. These research questions were addressed
sequentially in the chapters of this thesis while reaching the outcomes identified (Sec-
tion 1.5). The research objectives together address the thesis statement which in-
vestigates the design and performance of the UCT-NN algorithm in the two-player,
zero-sum, perfect-information game of Go-Moku. The outcomes of each posed research
objective are discussed.
7.2.1 Research Objective 1: Exploring Game Playing
The first research objective required that the domain of game playing be investigated to
determine the key features and limitations of the domain. A game playing architecture
for game playing simulation was defined together with formalisations of classification
and evaluation techniques for game playing algorithms. This was achieved through
RQ1 and RQ2.
Research Question 1: What is strategic game playing?
Strategic game playing is a large research domain in AI that is rich with definitions,
classifications, algorithms and case studies. The most popular class of game playing
problems lies in two-player, zero-sum, perfect information games. The pioneering re-
search that provided motivation for the classification model (Section 2.3) provided a
means of defining a standard game playing architecture (Section 2.5) which consists of
game semantics and rules, search space representations, and evaluation algorithms. By
limiting this study to games and algorithms that exhibit the two-player, zero-sum, and
perfect information qualities, the prevalent search space representations of game trees
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and game dictionaries could be motivated. Typical algorithms that use these represen-
tation data structures, such as Minimax and its assorted variations, were outlined to
provide context for an exploration of strategic game playing.
Research Question 2: What limitations exist in traditional game playing
algorithms?
Various performance measurement schemes (Section 2.4) have been previously applied
to game playing algorithms to determine their comparative strength. While there is a
large spectrum of traditional algorithms, in the considered two-player, zero-sum and
perfect-information class of algorithms, each algorithm operates on either a game tree
or game dictionary data structure. The key disadvantages of these algorithms lie in how
these data structures are used, such as in Minimax, where the algorithm is required to
make a full traversal of the entire game tree. Even when game dictionaries or heuristics
are used to limit the effective size of the game tree, the algorithms are typically not
scalable to larger game search spaces, such as in the game of Go. The limitations
of how non-heuristic-based algorithms rely on exhaustive or iterative searches lead to
the contemporary algorithms applied to game playing (Section 2.6). Contemporary
algorithms consisting of statistical techniques, such as UCT, or pattern-recognition
techniques, such as NNs, address the limitations found in traditional game playing
algorithms.
7.2.2 Research Objective 2: Defining the UCT Algorithm
The second research objective aimed to define the UCT algorithm to form a basis for
the UCT-NN algorithm. The strengths and weaknesses of the algorithm were outlined
in the context of statistically-based game playing. This was achieved through RQ3 and
RQ4.
Research Question 3: What is the UCT algorithm for game playing?
The UCT algorithm (Chapter 3), based on multi-armed bandit optimisation applied
to Monte Carlo game playing, is the dominant game playing algorithm for large search
spaces, such as Go. The algorithm and its four associated steps were explained to
provide context for how UCT is applied to game playing. Various characteristics of the
algorithm (Section 3.4.2) were explained in contrast to the algorithm’s disadvantages
as a basis for identifying improvements to the algorithm.
Research Question 4: How is UCT currently applied to game playing?
The UCT algorithm has been applied to game playing as an alternative to other statis-
tical approaches (Section 2.6.2). The method for applying the algorithm was outlined
to motivate the implementation of a vanilla, or unmodified, UCT algorithm to use as
a baseline benchmark player for the identified improvements considered in this study.
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The main UCT parameter in many implementations, the exploration and exploitation
balancing parameter, was discussed, noting that implementations of UCT typically do
not optimise this parameter, but typically select values based on informal experimen-
tation. Basic pruning optimisations have previously been considered for UCT (Section
3.5), which form the basis for identifying a novel pruning scheme in this study for
reducing the search space size using a trained NN (Chapter 4).
7.2.3 Research Objective 3: Combining NNs with UCT
The third research objective defined and outlined the UCT-NN algorithm which aug-
ments the UCT algorithm with a trained NN that acts as pruning agent. The structure
and training techniques are outlined while various parameters emerge, specifically re-
lating to the training and pruning aspects of UCT-NN. This objective was achieved
through RQ5, RQ6 and RQ7.
Research Question 5: How can an NN component be designed to comple-
ment the UCT algorithm?
The novel UCT-NN algorithm proposed in this study aims to address the difficulty
of navigating large search spaces with the UCT algorithm. The UCT algorithm typ-
ically spends a large amount of its exploration and exploitation effort on considering
moves that do not provide a large amount of strategic benefit. UCT-NN addresses
this through the use of a trained NN component which requires considerations to be
made from general NN theory (Section 4.2). Based on motivations from literature on
how NNs have been applied to game playing (Section 4.3), the three-layer FFNN NN
morphology was selected for UCT-NN which makes use of Sigmoid activation functions
in the hidden and output layers. The input and output layers match one-to-one to each
board space in the game that UCT-NN is applied to. The structural considerations for
the NN component allow for a suitable NN model that can encode enough strategic
information to be useful.
Research Question 6: How can the UCT-augmenting NN be trained?
In addition to the structural considerations for the NN identified in Research Question
5, the created NN must be trained before being applied to the game studied. A mech-
anism for generating training data using UCT self-play was identified (Section 4.4.3).
By playing two UCT players against each other and performing multiple evaluations
on each board, the strategic opinion of UCT for each board can be converted to a
pattern. The set of patterns is aggregated and then divided into a training set and
a generalisation set. While the training technique employed only affects the training
rate and occurrence of premature convergence, the Gradient Descent back-propagation
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algorithm was selected as experimental results showed that it converged sufficiently
fast with a sufficiently low error (Chapter 5).
Research Question 7: How can the trained NN be used as a pruning com-
ponent in UCT?
With the structural and training considerations completed, the trained NN was posed
as a pruning component for UCT (Section 4.4). The novel UCT-NN algorithm (Al-
gorithm 4.1) is thus considered as an alternative to UCT with its NN-based pruning
behaviour incorporated into UCT. The expansion phase of UCT is thus altered with a
depth-based pruning scheme (Section 5.4) and evaluated to establish whether the NN
component provides any competitive advantage (Chapter 6).
7.2.4 Research Objective 4: Parametrisation of UCT-NN
The fourth research objective outlined and addressed the main parameters that emerged
from the UCT-NN algorithm. Three major parameters were described with techniques
presented to find suitable values for them. Candidate values were empirically found
for the 5 by 5 board of the game of Go-Moku with methods that were applied to the
9 by 9 board. This was achieved through RQ8 and RQ9.
Research Question 8: Which parameters emerge from the UCT-NN algo-
rithm?
The proposed UCT-NN algorithm requires various parametric considerations to be ef-
fective. An investigation into the required parameters (Chapter 5) indicated the main
parameters to consider are the UCT-related parameters, NN-related parameters and
the UCT-NN pruning parameters. UCT includes one main parameter (Section 3.4.4),
namely the exploration and exploitation parameter which controls the search behaviour
of the algorithm between favouring vertical exploitation and horizontal exploration.
The NN design (Section 4.2) requires that the hidden layer size and learning rate be
empirically optimised to minimise the training error of the NN, and thus improve the
manner in which it learns patterns and generalises the trends found. Finally, the prun-
ing behaviour of the UCT-NN algorithm is controlled by a game tree depth dependent
function to determine how much to prune on a given level (Section 5.4). Five alterna-
tives schemes pruning functions are posed which must then be empirically contrasted.
Research Question 9: How can the identified parameters be empirically op-
timised for a case study game?
The identified parameters for UCT-NN must be optimised before their values are in-
serted into the algorithm when applied to a game study. The parameters are game-
dependent as the nature of the game tree created by UCT differs from game to game.
No documented method could be found for the C exploration and exploitation for UCT,
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which prompted the requirement to define a suitable method (Section 5.2). Through
the use of cross-validation in a tournament-style series of experiments, various candi-
date C values were considered and, based on optimality frequency and scoring totals,
a suitable value was found for the Go-Moku game considered. In addition to the UCT
parameters, the NN structural and training parameters were investigated through a
series of experiments to empirically identify the parameter configuration with the low-
est MSE (Section 5.3). ANOVA tests were done with Tukey-HSD post-hoc statistical
tests applied to identify which learning rate and hidden layer size achieved the lowest
errors. Finally, five pruning schemes for UCT-NN were considered, which were each
played against UCT in a series of experiments, which were then statistically compared
to identify which consistently achieved a higher score.
7.2.5 Research Objective 5: Measuring Performance of
UCT-NN
The final research objective prompted the investigation of the performance of UCT-
NN against UCT in the zero-sum, perfect-information game of Go-Moku as a case
study. The performance was evaluated in three major phases of game play for both the
canonical 5 by 5 board as well as the larger 9 by 9 board. This was achieved through
RQ10 and RQ11.
Research Question 10: How does UCT-NN perform on a standard game
with a standard sized search space?
The results of the empirical performance evaluation of UCT-NN on a 5 by 5 Go-
Moku board indicate that the algorithm performs favourably in lower node visit limits
(Section 6.2). By comparing UCT-NN against a randomly moving player, a UCT
player with equal node visit limits and a UCT-max player with a maximal node visit
limit, the performance of UCT-NN could be established. On all considered benchmark
experiments, UCT-NN achieved a better performance than UCT in the first phase of
node visit limits, which was statistically supported. The difference of performance
between UCT-NN against UCT in higher node visit limits could not be statistically
shown for Phases 2 and 3, which suggests that UCT-NN performs comparably to UCT
in these ranges.
Research Question 11: How does UCT-NN perform on a standard game
with an expanded search space?
Considering a larger 9 by 9 game board of Go-Moku, the performance of UCT-NN
could be evaluated in a larger search space (Section 5.3). Using the same evaluation
procedure as for the 5 by 5 board, similar results become apparent for the comparison
experiments against UCT with equal limits and UCT-max, while UCT performs better
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than UCT-NN against a random player. While the training procedure for the NN was
limited due to training time, the results of UCT-NN against a random player are to
be expected given the large list of possible board permutations which were not present
during training. Statistically, the UCT-NN algorithm performs favourably on Phase
1 against the UCT player with equal limits and against UCT-max, while performing
comparably in Phases 2 and 3. When considering the differences between the 5 by
5 and 9 by 9 boards, the main result found is that the NN pruning component in
UCT-NN provides an advantage over UCT in time-constrained games, supported by
the results found in Phase 1 of the experimental tests.
7.3 Summary of Contributions
The design, implementation and evaluation of UCT-NN in this study gives rise to two
types of contributions to the body of knowledge. The first category of contributions
outlines the theoretical contributions of this study (Section 7.3.1). The second category
outlines the practical contributions made in this study (Section 7.3.2).
7.3.1 Theoretical Contributions
This study provided various theoretical contributions to the theory of pruning large
search space using a combination of the UCT algorithm and pre-trained NNs. The
principal theoretical contribution of this study lies in the findings indicating that the
novel UCT-NN approach effectively improves the UCT algorithm’s searching behaviour
in the game of Go-Moku when time constraints are applied. This study provides
empirical evidence to support the suggestion that an NN can improve the real-time
and near-real-time searching of UCT in the studied game (Chapter 6). This provides
a contribution to the pruning of larger search space problems that can be modelled as
game trees as this study contributes a methodology for training and using an NN with
UCT as a potential solution to such scenarios.
The design and theoretical implications of the use of the NN model were posed in this
study (Chapter 4) to arrive at a suitable NN morphology and structure that can be
trained for use in UCT as a pruning agent. The training considerations made in this
study led to a methodology for the construction of training data through UCT self-play
without requiring the use of complex mining approaches with game databases or with
manual construction.
The theoretical characteristics and potential improvements to UCT through pruning
were identified (Chapter 3). The pruning technique applied to UCT through the use
of the NN used the explicit pruning approach, demonstrating the effectiveness of this
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approach in UCT-NN game play. The use of explicit pruning, as opposed to implicit
pruning, provides evidence that the NN does not have a negative effect on search space
reduction in the real-time and near-real-time time constraints.
Considering the theoretical findings in the design of UCT-NN and the findings of the
evaluation of UCT-NN in the game of Go-Moku suggest that the inclusive of a trained
NN into UCT provides measurable value in constrained game playing. While UCT-NN
provides an advantage in constrained tree creation through search space reduction, no
advantage could be found when compared to UCT in games with larger considered
node visit limits and thus larger time allocations per move. Future studies based on
this work could investigate this trend to provide further theoretical improvements to
negate the diminishing returns effect found.
7.3.2 Practical Contributions
This study provides various practical contributions to real-time and near-real-time
search space optimisation for problems that can be modelled as game trees. A novel
UCT-NN algorithm was posed in this study to address the shortcoming of the UCT
algorithm’s exploration behaviour expending time on areas of the search space that do
not lie on the principal variation. The algorithm is outlined (Algorithm 4.1) through
a discussion of NN design and training considerations and the method of using an NN
for pruning.
Through the design of the algorithm, three parameters were identified (Chapter 5)
which must be considered when applying UCT-NN to another application area as
they are assumed to be problem-specific. This study provided suitable techniques for
obtaining suitable parameter values through empirical optimisation. The exploration
and exploitation parameter in UCT can be optimised through a tournament-style set
of experiments of candidate values. The results of the tournaments can be used to
determine the optimality frequency and score of each candidate value to establish which
to make use of. The second group of parameters concentrates on the NN physical design
and training, of which the hidden layer size of the considered FFNN morphology and
learning rate must be optimised. By establishing suitable error benchmarks based on
pruning accuracy and severity, each permutation of the candidate values for the NN
parameters can be compared, with the set corresponding to the lowest error selected.
Finally, the last parameter to be considered is the pruning scheme used in UCT-NN.
The pruning is game-ply-dependent, thus altering the number of nodes pruned based
on the ply-depth. Multiple constant and decaying pruning schemes were posed, which
were compared through the use of the weighted scoring system. The methods for
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optimising these parameters, along with the NN training design, form a large practical
contribution of this study to the general theory.
The performance of the algorithm was empirically evaluated on two Go-Moku boards
(Chapter 6) corresponding to medium and large search spaces. The findings of this
study indicate that the algorithm performs favourably in practice, especially in the first
considered node visit limit phase, which further motivates that the NN creation and
training methods, together with UCT-NN parameter optimisation methods, provide a
successful method for applying UCT-NN to a given case study.
7.4 Limitations of Study
While positive and encouraging results were obtained, this study includes various lim-
itations. The limitations in place are the result of scope delineation and simplification
through assumptions.
A major shortcoming of this study is that the UCT-NN algorithm is trained with UCT-
generated data, which suggests that UCT-NN is biased to play against UCT and may
perform unfavourably against other algorithms. The results against the random player,
particularly on the 9 by 9 board (Section 6.3.2) further suggest that UCT-NN is natively
biased against UCT and performs unfavourably on boards which were not exposed to
the NN during training. This is a natural limitation in the study as generating training
data and then using it for training is a very time-consuming process, particularly on
larger boards as the training data needs to grow proportionally.
The design of the NN pruning component contains various assumptions, namely that
the FFNN topology will adequately encode the training data provided. The hidden
layer size of the FFNN was empirically optimised (Section 5.3) with the assumption
that the complexity of the training data will not lead to memorisation of patterns
for the hidden layer sizes considered. The complexity of the training data was not
investigated for uniform complexity which could better inform the choice of topology.
The UCT-NN algorithm may include other parameters that were not considered in
this study, such as the training times for the NN component. This study simplified the
training time by informally testing the error convergence rate of trained NNs on the 5
by 5 game of Go-Moku. Due to time limitations, the training could not be completed
over a longer period, so the average iteration limit where stagnation was observed was
used for all NN training. Furthermore, time limitations necessitated a very low epoch
limit (3 000 epochs) for training to determine suitable hidden layer and learning rate
parameter values for the NN in both the 5 by 5 and 9 by 9 training runs. The low
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epoch limit does not provide a complete overview of the training landscape for the
NNs, so no claims of optimality can be made for the NN parameters.
Finally, the results found for UCT-NN on the 5 by 5 and 9 by 9 boards provide an
empirical basis for possible performance of the algorithm on games similar to Go-Moku
with the same zero-sum, two-player and perfect-information properties and with similar
sized search spaces. The parameter values and performance of UCT-NN on alternative
games can not be established as only Go-Moku was selected as the case study for the
evaluation of UCT-NN. Additionally, the scalability of the UCT-NN algorithm cannot
be determined with only two boards sizes in a candidate game. Additional board sizes
and games should be tested to draw conclusions about the scalability of UCT-NN.
The discussed shortcomings of this study could possibly be circumvented and studied in
future research. Future studies could address these shortcomings to form an extension
of this study.
7.5 Recommendations for Future Investigation
The major possible extension to this study would be to investigate other trainable
knowledge representation mechanisms, such as decision trees, to determine whether
there is a measurable difference in achieved performance. If no difference can be found,
then the representation scheme used becomes immaterial and the pruning schemes
employed can be further investigated. While the scope of this study was limited to
the use of NNs, the evaluation of alternative mechanisms could provide a valuable
extension to this study.
Additional suggestions for possible further studies include:
 Determine if other NN morphologies, such as recurrent NNs or coupled NNs,
provide an increase in playing performance.
 Explore alternative means of gathering suitable training data, such as employing
pattern mining on large databases to extract sets of training data.
 The NN parameter optimisation included simplification assumptions (Section 5.3).
By fully training the NN with the correct hidden layer size and learning rate over
a longer training period, an increase in performance can possibly be found.
 Back-propagation was selected as the training technique in this study due to
informal experimental results. An alternative training algorithm, such as Particle
Swarm Optimisation, could possibly train the NN with a lower MSE.
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 A larger class of games could be investigated to determine how well the UCT-NN
algorithm performs in each game category.
 Multiple board sizes corresponding to a large variety of search space sizes could be
tested to determine the scalability of the UCT-NN algorithm in selected games.
 The UCT-NN algorithm could be benchmarked against a trained NN to deter-
mine its comparative performance which could enhance the findings of UCT-NN
against UCT.
While this study demonstrated the proof of concept and feasibility of the UCT-NN
algorithm on Go-Moku game playing, the outlined suggestions for further study could
further expound on the encouraging results found.
7.6 Summary
The experimental results found in this study prove that by training a NN with UCT-
generated data as a pruning improvement for UCT, an improvement can be made to
the performance in time-constrained games of Go-Moku. The performance in real-
time and near-real-time performance of UCT-NN against UCT was demonstrated in
various experimental tournaments. The results indicate that UCT-NN performs well
in first phase of node visit limits, or time allocations, thus outperforming UCT in
time-constrained environments on two of the three benchmarks used. Less encourag-
ing results were found for later phases where more time is provided to the algorithms
for move selection. The results found are a consequence of the natural effect of prun-
ing game trees and removing possibly vital gameplay information. An experimental
framework has been proposed through this study which outlines the design, training
and inclusion of an NN into UCT as a pruning improvement. The positive effect of the
NN in UCT-NN was limited to low node visit limits which may be attributed to many
factors, such as the training process or the pruning scheme used in the hybridisation
of UCT and the NN. Findings presented in this study thus show promise for the use
of embedding strategic and tactical information into the UCT algorithm with an NN
to reduce the size of the considered search space.
As there are many AI application of game playing algorithms outside of the traditional
domain of game playing, the results are encouraging for such real-time applications
with very large search spaces modelled as game trees. The study posed an initial
proof of concept, but further work is required to investigate the contributing factors of
improvements to real-time performance to provide a framework for implementing the
algorithm in such environments.
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Appendix A
Benchmark game of Go-Moku
The game of Go-Moku is fundamentally similar to the game of Tic-Tac-Toe, but is
played on a larger Go board and has additional rules in place. The game consists of
two players who place stones or markers on intersections of the game board, much like
Tic-Tac-Toe. The two players typically make use of white and black stones, with each
player allocated a colour. Paper-based alternatives use the same O and X markers
used in Tic-Tac-Toe.
The game logic consists of turns that alternate between players. On a player’s turn,
they may place a stone of their colour in an unoccupied space of the game board.
Unlike other games, stones can neither be moved or captured. The placement of
a stone in a player’s turn continues cycling between the two players until an end-
game condition occurs. An end-game condition occurs when a player has a sufficient
number of sequentially placed markers in a horizontal, vertical or diagonal row. In the
traditional game of Go-Moku, the player is required to place five stones in a row to win
the game. If there are no more available places to place a stone, a draw is declared.
While the basic rules of Go-Moku are simple, additional rules are typically employed,
such as the restriction of not recognising overlines as wins. An overline occurs when
there are more than five stones in a row of a given colour, and thus does not count
towards a win. Various other rules are sometimes considered in Go-Moku, but the
version considered in this study makes use of only the basic game semantics and the
overline restriction.
An alternative to Go-Moku is the game of Renju, which is semantically the same as
Go-Moku, but places restrictions on the second player that are not placed on the first
player, such as the overline restrictions. This makes the game of Renju asymmetric
and requires different strategies for both players. Both the games of Go-Moku and
Renju are commonly studied in AI to determine algorithmic strategic performance.
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Appendix B
Benchmark UCT Implementation
In this study, the original description of the UCT algorithm by Kocsis and Szepesva´ri
[2006] is used for simplicity and robustness as a benchmark. By making use of one or
more of the optimisations that have been demonstrated in literature [Browne et al.,
2012], a comparison between the unmodified UCT, also referred to as vanilla UCT, is
not possible as the inclusion of other optimisations would potentially contain bias as
the game play results may not reflect the same measure of difference as they would
with vanilla UCT. This forms the key motivation as to why vanilla UCT is commonly
used as a benchmark to test the behaviour of new optimisations.
The implementation used in this study is based on the algorithm discussed in Kocsis
and Szepesva´ri [2006] and is elaborated on in this appendix for clarity and for scientific
duplicability. The outlined implementation maps onto the game playing architecture
outlined in Section 2.5 where the game logic is used to identify moves that are leaf
nodes that represent wins, losses or draws. The search space representation is that of
a game tree that stores additional statistics in each node, and the algorithm applied is
the vanilla UCT outlined in Algorithm B.1.
In the implementation of vanilla UCT, the move selection method, or sub-routine,
is outlined in Algorithm B.1 which mirrors the generic MCTS (Section 3.4.1). The
tree is repeatedly searched by using playSimulation while there is any remaining
computational budget, which is represented as the number of iterations given to the
algorithm. The getBestMove method represents the final child selection policy of the
algorithm after the computational budget is depleted. A vanilla UCT implementation
makes use of the Max Child action selection (Section 3.4.1) which selects the child that
maximises the number of wins weighted by the number of visits it has received.
The playSimulation recursive method (Algorithm B.2) of the UCT algorithm man-
ages the four steps of UCT (Figure 3.2, namely: Selection, expansion, simulation and
back-propagation. The method applies the playRandomGame method which repre-
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Algorithm B.1: The makeMove method of the UCT algorithm [Kocsis and
Szepesva´ri, 2006]
input : A node containing a game state and the current player symbol
output: A move selected by the UCT algorithm
makeMove(node GameBoard) begin
root = getRoot(GameBoard)
counter = 0
while counter < maxIterations do
playSimulation(root, player, 0)
return getBestMove(root)
sents the UCT default policy when an unvisited node is found, or alternatively applies
selection using UCTSelect to select which move to recursively descend to. After a
suitable child node is found to select, the recursive descent continues until a node is
found that either: is a leaf node representing a win, draw or loss, is a node with no chil-
dren, or is an unvisited node. As the recursion stack of playSimulation unwinds, the
statistics of affected nodes is updated, which effectively represents the back-propagation
phase of UCT.
Algorithm B.2: Method playSimulation of Algorithm B.1
input : The node from which to recursively descend, the current player
symbol, the current ply
output: The tree is expanded if appropriate, and the given node has its
statistics updated
playSimulation(node Root, char CurrentPlayer, int Level) begin
if Root.visits = 0 then
RandomResult = playRandomGame(Root, CurrentPlayer, Level)
else
if Root.Children = NULL then
createChildren(Root)
next = UCTSelect(Root)
nextMoveClone = clone(next)
playSimulation(nextMoveClone, !CurrentPlayer, Level + 1)
Root.visits++
updateWins(Root, RandomResult)
if Root.Children != NULL then
UpdateBest(Root)
All four of the phases of UCT are contained in the playSimulation recursive method,
with the tree policy dictated by UCTSelect, described in Algorithm B.3. When pre-
sented with a node with one or more children, the tree policy traverses the given node’s
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children and selects an appropriate node for further consideration by playSimulation.
This is done by sequentially selecting the child that optimises Equation 3.4.1. If there
are any children that have not yet been visited, they are given a large bias which forces
the tree policy to select an unvisited child if such as child is present. In the case of
multiple children that have not yet been visited, a random bias is given to each to force
a child to be selected using a uniform distribution rather than deterministically.
Algorithm B.3: Method UCTSelect of Algorithm B.1
input : The node which to select a candidate child from
output: The child of the given node selected by the UCT tree policy
UCTSelect(node N) begin
BestUCT = 0
Result = NULL
Next = N.nextChild
while Next != NULL do
if Next.visits > 0 then
WinRate = Next.Wins/Next.Visits
UCT = C∗sqrt(ln(N.visits)/Next.Visits)
UCTValue = winrate + UCT
else
UCTValue = 100 + random(10)
if UCTValue > BestUCT then
BestUCT = UCTValue
Result = Next
Next = N.nextChild
With the above discussion of the vanilla UCT algorithm implementation of Kocsis and
Szepesva´ri [2006], an appropriate game tree data structure (Section 2.5.2.1) must be
identified. The common game tree implementation represents the search space of the
game, but nodes are implemented to store their own pay-out and visit count statistics
and contain singly linked list pointers to their siblings, which reduces the memory
footprint of the algorithm by having fewer unused pointers. As each child contains a
single pointer to their siblings, at most each child will have a single unused pointer,
instead of children with many pointers for later expansion. The singly linked list
representation for game trees is commonly implemented to help manage the memory
overhead of the algorithm [Williams, 2010]. The standard game tree design was used
in this study for simplicity. The algorithm could be further optimised for memory
efficiency by adapting the implementation to use the linked list representation.
Appendix C
Summary of UCT C Parameter
Statistics
Section 5.2 outlined the tournament-style C parameter optimisation method proposed
in this study. Through the aggregation of results into tables of descriptive scores, the
frequency of optimality for each considered C value and the overall score total could
be calculated. Through these two metrics, the candidate C values can be empirically
compared by playing tournaments between each C value in a vanilla UCT algorithm
implementation. The value obtained in Section 5.2 for C is then applied to both UCT
as well as UCT-NN for both the 5 by 5 and 9 by 9 Go-Moku games as a common
optimal value for both games was chosen. The tournament tables used in Section 5.2
are summarised in this appendix for completeness (Table C.1).
Table C.1: Index of aggregated data tables appearing in Appendix C for completeness.
Node visit limit Board Size
5 by 5 7 by 7 9 by 9
20 000 C.2 C.6 C.10
200 000 C.3 C.7 C.11
2 000 000 C.4 C.8 C.12
20 000 000 C.5 C.9 C.13
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Appendix D
Summary of Neural Network
Statistics
Section 5.3 outlined the experimental method for the NN training for the UCT-NN
algorithm. Two variables were empirically contrasted, namely the hidden layer size (ψ)
and the learning rate (η). Furthermore, as error overshooting occurs if a static value
for the learning rate is used, two time-decaying learning rate schemes were considered,
namely linearly and exponentially decaying learning rates.
The MSE was used to measure the the training and generalisation ability of the NN,
which was augmented through the consideration for pruning effectiveness for both the
training and generalisation ability of the algorithm. The statistics referred to Section
5.3 are summarised in this appendix. Two-factor ANOVA tests [Werbos, 1974] were
used to test for significance differences between the learning rate and hidden layer size
for each of the considered metrics, namely: Training MSE, generalisation MSE, training
pruning effectiveness and generalisation pruning effectiveness. The ANOVA test was
repeated for each metric, once for the linearly decaying learning rate and once for the
exponentially decaying learning rate. Statistical significance was found between each
group for each experimental metric, apart from generalisation pruning effectiveness,
where the hidden layer size did not provide statistical evidence of any differences in
the considered group.
For the considered metrics where statistical significance was found, Tukey’s Honest
Significant Difference post-hoc test [Werbos, 1974] was applied for both the learning
rate and for the hidden layer size. The differences are not discussed extensively in
this thesis, merely that statistical significantly differences are evident. From the visual
interaction graphs in Section 5.3, the differences between considered groups is visually
evident, which was sufficient for the discussion in this study. The results of one of the
173
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HSD test tables for both the learning rate (Table D.9) and the hidden layer size (Table
D.10) is included as an example of the method used.
Table D.1: Two-factor ANOVA test for significance between factors for NN training
(εtraining) using an exponentially decaying learning rate (ηexp).
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value
Hidden Layer Size 0.088 9 0.010 244.50 0.000∗∗
Learning Rate 2.358 4 0.589 14710.30 0.000∗∗
Interaction 0.114 36 0.003 79.00 0.000∗∗
Error 0.581 1450 0.000
Total 3.141 1499 0.602
Table D.2: Two-factor ANOVA test for significance between factors for NN training
(εtraining) using a linearly decaying learning rate (ηlin).
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value
Hidden Layer Size 0.144 9 0.016 445.10 0.000∗∗
Learning Rate 2.380 4 0.595 16580.30 0.000∗∗
Interaction 0.184 36 0.005 142.80 0.000∗∗
Error 0.052 1450 0.000
Total 2.760 1499 0.616
Table D.3: Two-factor ANOVA test for significance between factors for NN generalisa-
tion (εgeneralisation) using an exponentially decaying learning rate (ηexp).
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value
Hidden Layer Size 0.153 9 0.017 320.10 0.000∗∗
Learning Rate 0.800 4 0.200 3761.90 0.000∗∗
Interaction 0.174 36 0.005 90.80 0.000∗∗
Error 0.077 1450 0.000
Total 1.204 1499 0.222
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Table D.4: Two-factor ANOVA test for significance between factors for NN generalisa-
tion (εgeneralisation) using a linearly decaying learning rate (ηlin).
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value
Hidden Layer Size 0.231 9 0.026 534.60 0.000∗∗
Learning Rate 0.863 4 0.207 4306.20 0.000∗∗
Interaction 0.246 36 0.007 142.20 0.000∗∗
Error 0.696 1450 0.000
Total 2.035 1499 0.239
Table D.5: Two-factor ANOVA test for significance between factors for NN training
effectiveness (ϕtraining) using an exponentially decaying learning rate (ηexp).
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value
Hidden Layer Size 0.017 9 0.002 8.23 0.000∗∗
Learning Rate 1.221 4 0.305 1304.20 0.000∗∗
Interaction 0.030 36 0.001 3.55 0.000∗∗
Error 0.339 1450 0.000
Total 1.607 1499 0.308
Table D.6: Two-factor ANOVA test for significance between factors for NN training
effectiveness (ϕtraining) using a linearly decaying learning rate (ηlin).
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value
Hidden Layer Size 0.022 9 0.002 9.09 0.000∗∗
Learning Rate 1.122 4 0.280 1060.31 0.000∗∗
Interaction 0.070 36 0.002 7.40 0.000∗∗
Error 0.385 1450 0.000
Total 1.599 1499 0.285
Table D.7: Two-factor ANOVA test for significance between factors for NN generalisa-
tion effectiveness (ϕgeneralisation) using an exponentially decaying learning rate (ηexp).
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value
Hidden Layer Size 0.128 9 0.014 4.18 0.000∗∗
Learning Rate 5.295 4 1.324 389.50 0.000∗∗
Interaction 0.452 36 0.013 3.70 0.000∗∗
Error 4.928 1450 0.003
Total 10.803 1499 1.354
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Table D.8: Two-factor ANOVA test for significance between factors for NN generalisa-
tion effectiveness (ϕgeneralisation) using a linearly decaying learning rate (ηlin).
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value
Hidden Layer Size 0.050 9 0.006 1.54 0.128
Learning Rate 3.873 4 0.968 270.40 0.000∗∗
Interaction 0.913 36 0.025 7.08 0.000∗∗
Error 5.192 1450 0.004
Total 10.027 1499 1.003
Table D.9: P-Values of Tukey’s HSD test applied to a two-factor ANOVA test for
significance between learning rates for NN training (εtraining) using an exponentially
decaying learning rate (ηexp).
Learning Rate 10−6 10−5 10−4 10−3 10−2
10−6 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
10−5 0.000 0.000 0.000
10−4 0.000 0.000
10−3 0.000
10−2
Table D.10: P-Values of Tukey’s HSD test applied to a two-factor ANOVA test for sig-
nificance between NN hidden layer sizes for NN training (εtraining) using an exponentially
decaying learning rate (ηexp).
Hidden
Layer
Size
5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
5 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
10 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
15 0.006 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
20 0.016 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
25 0.000 0.000 0.137 0.000 0.000
30 0.519 0.562 0.000 0.000
35 0.001 0.000 0.000
40 0.000 0.000
45 0.550
Appendix E
Summary of Performance Statistics
Chapter 6 investigated the performance of the UCT-NN algorithm by benchmarking
it against a randomly moving player, against a vanilla UCT player with equal node
visit limits and against a maximal UCT-max player with a fixed node visit limit of
20 000 000. By applying a scoring scheme to the obtained scores, an overall score
could be calculated to compare UCT and UCT-NN in each experiment. The scores
were compared with a pair-wise Chi-squared test with Yates correction to test for
evidence of statistical differences. The resulting p values are summarised for the 5 by
5 (Table E.1) and 9 by 9 Go-Moku performance (Table E.2).
The resulting values were used to draw support for the conclusion that the NN-pruning
component of UCT-NN provides an advantage over vanilla UCT in the first phase1 of
considered node visit limits. The results also indicated that UCT tends to perform more
favourably than UCT-NN in the last node visit limit range considered in Phase 3.
A strong conclusion could not be drawn for Phase 2 as a transition period between
Phases 1 and 3 as UCT-NN performed more favourably in some experiments, while
UCT performed more favourably in others.
1The phases of node visit limits were defined in Section 6.2.1
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Table E.1: Summary of 5 by 5 Go-Moku performance between UCT and UCT-NN from
Chapter 6. Arrows indicate whether UCT-NN had a lower or higher score than UCT
for the given node visit limit. Single asterisks indicate statistical significant while double
asterisks indicate extreme significance.
Node visit limit Pairwise Versus Ran-
dom
Equal Node Visit
Limit Tournament
Pairwise Tournament
against UCT-Max
610 ↑ 0.0005∗∗ ↑ 0.0001∗∗ ↑ 0.0608
1221 ↑ 0.4866 ↑ 0.0001∗∗ ↑ 1.0000
2442 ↑ 0.4102 ↑ 0.0001∗∗ ↑ 0.0035∗∗
4883 ↑ 0.1761 ↑ 0.0001∗∗ ↑ 0.0008∗∗
9766 ↓ 0.1136 ↑ 0.0001∗∗ ↑ 0.0001∗∗
19532 ↓ 0.0027∗∗ ↑ 0.2967 ↑ 0.0015∗∗
39063 ↓ 0.0001∗∗ ↑ 0.7093 ↑ 0.0826
78125 ↓ 0.0001∗∗ ↓ 0.8814 ↑ 0.1136
156250 ↓ 0.0001∗∗ ↓ 0.0170∗ ↑ 0.5257
312500 ↓ 0.0001∗∗ ↓ 0.0001∗∗ ↑ 0.8186
625000 ↓ 0.0001∗∗ ↓ 0.0001∗∗ ↓ 0.4407
1250000 ↓ 0.0001∗∗ ↓ 0.0022∗∗ ↓ 0.2201
2500000 ↓ 0.0001∗∗ ↓ 0.0860 ↓ 0.8845
5000000 ↓ 0.0001∗∗ ↓ 0.1357 ↓ 0.5693
10000000 ↓ 0.0001∗∗ ↓ 0.8815 ↓ 0.7225
20000000 ↓ 0.0002∗∗ ↓ 0.0518 ↑ 1.0000
Table E.2: Summary of 9 by 9 Go-Moku performance between UCT and UCT-NN from
Chapter 6. Arrows indicate whether UCT-NN had a lower or higher score than UCT
for the given node visit limit. Single asterisks indicate statistical significant while double
asterisks indicate extreme significance.
Node visit limit Pairwise Versus Ran-
dom
Equal Node Visit
Limit Tournament
Pairwise Tournament
against UCT-Max
610 ↓ 0.6167 ↑ 0.0001∗∗ ↑ 0.4986
1221 ↓ 0.0001∗∗ ↑ 0.0001∗∗ ↑ 1.0000
2442 ↓ 0.0001∗∗ ↑ 0.0001∗∗ ↑ 0.0300∗
4883 ↓ 0.0001∗∗ ↑ 0.2462 ↑ 0.0017∗∗
9766 ↓ 0.0001∗∗ ↑ 0.2462 ↑ 0.0003∗∗
19532 ↑ 1.0000 ↑ 0.0729 ↑ 0.0180∗
39063 ↑ 0.0005∗∗ ↓ 0.2462 ↑ 0.5334
78125 ↓ 0.6054 ↓ 0.2462 ↑ 0.1926
156250 ↓ 0.6054 ↓ 0.2462 ↑ 0.2404
312500 ↑ 0.2482 ↓ 0.5983 ↓ 0.0552
625000 ↓ 0.2482 ↓ 0.5983 ↓ 0.6429
1250000 ↑ 1.0000 ↓ 0.5983 ↓ 0.1597
2500000 ↑ 1.0000 ↓ 0.0729 ↓ 0.0654
5000000 ↑ 1.0000 ↓ 0.2462 ↓ 0.0735
10000000 ↓ 0.2482 ↓ 0.1387 ↓ 0.0248∗
20000000 ↓ 0.2887 ↓ 0.2435 ↓ 0.0502
Appendix F
SAICSIT 2013 Paper
The proposed UCT-NN algorithm and its associated parametric design considerations
were presented as conference paper that was submitted to and accepted for presentation
at the South African Institute for Computer Scientists and Information Technologists
(SAICSIT) 2013 conference. Initial literature findings and preliminary algorithmic
designs for this study were accepted for presentation at the 2011 SAICSIT conference
as part of the Masters and Doctoral Student Symposium series as a poster and short
paper. The full paper accepted at SAICSIT 2013 follows.
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Design and Parametric Considerations for Artificial
Neural Network Pruning in UCT Game Playing
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ABSTRACT
The Upper Confidence for Trees (UCT) algorithm has
been shown to perform well in complex games, but sam-
ples undesirable areas of the search space when building its
game tree. This paper explores the design and parametric
considerations for augmenting the UCT algorithm with an
Artificial Neural Network (NN) to dynamically prune the
game tree created, thus limiting the game tree created.
The expansion phase of UCT is augmented with a trained
NN to create a novel UCT-NN variant that includes prior
knowledge and strategy. This paper considers the game of
Go-Moku for investigating the design and parametric con-
siderations of UCT-NN. The parameters considered are
the exploration and exploitation balancing C parameter,
the NN training and structural design parameters and the
various pruning schemes which could be used in UCT-NN.
Parameter tuning techniques are provided for managing
the parametric concerns in the proposed algorithm. Re-
sults of parameter experiments indicate that a single value
of C = 1.41 is suitable for the games studied. Suitable
values were found for the structural and training param-
eters of NN, which were required to test various pruning
schemes. Of the various pruning schemes considered, an
exponentially decaying scheme is found to be superior in
the UCT-NN algorithm where a large amount of moves
are initially pruned, but fewer moves on deeper ply.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.1 [Artificial Intelligence]: Games; I.2.6 [Artificial
Intelligence]: Learning; F.1.1 [Computation by Ab-
stract Devices]: Models of Computation
General Terms
Algorithms
Keywords
Neural Networks, Game Theory, Monte-Carlo Tree Search
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Intelligently playing games has a history of fascinating
Artificial Intelligence (AI) researchers [1]. Various tra-
ditional approaches were initially developed to simulate
cognitive thought processes in games, such as using fea-
tures with weightings in the game of Checkers [13] and
game trees representing series of moves in Chess [16].
Simple techniques, such as the Minimax algorithm, typ-
ically work well on games with a smaller search-space
or with very simple rules and a limited number of pos-
sible moves. For larger games, such as Chess and Go,
the traditional approaches do not scale well. Subsequent
approaches to game playing have emerged based on vari-
ous game representation and move selection mechanisms,
most notably Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS). MCTS
is a statistical method for constructing an approximation
of a game tree by balancing exploration and exploitation
factors through repeated-play penalties.
The class of MCTS variations stems from the Upper
Confidence for Trees (UCT) algorithm, originally proposed
by Kocsis and Szepesvari [12]. A common problem faced
by UCT and by extension, the subsequent MCTS algo-
rithms, is the lack of prior strategic knowledge as the
game tree is built only through random simulation and
knowledge of the game rules. Traditional game playing
algorithms that construct game trees using game-specific
knowledge heuristics have been shown to perform well [1],
which suggests that UCT may also benefit from a similar
improvement.
This study investigates the inclusion of an Artificial
Neural Networks (NNs) into the UCT algorithm [6] to
act as a pruning agent for removing unnecessary areas of
the search space. The game tree constructed by UCT is
pruned concurrently to its construction to further force
UCT to focus on moves deemed to be more likely to win
or to avoid a loss.
Introductory concepts of the UCT algorithm and a brief
illustration of how it functions is outlined in Section 2.
Various UCT improvements have been investigated by
other researchers, many of them considering pruning tech-
niques. The pruning techniques outlined by other re-
searchers, which then form a foundation for NN-based
pruning, are discussed in Section 3. The design of the
novel UCT-NN algorithm is explained in Section 4 by con-
sidering the training, design and role of the NN compo-
nent. Finally, various practical parametric concerns are
raised in the UCT-NN algorithm, which are empirically
explored using the game of Go-Moku in Section 5.
2. THE UCT ALGORITHM
Traditional game playing algorithms, such as Minimax,
typically construct a data structure known as a game tree,
1
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Figure 1: A single iteration of the UCT algorithm,
repeated until the specified termination criteria
has been met [3]
which lists each possible move, with its subsequent possi-
ble moves as children. The leaf nodes of the tree typically
represent games where a win, loss or draw has occurred
and no further moves are possible. A full game tree re-
cursively defines every possible permutation of game play,
but is difficult to calculate and even more difficult to store
in games with large search spaces, such as Chess [1]. The
game of Chess, for example, has a game tree consisting of
10120 moves, which is intractable to compute and infeasi-
ble to store in memory.
The UCT algorithm [11], and its later MCTS variants,
aim to approximate the game theoretic distributions of
games won from each node in the first ply (game tree
level), thus enabling the algorithm to select the node max-
imising the win likelihood [12]. The algorithm constructs
the information in each node by recursively gathering pay-
off information (number of wins, losses, draws and games
sampled) from deeper ply levels. This recursive strategy is
applied in four steps (Figure 1) to each search iteration un-
til the stopping condition has been met, such as the com-
putational requirements of the algorithm being depleted
[5]. The four steps are Selection, Expansion, Simulation
and Backpropagation.
1. Selection: A recursive tree search is applied to de-
scend through the tree until it reaches a state that
is either terminal (an end-game) or has not yet been
visited.
2. Expansion: If the selected node is not a terminal
node, one or more children are added to the current
node which correspond to states available from the
selected node.
3. Simulation: A default policy is applied to the se-
lected node to produce an estimation of the game
state by playing a random simulation of two players
from the selected node.
4. Backpropagation: The result of the simulation from
the selected node is propagated to its parents and
ancestors until it reaches the root of the tree, up-
dating the recorded statistics in each node that is
traversed.
While the terminating condition of the algorithm has
not yet been met, the above four steps are sequentially
applied and represent a recursive descent to a node that
is either a terminal leaf node or unexplored, upon which
the node is expanded and a simulation follows. There-
after the terminal node or simulation result is propagated
back to the root as the recursion stack unwinds. This
recursive approach is applied in multiple iterations until
the computational budget of time or memory provided to
the algorithm is exceeded, or after a fixed number of node
visits.
On each iteration, a search is conducted to check if the
node given (starting from the root) should be explored to
the next level if it has children and has thus been previ-
ously visited. Alternatively, the node is a terminal node or
has been not yet been visited, in which case an appropri-
ate action is applied to allow propagation of the child back
to its ancestors, and ultimately the game tree root. The
∆ value calculated is the result of a random simulation
from an unvisited node or the direct value of a terminal
node. After the computational budget is depleted, the al-
gorithm selects the move that is most preferable in the
first ply. The preference of a move is typically calculated
by weighting each child’s wins with the number of visits
allocated [14, 5].
The tree policy, or sample deciding equation, that dis-
tinguishes UCT apart from other MCTS variants is the
UCB1 policy [2], which was adapted [12] as follows:
UCT (j) = µ¯j + C
√
2 ln(N)
Nj
(1)
Where (j ∈ (1..K) : UCT (j) ≥ UCT (k)∀k ∈ K) which
opts to recursively descend to the child j that maximises
UCT, with N being the number of times the parent node
(the current node) has been visited, Nj being the num-
ber of times the child j has been visited and C > 0 is
a defined exploration-exploitation tuning parameter. If
multiple nodes equally maximise UCT, one is randomly
selected [12]. If Nj = 0, then a value of ∞ is allocated
to the second term, which forces the exploration of pre-
viously unexplored children when they are encountered.
The µ¯j term indicates the average payoff of the child node
considered.
3. PRUNING IMPROVEMENTS TO UCT
There are an abundance of variations and enhancements
of the UCT algorithm in the traditional game domain
of two-player, zero-sum, perfect-information games [3].
Game domains, such as imperfect information games [4]
and single player games [15] have also provided interesting
variations of UCT which can be applied to other domains,
most notably pruning the game-state search space. Prun-
ing the game tree created by UCT can be performed by
encouraging UCT to avoid moves by using a penalty or by
physically removing them from the game tree.
There are two main categories of pruning enhancements
that can benefit from applying a priori knowledge to the
UCT algorithm, namely implicit pruning and explicit prun-
ing. Other prior knowledge mechanisms exist, such as
changing the default random simulation policy of UCT to
use prior games played in the same tournament or against
the same player, but these typically do not consider prun-
ing [8, 17, 18].
Implicit pruning can be used in the recursive downward
navigation in the selection step of UCT to bias the search-
ing function to select known strong moves. Explicit prun-
ing removes moves from the game tree to limit the size of
the search space. History heuristics and prior information
are not typically included in explicit pruning. The ques-
tion of whether prior knowledge can improve UCT using
explicit pruning is considered in this study.
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In contrast to implicit pruning, explicit pruning physi-
cally removes moves from the search space to restrict the
domain in which UCT searches. Instead of being applied
in the selection phase, this process is applied in the ex-
pansion phase while creating children for nodes.
In the game of Go, a territory heuristic was used by
Huang, Liu, Lu and Xiao [10] to remove moves that were
known to be weaker depending on the board configuration.
An alternative to direct heuristics, He et al. [9] found
success with an opponent modelling technique through
strong experimental results in the game of Go. By cre-
ating only nodes that were considered useful based on the
opponent’s behaviour, the use of pattern recognition es-
sentially constructing a smaller game tree for the opponent
[9]. These domain knowledge pruning techniques increase
the strength of the UCT player at a cost of hand-crafting
or training heuristics, much like hand-crafted evaluation
functions in Minimax.
4. A NEURAL NETWORK AUGMENTED
UCT PLAYER
NNs have been shown to perform well for pattern recog-
nition and classification problems, as well as games [7]. A
feed-forward NN consisting of a single hidden layer and
output layer was trained with a back-propagation train-
ing rule to learn ranking features from UCT generated
patterns. The trained NN is included in UCT to form
UCT-NN by applying explicit pruning in the expansion
phase of UCT. Explicit pruning is used as it decreases
the width of the UCT-NN created game tree by remov-
ing weaker moves, allowing the algorithm to exploit better
moves.
The structural and training design of the NN is ex-
plained in Section 4.1. The use of the trained NN is fur-
ther explained in the context of being included in UCT
as an explicit pruning agent to form the novel UCT-NN
algorithm (Section 4.2).
4.1 Neural Network Design
In the UCT-NN algorithm, the NN component is treated
as a black-box component where the children of a node
that is being expanded are provided to the NN. The NN
assigns an output to each possible child, which is used
as a ranking. The ranking of children is used to prune
a depth-specific number of children. The NN is trained
before use in the UCT-NN algorithm, which provides the
weight vector corresponding to the NN. UCT-NN takes
the trained NN weight vector as an input and uses it for
its ranking functions.
There are various physical characteristics of the NN,
namely the topology, structure of inputs, structure of out-
puts and activation functions employed. For simplicity,
a feed-forward topology is used with sigmoid activation
functions. This topology provides sufficient computational
complexity for many pattern recognition and classification
problems [7]. The weight vector consisting of the weights
between neurons in input value layer, hidden neuron layer
and output neuron layer is used when firing the NN to ob-
tain output rankings of moves. Assuming a sufficiently ac-
curate weight vector is obtained, the NN is computation-
ally capable of abstracting the strategic information of the
UCT-generated training patterns. In addition to sigmoid
functions, other functions were informally tested, namely:
linear, step and hyperbolic tangent functions. These func-
tions were found to be ineffective for training, given the
game studied and structure of training patterns. The pat-
terns presented to the NN during training and the input
data during firing correspond to flattened game boards
that are linearised.
The structural design of the NN is the first consideration
of the NN component of UCT-NN. The second consider-
ation is the pattern creation and training of the NN to
obtain a suitable weight vector prior to using the NN as
part of UCT-NN for game playing. A large set of training
patterns was generated by employing the UCT algorithm
to play against another UCT player with the game of Go-
Moku. A Gradient Descent back-propagation rule [7] was
used to train the NN.
4.2 Pruning in UCT with a Neural Network
The trained NN is combined into UCT during the ex-
pansion phase of UCT, whereby the NN prunes a per-
centage of the available moves. The percentage pruned
must be empirically tuned for the game considered, such
as Go-Moku in this study. The number of moves removed
from a given node corresponds to the tree depth, as fewer
nodes are available on deeper levels as the game board be-
comes more filled. Various pruning schemes were consid-
ered in this study, such as constant and decaying pruning
schemes, which are discussed as parameters to the algo-
rithm in Section 5.3.1.
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Figure 2: Summary of steps for move suggestion
using a neural network with pre-processing and
post-processing steps. The green moves in the out-
put calculation represent the NN predicted rank-
ings for pruning.
The process of providing a pattern to the NN compo-
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nent during game play is illustrated in Figure 2. When a
given node is expanded by UCT-NN during its tree con-
struction, the NN is fired with the same board. Before the
NN can be fired, the board is flattened and converted to
discrete integer encodings. After the NN has been fired, a
symmetric conversion occurs to convert the rankings to a
board. The obtained rankings on a board are then sorted
to allow the pruning scheme in UCT-NN to prune the low-
est ranking moves, subject to the quantity stipulated by
the pruning scheme.
The NN related steps in the UCT-NN algorithm are
thus: board extraction, board flattening, integer transfor-
mation of inputs, NN firing, NN output extraction, output
ranking, and child pruning.
• Board extraction: When children are to be expanded
from an unvisited node in the UCT-NN algorithm,
the board and player are extracted from the game
node.
• Board flattening : The n by n game board is con-
verted to a n2 sized vector.
• Integer transformation of outputs: Each move of the
flattened board is encoded by recording a 1 for the
current player, −1 for the opponent and 0 for an
available move. An NN cannot process textual data,
hence the need to transform the flattened board into
a discrete-valued vector. By not representing each
player with a fixed encoding, but rather using a
current player and opponent model, the amount of
learning of the NN is reduced by half as the strate-
gies apply to both players.
• NN firing : The integer-represented board is pre-
sented to the NN and the NN is fired to produce
an output.
• NN output extraction: The output of the NN is
recorded in an n2 sized vector corresponding to pre-
dicted pruning severity, indicating how desirable a
move is, as predicted by the NN.
• Output ranking : The output vector is converted to
a vector containing ordinal rankings of moves with
unavailable moves removed, which are specified by
an output of 0.1.
• Child pruning : The ranked output vector is used in
the UCT-NN algorithm. The UCT-NN algorithm
provides an integer representing how many moves to
prune at the current board tree-depth. The ranked
output vector is used to remove the correct number
of children nodes.
5. PARAMETRIC EVALUATION
In the design of UCT-NN, three major parameters emerge
which must be empirically tuned when applied to a game.
These parameters are assumed to be game-specific as only
the game of 5 by 5 Go-Moku was considered. The overall
performance of the algorithm is not empirically evaluated
in this paper, but results from parameter optimisation in-
dicate that the algorithm performs favourably. When in-
vestigating parameter values, a scoring system is used to
collapse the total wins, losses and draws of a game into a
comparative measure. An uneven weighting between wins
and losses prevents wins and losses cancelling scores into
draws. The score for a player is calculated as:
score = 2#wins+ #draws−#losses (2)
The first parameter, the C parameter controls explo-
ration and exploitation balancing for how the UCT-NN al-
gorithm constructs its game tree (Section 5.1). The second
parameter considered is the NN hidden layer size, and as-
sociated learning rates when training (Section 5.2). Lastly,
the various pruning schemes considered in this study are
outlined (Section 5.3). It is assumed that the NN eval-
uation has a trivial time requirement which is achieved
by not considering time as a metric. The benefit of ex-
cluding the evaluation costs is that the algorithms can be
compared directly. Additionally, the fact that all exper-
imental work was conducted in a heterogeneous cluster
of computers further negates the possibility of using time
as a common benchmark. All software used was written
in the Java programming language as stand-alone experi-
mental tools in conjunction with the CILIB1 experimental
framework.
5.1 Exploration and Exploitation in UCT
The main parameter present in the UCT algorithm is
the exploration and exploitation balancing parameter, re-
ferred to as C. The C parameter controls the tree build-
ing of the UCT algorithm by adapting the default Monte
Carlo behaviour with a penalty, or cost term, for repeat-
edly searching branches. Literature suggests typical val-
ues for C while maintaining the fact that the parameter
is problem specific [8, 12].
A UCT player is used as the baseline against which the
novel UCT-NN algorithm is benchmarked, thus presenting
the need to optimise the UCT algorithm for an unbiased
comparison. The UCT player is also used to create train-
ing data for the NN that is bootstrapped into UCT to
create UCT-NN. The C parameter for UCT must thus
be empirically tuned to facilitate the creation of realistic
training data, and also be tuned for the tree-building be-
haviour of both the UCT player and the novel UCT-NN
player.
By playing two UCT players against each other, each
with different C values, to determine the C values for use
in subsequent parameter tests and performance evalua-
tions. An experimental design is discussed (Section 5.1.1)
to provide quantitative results to support the selection of
a suitable C value (Section 5.1.2).
5.1.1 Experimental Procedure
The value of the exploration and exploitation, or C, pa-
rameter of UCT is problem dependant and literature sug-
gests that there is no agreed upon method of empirically
selecting a suitable value [8]. One of the most common
values reported in literature is C = 1.41, but empirical
means of establishing this value are not reported. In this
study, the performance effects of various C values are in-
vestigated in an effort to identify a suitable value for sub-
sequent experiments that use the UCT algorithm.
To measure performance of a game player, an investi-
gation of the frequency of winning, losing and drawing
is required against suitable opponents. This study poses
two UCT players against each other, each with their own
C values in a tournament to identify which C values are
linked with higher performance. Each player has an op-
portunity to play first as well as second, thus off-setting
1Computation Intelligence LIBrary available online at
www.cilib.net
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any benefit that playing first or second may yield. Each
game between two UCT players is repeated 30 times with
time-dependant seeds for their random number genera-
tors. Repeating each game 30 times reduces the impact
of outlier wins, losses or draws that are not representative
of the player’s likelihood of winning.
This study uses the game of Go-Moku as a case study
for the novel UCT-NN algorithm, which suggests that the
value for C should be optimised for the UCT player in this
game. It is assumed that the C value for UCT will reflect
similar performance in UCT-NN. Varying board sizes of
Go-Moku are used in the C selection procedure with the
goal of reaching a generalisable value.
In addition to the board size variable, the time allocated
to a UCT player has a significant impact on its perfor-
mance [8]. An additional variable must be introduced as
an arbitrary time limit cannot be selected. While a direct
time limit may be imposed on UCT, a simpler means of
controlling the time limit of the algorithm is by imposing
an upper limit on the number of nodes that the algorithm
can traverse. Four values for the node visit limit were
selected, corresponding to approximately 10 seconds, 1
minute, 10 minutes and 1 hour per move, thus providing
a large sample of different time scenarios that UCT would
operate in.
Each tournament is repeated for each board size and
node visit value identified, providing 12 larger tourna-
ments for each C value. the score for each player is cal-
culated for each set of games in each tournament for each
variable configuration, which is then used for evaluation.
The results of each tournament are tabulated to allow
for the calculation of overall score totals for each player.
In addition to the score totals, the optimal C value for
each tournament is identified as both the first and second
player, which is then used to create a frequency of maximal
performance as a secondary means of identifying suitable
C values.
5.1.2 Results and Discussion of Parameter Selec-
tion
The optimality frequency measure for each value was
calculated to establish how frequently each C performed
best in all tournament. Results from the frequency opti-
mality illustrate that playing first gives a distinct boost to
the winning frequency. The overall optimum was found to
be C = 2, which outperformed every other C value in this
tournament environment. By comparing the performance
of each C value as P2, different C values appear to have
performed comparatively well to the optimum (C = 2).
Combining the scores of both P1 and P2 to calculate a
total, the overall optimum (C = 2) was evident, whilst
the secondary optimum (C = 1) appeared to win approx-
imately half as often, but still by a larger margin than the
other considered C values.
To further investigate the performance of each candi-
date C value beyond simply identifying which was optimal
for each parameter configuration, the scored performance
is added for each C value and these totals are compared
(Figure 3). By investigating the performance scores of
each C value, the performance of sub-optimal values con-
tributes to the overall score to investigate realistic differ-
ences between value options.
The computed performance score of each C value (Fig-
ure 3) shows that P1 consistently outperforms P2, which
is expected, due to the benefit of playing first in Go-
Moku. There is a strong visual difference between the
values for C = 1 and C = 2 and every other considered
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Figure 3: Performance scores of player 1, player 2
and overall total for each considered C value, cal-
culated over each node limit and board size con-
sidered.
C value. There was no significant difference between ob-
served total performance scores for C = 1 and C = 2
(χ2(1, N = 30) = 0.039, P = 0.8433). This result shows
that the frequency of optimality does not reflect over-
all continuous-valued performance, despite the fact that
C = 2 appeared to be visually better. The relationship
between C = 1 or C = 2 and each other C value was
found to be extremely statistically significant, such as with
C = 5 (χ2(1, N = 30) = 1049.5, P < 0.0001). The incon-
sistency between the frequency of optimality and perfor-
mance score suggests the need for further consideration.
The combined frequency of optimality and performance
scores (Figure 4) shows a disparity between which C value
should be considered optimal for the purpose of this study.
The values for C = 1 and C = 2 both show promise and
indicate that a value between these two considered values
may be optimal. A value of
√
2 = 1.41 is theoretically
observed to be optimal in the original UCT derivation
[12]. Other researchers have also found this to be true in
practice [8], which motivates the selection of the value of
C = 1.41 for the remaining experiments in this paper.
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Figure 4: Combined visualisation of optimality
frequencies and performance scores for each con-
sidered C value, calculated over each node limit
and board size considered. The performance score
is illustrated by the line chart overlay.
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5.2 Neural Network Structure and Training
The UCT-NN algorithm contains an NN consisting of
a three-layer, feed-forward topology with sigmoid activa-
tion functions. The weights for the NN are trained using
gradient-based back-propagation. Two main parameters
must be considered for the NN to be effectively trained,
namely the learning rate, η, and the size of the hidden
layer. As decaying learning rates avoid overshooting and
getting trapped in local optima [7], two learning rates
are considered, namely: a linearly decaying learning rate
(ηlin) and an exponentially decaying learning rate (ηexp).
When training an NN, the vector of weights, which
maps onto the weightings between neurons of successful
layers, is optimised. There are two major phases to suc-
cessfully training an NN, namely:
• Training data collection and pre-processing: Train-
ing data is gathered through random simulation be-
tween two UCT players to capture a sufficiently large
number of patterns representing a large portion of
the search space for the given scenario. The sizes
of these training sets are arbitrarily chosen based on
the number of available patterns and are thus 5 815
training patterns and 18 260 generalisation patterns.
• Weight vector optimisation: through the use of gradient-
descent back-propagation, the vector of weights rep-
resenting the trained NN is optimised. Key parame-
ters that are introduced in this phase are the learn-
ing rate (η), epoch limit for training and the hidden
layer size of the trained NN.
The candidate values for the hidden layer size were iden-
tified as ten monotonically increasing values. The values
identified range from very small (5) to reasonably large
(50). The hidden layer size should ideally be as small as
possible for training simplicity and speed, but should si-
multaneously be large enough that the problem described
by the training data set can be accurately learnt by the
NN [7]. Five candidate values for the learning rate were
identified, ranging from 10−6 to 10−2. Small learning rate
values allow accurate exploitation, but can suffer from pre-
mature convergence and thus force the training algorithm
to stagnate, thus a large range of values were considered.
The epoch limit, or iteration limit, is set at 3 000 to pro-
vide sufficient evidence for parameter optimisation with-
out fully training each NN. With the correct parame-
ter configuration, the epoch limit for actually training
the NN is set at 20 000. Higher epoch limits are more
favourable for investigating NN training performance, but
are directly proportionally correlated to the time taken,
thus lower values are selected for experimental feasibility.
Stagnation and overfitting detection are not applied when
training the NN, but rather observed a posterior to select
the iteration which exhibits both a low learning error and
a low generalisation error. As overfitting was not used as
a measure of termination, instead relying on a fixed epoch
limit, a training error threshold was not applied.
When optimising the hidden layer and η parameters and
training the NN, the metric used is the Mean Squared
Error (MSE).
MSE = ε =
ΣPp=0Σ
K
k=0(tj − oj)2
PK
(3)
where P is the number of patterns considered, K is the
number of neuron outputs, tj is the j-th target value in
the pattern p considered, and oj is the output of the j-th
output of the NN for the pattern p considered.
The MSE for the NN evaluating the training set (εtraining)
is used in the back-propagation algorithm to identify the
error gradient to suitably adjust the weight vector in the
direction that minimises εtraining. The generalisation MSE
is also calculated for the NN as εgeneralisation, which is
used to identify which epoch overfitting occurred on after
training. The standard MSE was adapted in this study to
exclude k values corresponding to moves that are already
made on the board. As the training data is generated by
UCT self-play, the NN is thus encouraged to train to learn
features of unmade moves rather than existing moves.
Informal experimentation was conducted to investigate
and compare the hidden layer size and learning rate pa-
rameters. The hidden layer size of 30 appeared to perform
sufficiently well and the 0.01 η value appeared to be the
best out of the identified candidate η values. Addition-
ally, when comparing the linear and exponential decay η
functions, the exponentially decaying function was found
to consistently produce lower errors. By retraining a set
of NNs using these parameters, the one that produces the
lowest MSE after 15 000 iterations is selected and used in
UCT-NN to compare the considered pruning schemes.
5.3 Pruning Schemes for Neural Network Aug-
mented UCT
The UCT-NN algorithm proposes an optimisation to
the UCT algorithm by using a trained NN to remove a
portion of the game tree, and by extension, the problem
search space. The natural question that arises when ap-
plying such pruning is: How much of the search space
should be removed?
The trained NN in the UCT-NN algorithm can perform
rankings of permissible moves in a given game board. By
removing the worst performing moves, UCT can concen-
trate on moves that maximise the chance of winning, thus
increasing the likelihood of UCT selecting moves that lie
on the principal variation. The proportion of the search
space to be removed is considered by identifying various
candidate pruning schemes in the studied 5 by 5 Go-
Moku game (Section 5.3.1). To experimentally compare
the identified pruning schemes, the experimental proce-
dure is outlined (Section 5.3.2). The results of each prun-
ing scheme are presented and discussed to arrive at suit-
able pruning scheme for use by the UCT-NN algorithm
(Section 5.3.3).
5.3.1 Considered Pruning Schemes
In the expansion phase of the UCT-NN algorithm, a
portion of the children are pruned from the given node.
The pruning scheme used in UCT-NN uses the number
of possible children to determine how many children to
remove. To select a suitable pruning scheme, various can-
didate pruning schemes must be identified and empirically
compared. Two types of pruning schemes that are consid-
ered are constant pruning schemes and decaying pruning
schemes.
• Constant pruning schemes: Remove a fixed percent-
age of available children when applying pruning, re-
gardless of the current depth of the game tree.
• Decaying pruning schemes: Remove a calculated amount
of children based on the current depth of the game
tree. Decaying pruning schemes remove a large num-
ber of children in the opening game, but have a di-
minished effect on end-game game trees.
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As UCT-NN makes use of explicit pruning, information
is lost when children are removed from the game tree,
which motivates the need for careful selection of a pruning
scheme that does not adversely affect UCT. The phase of
the game is an important consideration for how pruning
is applied. UCT performs better in end-game scenarios
than in opening games [8], which suggests that decaying
pruning schemes are superior, as they preserve UCT algo-
rithm’s end-game searching.
The constant pruning schemes considered are fixed per-
centage schemes that remove 25%, 50% and 75% of avail-
able children from each parent node. These schemes re-
move increasingly larger sections of the game tree, which
may have a negative effect on UCT-NN. The decaying
pruning schemes considered are exponentially and linearly
decaying schemes with an initial value of 50%. The expo-
nential decaying scheme removes an initially large section
of the game tree, but removes exponentially less children
on subsequent ply. The linearly decaying scheme removes
exactly one less node than on the previous ply.
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Figure 5: Percentage pruned by each candidate
pruning scheme, indicating the percentage of avail-
able children removed per ply in a 5 by 5 game of
Go-Moku.
The five considered pruning schemes (Figure 5) provide
a sufficient spread of the possible levels of pruning sever-
ity. The most severe pruning scheme is the 75% constant
pruning scheme which removes a very large portion of the
game tree, especially when applied to a game with a larger
search space. The least severe pruning scheme, by visual
comparison, is the exponentially decaying pruning scheme
which removes less than 10% of the possible children after
the seventh ply. This study empirically tests the effec-
tiveness of each scheme using an experimental procedure
described by the following section.
5.3.2 Experimental Procedure
To measure the effectiveness of each considered pruning
scheme, a trained NN is used in the UCT-NN algorithm,
which is played against a UCT opponent. The trained NN
allows the ranking of moves to allow the weakest moves to
be pruned, as governed by the pruning scheme.
Tournaments where each player is given the same limit
of node visits were used to gather data. This tournament
style was used with 60 games with UCT as P1 and 60
games with UCT-NN as P1. Considered node visit limits
are calculated in a doubling scheme from a very low value
(610) to a very large value (20 000 000).
The results of each game are totalled to investigate how
each player performs at each node visit limit with the
UCT-NN playing using the considered pruning scheme.
After the results of each game are totalled, the score of
each player per node visit limit is calculated. The scored
totals are considered for each node visit limit for each
pruning scheme to identify regions in which the UCT-NN
player, with the considered pruning scheme, outperforms
the UCT player.
The overall performance of the UCT-NN player with
each pruning scheme is aggregated and compared with a
pair-wise two-tailed Fischer’s exact test to evaluate which
scheme performs pair-wise higher than the other consid-
ered schemes. The statistical and visual performance of
each pruning scheme is considered to select a suitable
scheme for further performance experiments.
5.3.3 Results and Discussion of Parameter Selec-
tion
Considering the win-rate of UCT versus UCT-NN, each
pruning scheme is considered when used in UCT-NN. In
the first considered pruning scheme, a constant 25% scheme,
UCT-NN has a higher win-rate only at node visit limits of
2 442 and 4 883, suggesting that the constant 25% scheme
performs well only in the initial node visit limit range. The
apparent decline in the win-rate of UCT-NN is mirrored
by the increase in the number of draws between UCT-
NN and UCT. In the second considered pruning scheme,
a constant 50% scheme, UCT has a higher win-rate than
UCT-NN for each considered node visit limit. A note-
worthy trend is the increasing number of draws which
matches the decrease in wins for UCT-NN. In the third
considered pruning scheme, a constant 75% scheme, the
win-rate for UCT is similar to the 50% scheme while the
UCT-NN experiences fewer draws. The apparent dispar-
ity between the win-rate of UCT-NN and UCT is less
pronounced than in the 50% scheme, but does not dis-
play any cross-over points such as in the 25% scheme. In
the fourth considered pruning scheme, an exponentially
decaying scheme, UCT-NN initially wins twice as many
games as UCT. The strong initial play of UCT-NN de-
creases consistently becoming lower than the win-rate of
UCT after a 39 083 node visit limit. The region from
610 to 39 083 shows a large disparity between UCT-NN
and UCT, with UCT-NN clearly outperforming UCT. The
number of draws increases as the node visit limit increases;
a trend that is consistent between each pruning scheme
considered. The final considered pruning scheme, a lin-
early decaying scheme, reflects similar results to the ex-
ponentially decaying scheme, but with a sharper increase
in draws. UCT-NN initially has a higher win-rate than
UCT, which changes from a node visit limit of 19 532.
UCT consistently has a higher win-rate than UCT-NN in
node visit limits of 39 083 and higher.
By aggregating the number of wins, losses and draws
into a score, a fixed value can be allocated to evaluate the
performance of a player at a given node visit limit. The
scoring of each player is considered relatively to compare
performance on each node visit limit and summarised in
Figure 6. The first considered pruning scheme, a constant
25% scheme, performed worse against the UCT player ex-
cept at 1 221 and 2 442 node visit limits. The early im-
provement of UCT-NN indicates that the constant 25%
scheme performs initially well but when more time is made
available, UCT exploits the removed information in UCT-
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NN’s game tree. The second considered pruning scheme,
a constant 50% scheme, performed worse against the UCT
player at each node visit limit. A similar result is found
for the constant 75% scheme. The constant 75% scheme
appears to perform better in initial node visit limits than
the constant 50% scheme, but there is a lack of statistical
support to indicate a difference (Table 1).
The two decaying schemes exhibit better performance
than the constant schemes at lower node visit limits, both
consistently performing statistically better than the UCT
opponent. The exponentially decaying scheme has a higher
performance score than UCT up to the 78 125 node visit
limit, while statistically performing better than the UCT
opponent up to the 19 532 node visit limit. The linearly
decaying scheme has a lower maximum and also indicates
a high score for lower node visit limits, but decays quickly
after 9 532. The scores of the five considered pruning
schemes are compared visually (Figure 6) and statistically
(Table 1).
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Figure 6: Combined calculated scores for each con-
sidered pruning scheme.
Visually, the scheme appears to perform better on the
highest number of node visit limits is the exponentially
decaying scheme. The exponentially decaying scheme per-
forms best on all node visit limits except two limits (9 766
and 1 9532), where the linearly decaying scheme performs
only marginally better. A statistical comparison of scores
using a pair-wise two-tailed Fischer’s exact test reveals
that only 11 of the considered 60 tournaments between
UCT-NN and UCT are not statistically significant. The
exponentially decaying pruning scheme is chosen for the
evaluation of the UCT-NN algorithm due to its high scor-
ing against UCT and its stable win-rate for initial node
visit limits, which is where the NN is expected to provide a
comparable performance boost to UCT-NN against UCT.
6. CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
The inclusion of an NN into UCT to form UCT-NN has
the potential to assist UCT in selecting suitable moves
when applied to complex games. Various design consid-
erations emerge when forming UCT-NN, namely the al-
gorithm design and the tuning of the various parameters
that emerge.
The UCT-NN algorithmic design considerations include
how the NN is created and used in the new algorithm. By
modifying the expansion phase of UCT to include NN-
advised pruning, the new algorithm is formulated. This
modification includes various pre-processing required by
the NN, firing the NN and converting the output into a
useful format for UCT to inform its pruning.
To further investigate the design of UCT-NN, its as-
sociated parameters must be empirically evaluated using
a sample game, such as Go-Moku. A 5 by 5 Go-Moku
game was used in this study to elaborate a tournament
style optimisation technique for the exploration and ex-
ploitation parameter of UCT-NN which controls the tree
construction. Secondly, the NN necessitates that the hid-
den layer size and associated learning rate be investigated
to find values that allow suitable learning. The learning of
the NN involves providing boot-strapped UCT generated
patterns which the NN can extract strategic information
from. Lastly, various pruning rates are evident, namely
constant and decaying pruning rates. By controlling how
much of the game tree is removed in UCT-NN, three con-
stant and two decaying schemes were investigated, reveal-
ing that exponentially decaying pruning schemes are su-
perior. Final evaluation of the design of UCT-NN and its
associated parameters is left as future work.
Future research is required to investigate the compara-
tive performance of UCT-NN on other games to evaluate
the scalability and extensibility of the algorithm. Further-
more, different NN combination techniques can be consid-
ered in UCT-NN to introduce prior knowledge at other
phases for other purposes than direct pruning.
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